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Popular Science

Imagine that you want to experience the best mobile data connection ever.
Feeling sleepy already? Ok, let’s switch perspective! Let’s then say you want
that WiFi Netflix (or SVT) stream from your modem to your 4K Smart-TV to
be super reliable, i.e., you should be able to see at least 10 drama scenes of a
SKAM episode without any cut. Or say you want that Call of Duty connection
to be flawless, so that you don’t get killed because of ”lag and stuff”. How
about streaming live videos from your cellphone Facebook app? It would be
perfect if every wireless connection would be flawless, right? Turns out every
one owning a mobile device thinks exactly like you!

Mobile services are expected to be fast, reliable, and of course, cheap. For
scientists and engineers, building systems that meet today’s traffic user de-
mands is a challenging task already, not to mention that the number of users
(or more precisely, the number of connected devices) are expected to grow ex-
ponentially in the next upcoming years. To support the customer demands,
scientists and engineers roll up their sleeves in order to build such systems.
When it comes to cellular communications (the ones your mobile operator
charges you monthly so that you can enjoy your 10 or 100 Gigabytes of incom-
ing data traffic), there are several ideas on how to improve the overall data
traffic of the network without compromising on the quality of service to the
end user. One such idea is to have base stations with 100’s or even 1000’s of an-
tennas co-operating together. Think of antennas as you think about Hebrews:
it’s more likely that one Hebrew crosses the Red Sea alive if the number of
Hebrews crossing the Red sea is large, right? Same with antennas and signals:
it is more likely that at least one of the 100 transmitted signals (each signal
transmitted from a single base station antenna) arrives reliably to your mobile
device than if only a single signal was originally transmitted.

”But 100 co-operating antennas sounds complicated, right?” Right! Nev-
ertheless, this novel technology is one of the main candidates to be integrated
in fifth generation (5G) mobile systems, which are expected to start operating
in 2020. This thesis focuses on solving different problems associated with this
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vi Popular Science

technology. It addresses some of the following questions:

1. Does this idea work in practice? We tried to answer this question by
building the first non-proprietary system that demonstrates this tech-
nology, and meets the real-time requirements that a 4G communication
link should ensure (although it is envisioned to integrate 5G systems).
We named our prototype the LuMaMi testbed, which stands for Lund
University Massive MIMO testbed.

2. Can it be made cheap? Each antenna needs to have an associated circuit
to process its incoming/outgoing signals. As a result, scaling the number
of antennas also scales the number of associated circuits. These circuits
need to be cheap in order for the whole system to be cost effective. The
main problem with cheap circuits is that they do not behave ideally, for
example, they are not ”reciprocal”. We addressed part of this problem by
proposing an algorithm which mitigates (i.e., calibrates) the non-idealities
of a cheap circuit from a reciprocity point of view.

3. Can this system track me well? One requirement of next generation wire-
less systems, it that they need to localize and track users reliably, which
can be done by taking advantage of the hundreds of antennas available.
Using tools from artificial intelligence, we found suitable algorithms for
positioning and tracking of mobile devices.

This thesis addresses different problems associated with base stations op-
erating with 100’s or even 1000’s of co-operating antennas. The scope of the
thesis is broad: the problems addressed range from algorithm design to im-
plementation, from communications to localization, etc. It resulted from an
interdisciplinary project between the Communications Engineering group and
the Integrated Electronic Systems group at Lund University, and several indus-
trial and academic partners. It, hopefully, makes a small contribution when it
comes to pushing the envelope of knowledge in the area, and helps maturing
this conceptual technology so it can integrate our daily lives in a near bright
future.



Abstract

This thesis focuses on algorithms and proofs of concepts in the area of wireless
systems operating with a large number of antennas, especially at the base
station side.

The first studied topic concerns the design and implementation of mas-
sive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) testbeds, primarily for commu-
nications. This is an entirely new engineering challenge on its own, due to
the unprecedented use of a large number of base station antennas together
with time division duplex (TDD)-based operation. We consider hardware and
system-level aspects of extending current Long Term Evolution (LTE) systems
in order to integrate a massive number of antennas at the base station side.
We materialize our testbed design into the Lund University massive MIMO
(LuMaMi) testbed, and finalize with (measured) proof-of-concept results to
validate our design claims.

The second researched topic addresses transceiver calibration to re-establish
the reciprocity assumption of a wireless link. This aspect is crucial to be dealt
due to the preferred operation mode of massive MIMO, i.e. TDD. To over-
come the practical hassles of hardware-based calibration schemes, we propose
a convenient over-the-air sounding method between all pairs of base station an-
tennas that allows gathering enough measurements in order to estimate robust
calibration coefficients. We provide algorithmic contributions and experimen-
tal evidence that corroborate the use of this calibration methodology in prac-
tice. This calibration approach is also applied to the case of calibrating the
transmitter and receiver chains individually, for classical array beamforming
applications.

The topic of detection in block fading (massive) SIMO systems is also ad-
dressed. This system setup is very representative to those of many existing
systems as of today, e.g., in low power sensor networks. Using an estimation
framework learned from our work in transceiver calibration, namely the gen-
eralized method of moments (GMM), we study a closed-form estimator that
balances complexity and performance nicely.

vii
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The last part of the thesis aims to bring together the emerging topic of
Deep Learning with fingerprint-based terminal positioning using uplink massive
MIMO channels. The key idea is that the intricate structure of raw massive
MIMO channels can be learned by deep learning networks and therefore used
for positioning purposes. We study the applicability of a particular case of deep
learning methods, namely, convolutional neural networks, which are state-of-
the-art learning machines in the context of image processing.



Preface

This doctoral thesis is an outcome of my personal interest for the subject of
statistical signal processing. An interest that grew, in part, due to the existence
of influential figures in my education journey.

The impact of influential figures in my education journey has significantly
played out in terms of which academic paths I ended up undertaking. For
example, my primary school teacher, which I had great affection for, was a
native Spanish speaker. Her shortcomings speaking the national language of
her current country of residence (i.e., Portugal) was compensated by excelling
when it came to teaching scientific disciplines. I believe it back then when
my mind started to accept, and enjoy, exact sciences more than, say, sciences
of the other kinds. During secondary school I was fortunate enough to cross
paths with one the most charismatic math teachers I ever had–Father Vieira.
He was a ferocious chess player who hated to lose more than enjoyed winning.
During Bachelor studies I had an extremely exigent and rigorous teacher, Prof.
Amândio, who awakened my personal interest for signal processing. He made
the academic journey of students hard, but fun–the true way to craft champi-
ons. Finally, during my Master and Ph.D. studies I found a mentor from the
Eslöv’s metropolis that shared many of the attributes of my previous teachers
(even a language defect) and much more: he is also a dear friend.

Each of these individuals had captivating personalities: they were authentic,
altruistic, and genuinely passionate towards their teaching subject. They kept
it real for themselves and for others, and therefore were extremely influential
figures in my academic life. They were landmarks in my entire education that,
at key moments, steered my academic path leading to this doctoral thesis in
the discipline of applied signal processing for wireless systems. This thesis is
my best effort to let them known that all their guidance mattered.

This doctoral thesis summarizes my research as Ph.D. student at the de-
partment of Electrical and Information Technology at Lund University from
September-2013 to October-2017. It is comprised of two parts. Part I ad-
dresses the fundamental concepts in the area of multi-antenna systems that
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the general reader needs to be familiar with in other to follow the rest of the
thesis. Part I also provides a brief introduction to each of the (four) researched
topics. These research efforts are synthesized in Part II of the thesis by means
of a compilation of scientific publications. Their published details are listed
below.

[1] Joao Vieira, Steffen Malkowsky, Karl Nieman, Zachary Miers, Nikhul Kun-
dargi, Liang Liu, Ian Wong, Viktor Öwall, Ove Edfors and Fredrik Tufves-
son, ”A flexible 100-antenna testbed for Massive MIMO,” in Proc. IEEE
Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM) Workshop on Massive
MIMO from Theory to Practice, Austin, USA, pp. 287-293, Dec. 2014.

Personal Contributions: This paper results from a project which was a
collaboration between the Communications Engineering and the Integrated
Electronics Systems groups at Lund University, together with an industrial
partner. I was one of the main responsibles to carry out this project. I am
one of the main contributors of this paper, and I took the lead in writing the
paper. Together with Steffen Malkowsky, I was responsible for assembling
the testbed, testing individual testbed components, and programming the
testbed FPGAs. I also contributed with suggestions in the architectural
design of the testbed. Once the testbed was operational, I designed the
measurement campaign, performed the measurements, and did the statis-
tical analysis for proof-of-concept.

[2] Steffen Malkowsky, Joao Vieira, Liang Liu, Paul Harris, Karl Nieman,
Nikhil Kundargi, Ian Wong, Fredrik Tufvesson, Viktor Öwall and Ove Ed-
fors, ”The World’s First Real-Time Testbed for Massive MIMO: Design,
Implementation, and Validation,” in IEEE Access, vol. 5, 9073-9088, May
2017.

Personal Contributions: This paper is a follow up to Paper I, where a
novel centralized architectural design for a massive MIMO base stations is
the focus. The (Lund) Ph.D. students involved in the project took turns
when it came to the main authorship of the publication outputs. Stef-
fen Malkowsky is the main contributor of this paper. From my side, I
contributed with writing some sections of the paper, and participated in
the measurement campaign and respective statistical analysis. I also con-
tributed with FPGA programming to implement the new baseband archi-
tecture, and provided suggestions from a broad point-of-view.

[3] Joao Vieira, Fredrik Rusek and Fredrik Tufvesson, ”Reciprocity calibra-
tion methods for massive MIMO based on antenna coupling,” in Proc.
IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM), Austin, USA,
pp. 3708-3712, Dec. 2014.
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Personal Contributions: I am the main contributor of this paper, and I
took the lead writing the paper. I came up with the idea of the proposed mu-
tual coupling based calibration method used for co-located massive MIMO
base station arrays. I was responsible for the algorithmic contributions,
performing the measurements, and doing the simulations and statistical
analysis.

[4] Joao Vieira, F. Rusek, O. Edfors, S. Malkowsky, L. Liu and F. Tufvesson,
”Reciprocity Calibration for Massive MIMO: Proposal, Modeling, and Val-
idation,” in IEEE Transactions in Wireless Communications, vol. 13, no.
4, pp. 3042-3056, May 2017.

Personal Contributions: I am the main contributor of this paper, and
I took the lead writing the paper. I was responsible for proposing the
novel estimator associated with the paper, and analyzing its statistical per-
formance. I also implemented the entire calibration methodology in our
testbed, and designed and executed the measurement campaigns. I also
performed the analysis of the experimental results.

[5] Joao Vieira, Fredrik Rusek and Fredrik Tufvesson, ”A receive/transmit
calibration technique based on mutual coupling for massive MIMO base
stations,” in 2016 IEEE 27th Annual International Symposium on Personal,
Indoor, and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC), Valencia, Spain, pp.
1-6, Sept. 2016.

Personal Contributions: I am the main contributor of this paper, and
I took the lead writing the paper. I utilized the previous idea of mutual
coupling based calibration originally envisioned to re-establish reciprocity,
and applied it to calibrate the transmitter and/or receiver radio frequency
chains individually. I was responsible for development the algorithmic ad-
justments, and performing the statistical analysis.

[6] Joao Vieira, Fredrik Rusek and Fredrik Tufvesson, ”A Generalized Method
of Moments Detector for Block Fading SIMO Channels,” in IEEE Commu-
nications Letters, vol. 20, Issue 7, 1477-1480, Jul. 2016.

Personal Contributions: I am one of the main contributors of this paper.
I was responsible for deriving the estimator in closed-form, and perform-
ing the numerical analysis. Fredrik Rusek did the analytical asymptotic
analysis, and we shared the paper writing equally.

[7] Joao Vieira, Erik Leitinger, Muris Sarajlic, Xuhong Li and Fredrik Tufves-
son, ”Deep Convolutional Neural Networks for Massive MIMO Fingerprint-
Based Positioning,” in IEEE 28th Annual International Symposium on Per-
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sonal, Indoor, and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC), Montreal, QC,
Canada, Oct. 2017.

Personal Contributions: I am the main contributor of this paper, and
I took the lead writing the paper. I came up with the main idea of the
paper: using deep learning methods, i.e., convolutional neural networks, to
process transformed massive MIMO channels for positioning. I re-adapted
and implemented the neural network for the current application, and con-
ducted the numerical analysis. The channel realizations used as fingerprints
were generated from an already existing implementation of the COST 2100
channel model at our research group.
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Chapter 1

Background

This chapter provides a brief overview of some of the existing multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) technologies preceding massive MIMO—the focus of
the thesis.

1.1 Point-to-Point and Multi-User MIMO

The essence of wireless MIMO technology is to equip both ends of a wire-
less link with multiple antennas and respective processing units. Compared
to single-input single-output (SISO) systems, i.e., systems that operate with
solely one antenna at each end of the link, the benefits brought by multiple
antenna systems have been thoroughly studied for the last decades and are
well understood [1, 2]. There are a number of approaches that can be used to
realize a wireless MIMO system, two of which are described below.

MIMO has two main flavors. The classical flavor is widely known as point-
to-point MIMO or single-user (SU)-MIMO [1]. The second flavor, an extension
to the multi-user (MU) case, is widely known as MU-MIMO [1]. These two dif-
ferent flavors of a MIMO link are sketched in Fig. 1.1. The setup of a point-to-
point MIMO link is simple: at a given time/frequency resource there is a single
transmitter and a single receiver. Both entities are equipped with antenna ar-
rays, and signal processing units that jointly process the inputs/outputs of their
respective antenna array. The transmitter and receiver communicate through
a medium termed the propagation channel, which is the interface between the
two antenna arrays. If both ends of the link have antenna arrays of the same
size (i.e., M = K in Fig. 1.1) the MIMO system is symmetric in the sense that
the overall behavior is the same, no matter which link direction is considered.

3
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Figure 1.1: Left—A sketch of a point-to-point MIMO system. Each
end of the link is equipped with an antenna array and a unit that jointly
processes the array’s transmit/received signals. Right—A sketch of a
MU-MIMO system. The BS sits at the end of the link that is capable
of joint processing. The mobile terminals sit on the other end of the
link and are only capable of processing their own transmit or received
signals.

This is not true in a MU-MIMO context. In MU-MIMO, one side of the link is
not capable of performing joint processing. This side of the link represents the
users end of the link, where K mobile terminals lie. In this work we consider
single-antenna terminals only, thus K is also the total number of antennas at
the terminals side. In the other end of the link lies an M -antenna base station
(BS) which, in general, is capable of joint processing. As a result, there is the
concept of uplink and downlink, i.e., when the BS acts as a receiver and as a
transmitter, respectively.

1.2 Applications

One of the most dominant applications of the MIMO concept is in the field
of digital communications. There the goal is to replicate some information-
bearing binary sequence at the receive end of the link, equal to that existing
at the transmit end of the link, with some specified error probability. It was
back in the late 1990’s when most of the fundamental results of point-to-point
MIMO were established [3–5]. Similarly, MU-MIMO’s research golden years
were during the 2000’s [6,7]. Since then, MIMO technology has been integrated
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in several communication standards, for example IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.16,
high speed packet access (HSPA) 3GPP Release 7, and Long Term Evolution
(LTE) 3GPP Release 8 [8–10].

Other applications of MIMO are in pure channel sounding-based systems.1

The goal of channel sounding is to simply measure properties of a wireless
channel (e.g., impulse response or angular spread) [11]. The goal of channel
sounding-based systems is to use the measured channel properties for subse-
quent ends. Pure channel sounding-based systems include, for example, radar-
based applications such as detection of a target and its motion, positioning,
localization and tracking [12].

This thesis covers two fields where MIMO can be applied: communications
and positioning.

1.3 Shortcomings in Cellular Communications

MIMO was a brilliant invention with most early theoretical work pointing to-
wards practical success in cellular communications. Despite its current presence
in many wireless standards, some argue that no flavor of MIMO has yet lived
up to its initial expectations. The common consensus appear to be that, up to
the existing proposals, MIMO cellular technology does not scale very well with
the system size, where most of the promised gains can be harvested—see [13]
for an extended discussion. This happens for different reasons in the different
MIMO flavors. For example, in point-to-point MIMO, most of the promised
gains can only be harvested in ideal propagation conditions, where channels
between different antenna pairs can be modeled as statistically independent.
This is often not the case in practice due to the limited aperture of conven-
tional user terminals, and simply increasing the number of terminal antennas
does not improve the situation significantly. With MU-MIMO in its originally
envisioned form and many of its extensions, e.g. distributed MU-MIMO, the
main problems are the overhead for training which scales linearly in M and
K,2 and the need to feedback the trained downlink channels back to the BS for
precoding purposes. Even with relatively small-sized systems, the scalability
in cellular communications becomes compromised due to the fast time-varying
nature of cellular channels which need to be typically re-learned on a milli-
second basis [14]. (Also, from a practical stand-point, another problem is the
latency and deployment hassle associated with backhauling distributed BSs.)

In this thesis, we study a relatively novel extension of MU-MIMO—massive

1 We refer to pure channel sounding-based systems as systems where the receiver has always
knowledge of the transmitted signals. A communication system therefore does not qualify as
a pure channel sounding-based system.

2 This is also the case for point-to-point MIMO.
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MIMO—an approach where the number of antennas at both ends of the link,
especially at BS side, scales massively. To the current date, certain operation
modes of massive MIMO communications appear to bypass most of the funda-
mental scaling bottlenecks of the previous MIMO flavors, and therefore appear
to scale well with the system size. We introduce this topic in Chapter 2.

1.4 Thesis Structure

This thesis focuses on four research topics in the realm of systems that operate
with a massive number of antennas. More specifically: i) testbed design and
implementation, ii) transceiver calibration, iii) detection algorithms, and iv)
radio-based positioning. We first provide an introduction to the field of massive
MIMO in Chapter 2, and then introduce each of the four research topics in
Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Finally, Chapter 7 provides conclusions
and lessons learned from the work, and suggests future research directions. This
finalizes Part I of thesis. Then, Part II of the thesis includes the publications
listed in the Preface.

We remark that the notation used in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 follows the
same conventions as those defined in Chapter 2. However, since Chapter 6
introduces a different signal model together with a positioning framework, we
re-define some previously used variables. Thus, Chapter 6 is stand-alone when
it comes to most notation used.



Chapter 2

Massive MIMO

This chapter introduces massive MIMO. It introduces the signal models used
in the thesis, and comments on suitable processing schemes. It finalizes by
addressing the advantages of using systems with a massive number of antennas
for communications and for pure channel sounding-based applications.

2.1 Definition and General Remarks

Massive MIMO is the term used to describe a MU-MIMO system with a large
number of antennas at both ends of the link, but especially at the BS side.
The BS serves a multitude of mobile terminals in the same time-frequency re-
source. These appear to be the most specific statements that describe a massive
MIMO communication system without conflicting with the different approaches
available in literature. Some of these approaches utilize: time division duplex
(TDD) or frequency division duplex (FDD) operation [15, 16], fully digital or
hybrid architectures [17], codebook-based processing, full-dimensional process-
ing, or processing using measured channels [16, 18], single or multi-antenna
terminals [19], co-located or distributed BSs arrays [20, 21], etc. All of these
mentioned approaches have something in common - they use the excess number
of BS antennas, M − K, in an advantageous manner from multiple points of
view. While still in active research and development, massive MIMO is a very
promising technology, and most likely, will be integrated in next generation
wireless systems (e.g., 5G systems) in one form or another.

The research presented in this thesis is based on an approach to massive
MIMO very similar to that originally envisioned [22]. Its main characteristics
are:

7
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• TDD operation: the uplink and downlink channel uses occur at the same
frequency but at different time instances. The main motivation for TDD-
based operation is as follows. Under coherent detection in time-varying
reciprocal channels, the measured uplink channel can be used, not only
for equalization of the received uplink signals, but also for downlink pre-
coding. With that, the number of training resources scale linearly only
with K, and not with M as in previous MIMO flavors. This is because
one single uplink pilot can train an unlimited number of BS antennas.
Moreover, there is no feedback of the trained downlink channels back to
the BS [13].

• Fully Digital Architecture: This architecture yields one transceiver chain
per BS-antenna, and assumes that measured channels are used for both
for uplink equalization and for downlink precoding. In a given channel
use (we introduce this concept in Section 2.2), there is always one digital
baseband (BB) signal per BS antenna. The BS processes all M digital
BB signals jointly. As a result, this is the architecture that yields the
most processing flexibility compared to its counterparts. From both the-
ory to measurements, it appears to be the benchmark when it comes to
communication performance [16,23].

• Co-located BS: All work presented in this thesis is done in the context
of having one single and co-located BS. This means that all BS antennas
are physically located at one specific site.

• Single-antenna terminals: Each user terminal is equipped with only one
antenna, and it only processes the signals associated with its antenna. As
a result, most of the signal processing is conducted at the BS side.

2.2 Signal Models

Given the previously described massive MIMO approach, let us now introduce
the BB signal models for transmission over a time-invariant narrowband chan-
nel.1 First, we shortly introduce the general case of signaling over a block
fading channel, as it covers all channel cases considered in this thesis. Then,
we introduce a special case of this model—transmission in a single channel
use—as it is the most used case in this thesis.

1 The time-invariant narrowband channel assumption holds in many cases when using, for
example, properly parametrized multicarrier modulation techniques as orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) in communications [24], or by using properly parameterized
orthogonal sounding sequences as Zadoff-Chu sequences in channel sounding [11].
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We start with the uplink. Let K single-antenna users simultaneously trans-
mit signals at time t of a block fading MIMO channel with T + 1 coherent
channel uses. Here we look at t, with 0 ≤ t ≤ T , as the index of the coherent
dimension of the channel. Let xk,t be the transmitted signal by the kth termi-
nal at time t, and define the vector of transmitted signals from all K terminals
at that instance as xt = [x1,t · · ·xK,t]T . By collecting all (T + 1)K transmit
signals in the matrix X = [x0 · · ·xT ], we can write the received signals by an
M -antenna BS array as

Y =
√
ρuHX +N . (2.1)

The matrix H = [h1 · · ·hK ] ∈ CM×K models the uplink radio channel with
stochastic entries that account for small-scale fading effects—they are modeled
as zero-mean unit-variance independent and identically distributed (IID) cir-
cularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables. Other models exist for
H that account for other channel effects (e.g. large-scale fading [22]), but we
choose this simple model for the sake of our exposition—many insights that
we will obtain also hold for other models. The entries of N = [n0 · · ·nT ] typ-
ically model the combined effect of different system sources of noise, and are
modeled as zero-mean IID circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random vari-
ables with variance σ2. The variable ρu can be thought as the average energy
transmitted during one uplink channel use by each user if E

{
|xk,t|2

}
= 1,∀k, t

holds—we assume this is the case throughout this thesis.
We now introduce the special case of signaling in a single channel use, i.e.,

when T = 0. We focus on this case for the rest of the thesis unless explicitly
mentioned otherwise. With Y = [y0, . . . ,yT ], y , y0, x , [x1 . . . xK ]

T , x0

and n , n0, we write this case explicitly as

y =
√
ρuHx+ n. (2.2)

In the context of communications, we assume the entries of x to be IID random
variables with unit variance, and that each entry is sampled from a distribution
with probability mass function (PMF), pmf (·|A ), defined as

pmf (z|A ) =

{
1

#{A} , z ∈ A

0, otherwise.

Here, A is a set whose elements are quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
symbol alternatives [24], and #{·} denotes the set cardinality.

The received signal vector, y, is typically post-processed so that a quantity
of interest is inferred. The post-processing function, post : CM×1 → CN×1,
depends on the current MIMO application, but in most cases we are interested
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in performing some kind of estimation or detection of a parameter vector p ∈
CN×1. For future use, we write this inferred parameter vector explicitly as

p̂ = post(y). (2.3)

In the context of communications in a single channel use, we typically have
p = x.

We now proceed by introducing downlink transmission. Let the M trans-
mitted signals in the downlink, one signal per BS antenna, be stacked in the
vector z as z = [z1 · · · zM ]T . By stacking each received user terminal signal in
the vector y′, the downlink model is written as

y′ =
√
ρdBz + n′. (2.4)

We also assume E {zk} = 0 and E
{
zHz

}
= 1, and thus ρd denotes the av-

erage energy transmitted during one downlink channel use. The matrix B is
the downlink radio channel matrix, and n′ is a vector with stochastic entries
modeling downlink noise. In Section 4.1 we remark to what extent B resembles
HT .

Each transmit signal vector, z, is typically a function of a more generic
quantity of interest, p′ ∈ CN ′×1. The mapping function is denoted by pre :
CN ′×1 → CM×1. For sake of notation, define the transmit signal vector z as

z = pre(p′). (2.5)

In the context of communications in a single channel use, we often have p′ = x′,
where the kth entry of x′ ∈ CK×1 is the data symbol intended for the kth user.

2.3 ML detection and Sum-Rate Capacity

There exist fundamental communication metrics to describe the performance of
the links introduced in Section 2.2. Next, we introduce two such error metrics
for the uplink case (2.2).

One metric of interest is the error probability of detecting x. Given that
the BS has perfect knowledge of H, and under the modeling assumptions of
(2.2), then maximum-likelihood (ML) detection of x is optimal in terms of
minimizing the error probability.2 ML detection is performed by solving the
following constrained least squares (LS) problem

x̂ML = arg min
x

s.t. x∈AK

JML(x), (2.6)

2 The equivalence between the minimum error probability detector and the ML detector can
be found in [24]. We also emphasize that the error probability is defined in terms of detection
of the K × 1 vector x, and not in terms of its entries.
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where JML(x) = ||y −√ρuHx||2.
Another example of a fundamental single scalar metric is the instantaneous

channel sum-rate capacity C. It is an achievable upper bound on the sum
of the signaling rates at which information can be exchanged between both
ends of the link with arbitrarily low error probability [25].3 If the BS has H at
hand, the sum-rate capacity, measured in bits-per-channel-use, for that channel
realization is given by

C = log2 det
(
I + snrHHH

)
(2.7)

=

K∑

`=1

log2 (1 + snrλ`), (2.8)

where snr = ρu/σ
2 is the, so-called, uplink signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per

receive antenna per user, λk is the kth largest eigenvalue of G , HHH [1].
We remark that there no is concept of inter-user interference in this context—
we define this concept later.

The complexity of the detector that is optimum in the sense of (2.6) scales
exponentially with K. The ML decoding principle can also be used to reach
capacity in the sense of (2.7). Alternatively, the minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) receiver with interference cancellation can also do the same job at
cubic complexities in K [1]. These last approaches rely on asymptotic argu-
ments with respect to the number of channels uses to orthogonalize the receive
information streams, which is far from being practical. Thus, it is of interest
to use signal processing strategies that orthogonalize information streams on a
symbols basis, and that do so at moderate complexities so that the system can
scale well in practice.

2.4 Linear Signal Processing for Communica-
tions

One typical setting in massive MIMO communications is to constrain the out-
puts of post(·) and pre(·), see (2.3) and (2.5), to be linear functions of their
inputs. Fortunately, the favorable properties of massive MIMO channels allow
near-optimal performance to be obtained with such linear processing strate-
gies. This is addressed in detail in Section 2.5. For now, let us write this linear
dependence for the detector and for the precoder explicitly. With that (2.3)
and (2.5) take the form of

x̂ = Wy and z = Px′, (2.9)

3 To achieve this upper bound, the channel inputs xk,t are in general not drawn from finite–
sized alphabets as A , and T →∞.
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where W ,
[
wT

1 · · ·wT
K

]T
and P denote the general linear equalizer and pre-

coder matrices, respectively. In the uplink, the kth entry of x̂ can be written
as

x̂k =
√
ρuwkhkxk︸ ︷︷ ︸

,sigk

+
√
ρu

K∑

`=1, 6̀=k
wkh`x`

︸ ︷︷ ︸
,intk

+wkn︸︷︷︸
,ñk

. (2.10)

In a linear processing setup, intk is usually termed the inter-user (or inter-
stream) interference experienced by user k when decoding symbol xk. Also, ñk
denotes post-processed noise, and sigk is the desired signal that allows detection
of xk.

Most of the work in this thesis is based on two different linear processing
approaches, namely, maximum-ratio (MR) and LS. We now describe how to
obtain closed-forms for their equalizer matrices, WMR and WLS, respectively.
The derivation of their downlink counterparts, i.e. precoders, is similar and
thus omitted from our exposition (conveniently left as a homework for the
interested reader).

• Maximum-Ratio Equalizer : This equalizer maximizes the SNR ratio per
user, disregarding inter-user interference. Since the optimization problem
is decoupled between users, the MR objective function can be defined as

JMR(W ) = E

{
K∑

`=1

|sig`|2
|ñ`|2

}
= snr

K∑

`=1

|w`h`|2
w`wH

`

. (2.11)

Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [24] to each element of the sum-

mation at the right hand side of (2.11), gives JMR(W ) ≤ snr
∑K
`=1 h

H
` h`.

Thus, equality holds for W = DHH , regardless of snr, where D is a di-
agonal matrix with arbitrary non-zero diagonal elements. Defining the
maximizer of (2.11) as WMR, the vector estimate resulting of MR equal-
ization is given by

x̂MR =WMRy (2.12)

=
√
ρuDGx+WMRn. (2.13)

• Least-Squares Equalizer : This equalizer is obtained by solving (2.6) under
a looser constraint, namely, x ∈ CK×1. Its solution, x̂LS, is the classical
projection of the received signal into the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of√
ρuH. Using the resulting solution WLS = 1√

ρu
G−1HH , the equalized
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signal is written as

x̂LS =WLSy (2.14)

=x+
1√
ρu
G−1HHn. (2.15)

The matrix WLS can also be seen as a zero-forcing equalizer, in the sense
that forces the inter user interference to zero, i.e., intk = 0,∀k.

We now address how to perform detection in a single channel use. It follows
from (2.10) that the unbiased estimate of symbol xk is given by

x̂unbk =x̂k/ (
√
ρuwkhk) (2.16)

=xk + fk(x1, · · · , xk−1, xk+1, · · · , xK ,n). (2.17)

With that, detection of xk after linear equalization is performed by solving

arg min
x

s.t. x∈A
||x̂unbk − x||. (2.18)

The drawback of this sub-optimal detection approach is that, in general, it
ignores the effect of inter-user interference. The advantage is that, compared to
a brute force ML search, the computational complexity is reduced to K searches
where each search is done over #{A} elements. Thus, the overall processing
complexity of linear equalization is mainly dictated by the computation of
the equalizer W (e.g., the computation of G and its inversion are the most
computationally demanding operations when doing least-squares equalization).

Interestingly, the sum-rate capacity of the linearly equalized models is the
same as (2.2), i.e., I (y;x) = I (WMRy;x) = I (WLSy;x), where I (·; ·) denotes
the mutual information between its two inputs, and we assume that the joint
distribution of the entries of x is optimal for capacity [25]. However, a typical
assumption in the informational theoretical analysis of linear equalizers is to
treat intk as noise, rather than a decodable signal. One advantage of this
approach is similar to that of (2.18)—decoding can be done separately user-
by-user (stream-by-stream). Define the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio
(SINR) of the kth linearly equalized stream as

sinrk =
E
{
|sigk|2

}

E {|intk|2}+ E {|ñk|2}
(2.19)

=
snr|wkhk|2

snr
∑K
`=1, 6̀=k |wkh`|2 +wkwH

k

(2.20)
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The resulting sum-rate is given by

Clin =

K∑

k=1

log2 (1 + sinrk ). (2.21)

One general drawback of linear equalization is clearly seen by comparing
(2.21) with (2.7). That is, some channel energy portraying interference, appears
in the denominator of sinrk resulting in a sum-rate loss.4 Fortunately, the
impact of the interference in the sum-rates is reduced as M grows, as it will be
shown next.

2.5 Benefits of Operating with Many Antennas

Many of the benefits of using massive MIMO systems, for both communication
and pure channel sounding systems, result from averaging effects when M
grows large. Central in this analysis is the application of the weak law of large
numbers (LLNs). For the model in (2.2), an application of the weak LLNs
provides

1

M
hHk h` → 0, ` 6= k, as M →∞, (2.22)

and
1

M
||hk||2 → 1, as M →∞, (2.23)

where convergence is defined in probability.
In massive MIMO jargon, the term favorable propagation is used to refer to

the asymptotic result (2.22), and the term channel hardening is used to refer to
the asymptotic result (2.23) [13]. Note that in the limit, these properties have
no physical significance since no practical system can accommodate an infinite
number of fixed-size antennas. Nevertheless, it allows for an understanding of,
e.g., the fundamental behavioral trends associated with increasing M to a large
number. Only mild channel conditions need to hold for the asymptotic effects
of (2.22) and (2.23) to be present [26]. We will comment on the impact of such
effects to the system performance shortly.

Most of the massive MIMO benefits are reciprocal (i.e., they exist in both
uplink and downlink directions in roughly the same form). Thus, for simplicity
we only address the uplink case. Below, we list some of the advantages of

4 This is not the case in LS detection, since no inter-user interference exists. Instead, the
drawback is noise amplification, especially when H is an ill-conditioned matrix—see the
closed-form of its SINRs in [1].
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operating with a large number of BS antennas but before doing so, we note
that

C =

K∑

`=1

log2 (1 + snrλ`) (2.24)

a)

≤
K∑

`=1

log2

(
1 + snr||h`||2

)
(2.25)

b)≈
K∑

`=1

log2

(
1 + snrE

{
||h`||2

})
. (2.26)

=K log2 (1 +Msnr) . (2.27)

The inequality a) follows from Hadamard’s inequality. We now remark on the
benefits of massive MIMO.

• Channel Hardening : At first glance, it might appear that the approxima-
tion b) does not reach equality as M → ∞. This is because ||h`||2 does
not converge to E

{
||h`||2

}
as M → ∞. However, (2.25) converges to

(2.26) in probability—see proof in Appendix A. The main reason is be-
cause of (2.23), which is a very desirable effect in massive MIMO termed
channel hardening.

• Favorable Propagation: An outcome of (2.22) is that scaled inter-user
channel vectors become orthogonal as M → ∞. As a result, we have
λk/||hk||2 → 1. This tightens inequality a) at large M (in a similar
fashion to that of the proof given in Appendix A).

• Array Gain: In general, array gain represents an increase in the effective
SNR due to an increased number of antennas and coherent combination
of the respective received signals. (For example, verify the growth of
(2.19) when MR equalization is performed.) In the case of sum-rate
capacity, it is seen by the factor M in (2.27)—a scaling of the effective
SNR, i.e. Msnr. In communications, array gain only increases capacity
logarithmically, but there are other MIMO applications where array gain
has a more prominent role (see end of this section).

• Multiplexing Gain: It is originally defined in point-to-point MIMO sys-
tems as the ratio of the capacity slope with log2(snr) at large values of
snr, i.e., limsnr→∞ C(snr)/ log2(snr) = K. The benefict of massive MIMO
is that this multiplexing gain K can be harvested at moderate snr values,
due to the large M .
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• Deterministic Uniform Coverage: With increasing M , the instantaneous
rates become deterministic. Moreover, we approach uniform coverage of
log2 (1 +Msnr) bits-per-channel-use to all K users.

• Sum-Rate Capacity : All of the previous mentioned properties play in
favor of one of the most fundamental metrics in communication systems,
i.e., the sum-rate capacity. This motivates the use of massive MIMO for
communications.

The previous properties motivate the use of large antenna arrays from a fun-
damental point-of-view, as they were obtained directly from the original model
(2.2). However, there are also practical reasons to employ massive MIMO.
From a computational point-of-view we have

• Linear Processing: For a fixed noise variance σ2, we have that sinrk,∀k
in (2.21) scales linearly with M for both ZF or MR equalizers. Using
L’Hôpital’s rule, one can show that

C/Clin → 1, as M →∞, (2.28)

which makes linear processing asymptotically optimal from a sum-rate
point-of-view. When it comes to symbol detection in a single channel
use, ML detection can be replaced by linear equalization at large M
since the SINR of the latter scale linearly with M .

There are also beneficial practical outcomes from the increased array gain
characteristic of massive MIMO. They include

• Coverage: The large array gain provided by increasingM can be exploited
in different practical ways. For example, i) the system can extend its
coverage for the same transmit power, ii) the system can maintain its
coverage when moving up to higher carrier frequencies—yielding higher
path-losses, or iii) the system can scale down the radiated power by
M and maintain its coverage. In all of the above, the overall receive
SNR can be maintained constant and therefore there is no performance
degradation.

• Hardware Requirements: One practical outcome of operating with many
antennas and being able to reduce the radiated power, is that the hard-
ware requirements of the system, mainly on the analog front-ends, can be
relaxed. The system can therefore operate with low-end (and therefore
cheaper) hardware components. Under some conditions, some examples
are the reduction of number of analog-to-digital converter (ADC) quan-
tization bits [27, 28], and reduction of the linear range of power ampli-
fiers [29].
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For pure channel sounding-based applications we have

• Parameter Inference: Increasing the number of antennas typically brings
many advantages from an inference point-of-view. For example, there
are occasions where in a single channel snapshot, M can be seen as the
number of independent observations of a random event. Thus, for a
parametrized model, a higher number of model parameters can be esti-
mated when M is higher. Also, and perhaps more interestingly, a higher
M typically translates into inference robustness. This is because, in sta-
tistical signal processing, the variance of an efficient estimator decreases
linearly with the number of independent observations.

The benefits mentioned above motivate the use of massive MIMO from
many standpoints. However, with such unprecedented MIMO setups also comes
a number of interesting challenges that need to be investigated. These chal-
lenges range from fundamental ones (e.g., inter-cell pilot contamination [22],
the extent of channel reciprocity in TDD radio systems, and training overhead
in FDD operation [23]), to practical challenges (e.g., aspects of system design
and optimization [30], the impact of hardware non-idealities in the system per-
formance [31], and out of band radiation aspects [32]), to challenges in the
applicability of the technology (e.g., for security [33], and for positioning [34]).
This thesis studies several of such challenges. We start with the first research
topic in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Realizing massive MIMO
communications

In this chapter we put the first research topic of this thesis into context: the
design and implementation of a real-time (RT) massive MIMO testbed primar-
ily for communications. We provide a brief survey on existing testbeds, and
comment on the challenges associated with designing RT testbeds that operate
with a large number of antennas at the BS side. We finalize with a summary
of the contributions presented in this chapter.

3.1 The Role of Testbeds and Prototyping

One of the main goals of wireless research is to provide insights on design
and resulting performance of wireless systems. Within the extensive list of
researched topics in communications, there are many instances of proposed
technologies claiming very promising practical outcomes. Consider, e.g., the
recent cases for physical layer technologies such as Orbital Angular Momen-
tum (OAM) [35], millimeter-wave [36], massive MIMO, and visible light-based
communications [37]. Once the understanding of such topics matures and of
the most body of theoretical research point coherently in the same direction,
the next typical step is to realize such conceptual technologies and verify their
feasibility. This crucial step can be achieved by means of proof-of-concept
platforms, or testbeds. Testbeds are key elements in the path from theory to
practice from many points of view. We remark on some of them below.

1) Testbeds can be used as tools to do scientific studies. For example,
they can be used to understand to which extent most theoretical claims can be

19
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harvested in practice [38]. Also, testbeds can be used to validate new method-
ologies (e.g., an algorithm for calibration [39]) by means of implementation
and analysis of measured performance metrics. Testbeds can also be used to
diagnose if (each of) the modeling assumptions and/or eventual analytical ap-
proximation steps during the design of a method hold in practice.

2) Testbeds aid the system design from a hardware point of view. Ex-
plained briefly, the design criteria for testbeds are typically not in line with
those that are used to define a (finalized) commercial product. Testbeds are of-
ten over-designed for flexibility and performance, and under-designed for power
consumption and other practical aspects as physical dimensions. Nevertheless,
the experience of building and operating such prototypes often provide insights
and guidelines for an optimized system design. For example, a common use
for testbeds in a massive MIMO context is to aid inferring minimum hardware
requirements in order to harvest most performance under realistic channel con-
ditions, e.g., how many antennas and how many ADC quantization bits are
needed in practice? [27, 40].

3) Functional communication prototypes are engineering milestones. They
serve as key vehicles to enforce an industrial push of the respective technol-
ogy towards commercialization. This includes, e.g., product development and
standardization. Testbeds are also useful assets for technological statements
by research institutions. These statements are typically done by reporting ex-
perimentally achieved spectral efficiencies or throughputs (e.g., [41]).1

We now provide an overview of existing massive MIMO testbeds as of today.

3.2 Existing massive MIMO testbeds

Currently, there exist massive MIMO testbeds of different kinds. Some of their
categories include: RT or not, for communications or for pure channel sounding
only,2 standard compliant or not, proprietary or not. By RT operation, we
refer to systems equipped with processing capabilities and other functionalities
able to meet certain throughput/latency criteria depending on the targeted
application. For example, cellular communication testbeds may qualify for RT
if they yield aggregated processing latencies lower than the coherence times of
time-varying cellular channels (typically hundreds of micro-seconds) [9]. Let us
discuss some of the existing massive MIMO testbeds and put them into context.
The testbeds we will discuss, and some of their key features, are listed in Table

1 Unfortunately, scientific aspects such as associated error metrics are often forgotten to be
reported in such press-releases.

2 We remark that, in coherent communications [24] some system resources are used for
training, which can also qualify as sounding. Thus, existing testbeds performing coherent
communications also have incorporated channel sounding capabilities.
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3.1. We start with testbeds owned by academic institutions and finalize with
testbeds owned by cellular infrastructure manufacturers.

Table 3.1: Existing Massive MIMO testbeds (ordered by year of publication).
The testbed project, written in bold letters, is one of the main contributions
of this thesis.

Institution Year BW [MHz] M ×K RT Spectral eff.
Rice U. [42] 2012 0.625 64× 15 No −

CSIRO ICT. [43] 2012 14 −× 14 No 67 bps/Hz
Microsoft [44] 2013 - −× 12 Yes -

LUND U. [21, 45] 2014 20 100× 12 Yes 145 bps/Hz
Facebook [46] 2016 - 94× 24 Yes 71bps/Hz

EURECOM [47] 2017 5 64× 4 Yes LTE− like
ZTE [48] 2017 - 128× 16 Yes 2.1 Gbps

Huawei [49] 2017 20 −× 16 Yes 33 bps/Hz

Perhaps the first known testbed since massive MIMO’s seminal paper [22]
is the Argos 64-BS antenna testbed [42] from Rice University.3 It qualifies as a
channel sounder, which was mainly used to validate the initial massive MIMO
sum-rate claims by means of SINR measurements. There is also EURECOM’s
testbed [47]—an open source TDD-based RT massive MIMO testbed aiming to
be compliant with the LTE standard. Also, in collaboration between Universitè
de Sherbrooke, Nutaq claims to prototype TDD massive MIMO using Virtex-
6 field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) for processing in order to enable
RT operation [51]. Their system specifications are still not very clear. Other
testbed projects include Microsoft’s BigStation [44], Facebook’s Aries project
[46], and the Ngara demonstrator by CSIRO ICT Centre [43]. Here we have
not mentioned massive MIMO testbed projects as the ones at the University of
Bristol, NTNU, Southeast University (China), and KU LEUVEN [52,53]. The
reason is that they share most architectural principles, including some hardware
components, with the testbed studied in this thesis, namely the Lund University
massive MIMO (LuMaMi) testbed [21,45].4 A picture of the LuMaMi testbed
is shown in Fig. 3.1 for completeness, but we postpone the discussion of our
work in this matter to Paper I and Paper II, which can be found in Part II of
the thesis.

Several cellular infrastructure manufacturers have made press releases about
their massive MIMO testbeds, field trials, and achieved spectral efficiencies. For
example, Optus and Huawei claimed an infield trial with a spectral efficiency

3 Prior to the Argos work, other many-antenna measurement systems have long existed,
.e.g., the RUSK channel sounder [50]. However, in the context of this thesis they do not
qualify as, so-called, testbeds since their are not flexible and modular.

4 The spectral efficiency value shown in Table 3.1 was achieved with the University of
Bristol 128×22 testbed setup based on the same framework as the LuMaMi testbed, see [41].
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Figure 3.1: The BS of the LuMaMi testbed. In the front sits an antenna
array made out of 160 patch antennas.
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of about 2 bps/Hz/user over sixteen terminals [49]. In a demonstration at the
Mobile World Congress (MWC) 2017, ZTE reported a field trial where sixteen
256-QAM modulated data streams were spatial multiplexed in order to achieve
a sum-throughput of 2.1 Gbps [48] (no bandwidth value was reported).

3.3 Missing Pieces in the Literature

As described in Section 3.2, efforts from many research institutions have been
put into the design and implementation of massive MIMO testbeds. However,
up to until Paper I and Paper II of this thesis, several aspects still deserved
further investigation.

First, compared to the entire body of theoretical work, only a relatively
small amount of publications addressing the performance of massive MIMO
in realistic environments did exist. One of the main reasons for this can be
seen in Table 3.1 and respective references: a significant number of the ex-
isting systems are proprietary. Most published material by such proprietary
projects is, to a large extent, in the form of institutional statements rather
than scientific reports that truly aim to advance the overall understanding of
the field. Moreover, the list of existing non-proprietary systems reduces even
further when they are constrained to yield RT processing requirements. This
is of primary interest when the goal is to analyze the impact of specific system
blocks (e.g., different precoding algorithms) or even of the entire system under
RT conditions. For example, only RT testbeds can provide reliable informa-
tion to whether massive MIMO works in practical dynamic channels (e.g., to
perform propagation studies in dynamic environments as in [54]).

Second, up to until Paper I and Paper II of this thesis, only a few publica-
tions addressed architectural guidelines, both from system-level and hardware
requirements, for the design of RT massive MIMO TDD-based systems.5 Ar-
chitectural frameworks for the design of TDD-based massive MIMO systems
are important since many novel design challenges arise due unprecedented use
of a large number of BS antennas and reciprocity-based operation.

3.4 Design Challenges

Let us shed some light on some design challenges related to RT massive MIMO
systems by putting them into perspective with the following use case. In the

5 As remarked previously, the design challenges lie mostly at the BS side, since one welcome
consequence of massive MIMO is that the single-antenna terminals only perform simple
processing operations. Hence, we focus our discussion on BS aspects.
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uplink, say that an 100-antenna BS quantizes the received BB (complex) sig-
nals at 120 MS/s with 32 bits per sample—16 bits for the in-phase component
and 16 bits for the quadrature component. This constitutes a total amount of
incoming sampled BB signals of Rag = 384 Gbps that needs to be processed
in RT by the BS. Moreover, hardware synchronization during the acquisition
of these samples needs to occur in order to enable coherent processing. To
handle the nature of TDD systems, the hardware must also switch from up-
link to downlink operation, and vice-versa, in fractions of milli-seconds—the
coherence times of cellular channels. Thus, with most of today’s off-the-shelf
hardware options, realizing a flexible and modular BS architecture capable of
synchronously acquiring, shuffling, and processing such orders of magnitude
of BB data in RT is far from being a trivial task. Below, we detail several
challenges that compose this problem.

• Synchronization: a level of synchronization between the BS radio fre-
quency (RF) front-ends must occur. In a TDD massive MIMO context,
the BS requires time and frequency synchronization between each of the
M RF front-ends for coherent processing of signals. Time synchroniza-
tion ensures that low deviations from the specified sampling rate (e.g. 120
MS/s) occur at the M ADCs, while frequency synchronization ensures
that the carrier offsets are small, e.g., much smaller than the subcarrier
spacing in an OFDM system.6 There are also synchronization aspects
that need to be considered from a BB point-of-view. These aspects are
considered next.

• Data Shuffling : the BS needs to route large amounts of BB data between
the RF front-ends and the (possibly centralized) processing units. Since
hardware components have finite throughputs for their input/output
ports, as well as for the buses that interconnect each of the hardware
components, proper system design is required in order to avoid rout-
ing bottlenecks. In addition to such throughput limitations, each data
transfer between system elements needs to be executed in a (close to)
deterministic low-latency fashion. As justified previously, such strict data
transport requirements are needed to support massive MIMO operation
in, e.g., high mobility environments.

• Data Processing : In conjunction with deterministic low-latency data

6 Note that these requirements are still less strict than those of classical array process-
ing systems. Here, the antenna array response and the frequency responses between each
transceiver chain must also be calibrated such that the system is able to beamform in (phys-
ical) angles [2]. For uplink (massive) MIMO transmission, these two effects are embedded in
the uplink channel estimate and thus do not need to be taken explicitly into account when
coherently detecting uplink payload data.
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transportation, it is crucial to have low-latency processing units able to
perform matrix operations. In massive MIMO, one challenge is that the
size of these matrices scale up with M and K—thus optimized methods
for operations such as matrix inversion or factorization are of interest.
They are crucial to ensure, for example, that precoding coefficients are
always up-to-date. This requires that the following sequence of events
is executed with latencies much smaller than that of the channel coher-
ence time, namely, i) per-antenna uplink channel estimation, ii) routing
channels estimates to a centralized processing unit, iii) computation of
MIMO precoder and iv) routing precoded signals to their respective RF
front-ends. On a different note, it is also important to consider architec-
tures that can parallelize the entire processing load as much as possible.
For example, it is convenient—from an implementation point-of-view—to
process different sub-carriers of an MIMO OFDM signal independently.

• Scalability and Modularity : Testbeds suitable for research should yield
scalable and modular architectures. The former allows flexibility in the
system parameters, e.g., with respect to M and K. This is important
to explore the impact of different parameterizations in the overall per-
formance of the system. The latter, offers the possibility to easily and
rapidly swap system units. Among other factors, this allows for verifica-
tion of the performance impact of different implementations of the same
system block, e.g., the performance impact of different MIMO precoders.

3.5 Contributions

The contributions associated with this chapter are summarized below.

3.5.1 Paper I: A flexible 100-antenna testbed for Massive
MIMO

This paper presents the design of a massive MIMO testbed, where the BS op-
erates with 100 coherent radio-frequency transceiver chains based on software-
defined radio technology. It addresses the design challenges discussed in Sec-
tion 3.4. The design considers RT MIMO precoding and decoding, which is
distributed across 50 Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGAs with PCI-Express interconnects.
Our design yields unique features as: (i) high throughput processing of 384
Gbps of RT BB data in both transmit and receive directions, (ii) low-latency
architecture with channel estimate to precoder turnaround of less than 500 mi-
cro seconds, and (iii) a flexible extension up to 128 antennas. In this paper,
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we detail the goals of the testbed, discuss the signaling and system architec-
ture, and show initial non-RT measured results for an uplink Massive MIMO
over-the-air transmission from four single-antenna user equipments (UEs) to
100 BS antennas. Note that this paper constitutes the first public presentation
of a massive MIMO testbed design capable of RT operation with an LTE-like
physical layer.

3.5.2 Paper II: The World’s First Real-Time Testbed for
Massive MIMO: Design, Implementation, and Val-
idation

This paper provides a framework for designing massive MIMO testbeds in gen-
eral. It therefore generalizes the work of Paper I. The framework considers
hardware and system-level requirements, such as processing complexity, du-
plexing mode and frame structure. In contrast to Paper I, it also addresses a
generic system and processing partitioning which allows centralized signal pro-
cessing operations to be distributed onto a multitude of physically separated
processing units. The design is validated with RT proof-of-concept measure-
ments, both in the uplink and downlink directions, in a TDD fashion. This
100-antenna testbed BS multiplexes 12 UEs in the same time/frequency re-
source using LTE-like OFDM signaling and 20 MHz of bandwidth.



Chapter 4

Transceiver Calibration for
Reciprocity

In this chapter, we address the second research topic of this thesis: transceiver
calibration. The chapter is structured so that it sheds some light on the differ-
ent areas that this topic spans. These range from wireless propagation aspects,
to impairments in the transceiver chains. We conclude the chapter by clari-
fying some of the terminology used in the publications of the thesis, and by
summarizing the scientific contributions.

4.1 Reciprocity of Radio Channels

Many works in the context of wireless systems invoke the reciprocity argu-
ment for the propagation channel. This is also the case in many standard
textbooks, including those focusing on channel propagation aspects as mod-
eling and characterization from a system perspective [11, 55, 56]. More often
than not, reciprocity is solely invoked as argument to justify a specific purpose
(e.g., to justify TDD-based approaches), and a thorough discussion on chan-
nel reciprocity, including its conditions, is hard to find. (Instead, this topic
can be found in classical electromagnetic textbooks, e.g. [57], but the involved
mathematics may be hard to follow to the standard signal processing engineer.)
Next, we try to shed some light on this concept as it is an essential background
assumption of this thesis.

One element of any antenna system is the propagation channel, i.e.,
the medium between the transmitting and receiving antennas. Recalling a
well-known reciprocity theorem in electromagnetics—the Lorentz Reciprocity

27
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Figure 4.1: Radio link between a BS and a UE. From a BB point-
of-view, the radio channel is composed by the cascade of the following
components: the transmitter RF-front end, the reciprocal part of the
channel hP , and the receiver RF-front end.

Theorem—a medium is considered to be reciprocal if, quoting [58], ”the cou-
pling of one set of (radiating) sources {J1,M1} with the corresponding (electric
and magnetic) fields of another set of sources {E2,H2} must be equal to the
coupling of the second set of sources {J2,M2} with the corresponding fields of
the first set of sources {E1,H1}, and vice versa.”. This implies that

∫

V
(E1 · J2 −H1 ·M2) dV =

∫

V
(E2 · J1 −H2 ·M1) dV, (4.1)

where V is a volume enclosed in the medium, and · denotes the scalar product.1

Conditions for reciprocity also exist: the two involved sets of sources radiate at
the same frequency and in the same propagation medium, which is assumed to
be linear, isotropic, but not necessarily homogeneous. Noticeably, these condi-
tions for the medium are in line with our understanding about the dominant
propagation mechanisms of wireless propagation channel at radio frequencies
(e.g., free space propagation, reflection, and diffraction)—see Chapter 4 of [11].
Therefore, in the context of the theorem stated above, the propagation chan-
nel should not compromise the reciprocity of an antenna system. In fact, this

1 We can get a bit of intuition from (4.1) if we consider the special case when the two radiating
sources are electric point dipoles. With that, (4.1) simplifies to E1 · J2 = E2 · J1 which
resembles the Rayleigh-Carson Reciprocity theorem [59] widely known in circuit analysis.
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reciprocity assumption is widely accepted within the wireless community, and
can be found in many standard textbooks.

However, most of today’s antenna systems are also equipped with non-linear
unilateral components at each end of the wireless link. A medium with such
components do not satisfy the conditions of the theorem stated above. In order
to gain understanding on a generic antenna system setup, consider the sketch
of a narrowband TDD-based SISO link illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The BS is
equipped with an antenna, a transceiver RF front-end, and a BB processing
unit. Its RF front-end has a transmitter and a receiver chain, each with non-
zero responses tB and rB , respectively. In general, we assume tB 6= rB-we
remark on this at the end of the section. Each chain is multiplexed depending
on the link direction, thus the transceiver element is, in general, unilateral. The
same description holds for the UE, where the transmitter and receiver non-zero
responses are written as tU and rU , respectively. In this work we assume all
transceiver responses to be linear.2 The term hP denotes the part of the link
that can be considered linear and reciprocal. It consists of the cascade of the
propagation channel and antenna responses (since they are assumed to have
reciprocal radiation patterns [58]). With that, the BB responses of the uplink
and downlink radio channels can be written as

h = rBhP tU and b = rUhP tB , (4.2)

respectively.
This model can be easily extended to the MIMO case. Again, let the sub-

script m index the transceivers at the BS end of the link—for example, tBm
and rBm are the transmitter and receiver responses of the mth BS transceiver.
Similarly, let tUk and rUk be the transmitter and receiver responses of the kth
user transceiver. Define TU = diag

{[
tU1 · · · tUK

]}
, TB = diag

{[
tB1 · · · tBM

]}
,

RU = diag
{[
rU1 · · · rUK

]}
, and RB = diag

{[
rB1 · · · rBM

]}
, where the opera-

tor diag {[a1 · · · aM ]} creates a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries given by
a1, · · · , aM , respectively. Using the same notation as in Section 2.2, the gener-
alization of (4.2) to a MIMO system can be written as

H = RBHPTU and B = RU
(
HP

)T
TB . (4.3)

From a radio channel point-of-view, the condition for reciprocity is that

H = BT ⇐⇒ HP =
(
TB
)−1

RBHPTU
(
RU
)−1

, (4.4)

2 Certain care needs to be taken when using this assumption. For example, it requires
operation in the linear region of the transmitter power amplifier [60].
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which, for any uplink propagation channel HP ∈ CM×K , boils down to

tBm
rBm

=
tUk
rUk
, ∀m, k. (4.5)

There are two main things to note from (4.5). First, most practical sys-
tems as of today are not designed to satisfy (4.5). One can conjecture that
attaining (4.5) solely with proper system design may be a very constraining
and challenging task. For example, the transmitter and receiver of the same
transceiver chain should share the same oscillator reference signal, otherwise
there will be an independent phase ambiguity in both of their responses during
their boot—and hence in their responses’ ratio. Also, due to process, voltage
and temperature (PVT) variations during circuit manufacturing and operation,
and due to possibly different designs in general, the transmitter and receiver
chains in general have independent frequency responses. For this reason a radio
MIMO channel, in the form of (4.3), is not considered reciprocal in general.
Second, the condition to achieve reciprocity is that the ratios of the transmit
and receive responses of all system RF-chains must be equal. In terms of cal-
ibration, this is a looser constraint than aligning all transmitter and receiver
responses individually, as in many classical array beamforming applications.
This also tells us that, if some sort of calibration that attains reciprocity needs
to occur—so that, e.g., downlink precoding can be performed using uplink
channel estimates—it can focus on aligning the ratios only.

4.2 Calibration Strategies for enabling Reci-
procity

Below, we overview some of the existing calibration approaches that enable the
reciprocity assumption for a radio MIMO channel.

One standard approach to re-establish reciprocity is based on dedicated
hardware circuitry and digital signal processing techniques. This solution is
very common, not in the context of massive MIMO communications, but in
pure MIMO channel sounding(-based) systems [55]. Certain hardware-based
calibration setups may provide means to calibrate TU ,TB ,RU , and RB indi-
vidually. Also, they require a special design and integration of the calibration
hardware with the entire measurement system. All the intricacies of design-
ing and implementing dedicated hardware for calibration—which may scale up
with M—may not make this approach suitable to integrate massive MIMO
communication systems. Moreover, it is also not a primary calibration option
to be integrated in most testbeds and prototypes, since here the priority during
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the system design is typically to focus on the fundamental design challenges
(e.g., as described in section 3.4). Instead, a more convenient calibration option
relies on over-the-air measurements (and no extra calibration hardware). Since
the non-reciprocal channel entities lie at both ends of the radio link, the most
straightforward conceptual approach is to perform bi-directional measurements
between the BS and the UEs. This allows capturing all non-reciprocal system
elements in the measurement set. This measurement set is then used to cali-
brate

(
RB
)−1

TB and
(
RU
)−1

TU , e.g., see [61]. The main drawback of this
approach is its lack of robustness since the calibration quality depends on the
over-the-air link from the BS to the UEs, which may fade or have high path-
loss. The remedy for this is to focus only on calibrating the non-reciprocal part

of the channel at the BS side only, i.e.,
(
RB
)−1

TB . Estimating
(
RB
)−1

TB

can be done with over-the-air measurements at the BS side only. This approach
is stable in the sense that, with a co-located array, the channels between BS
antennas have a dominant deterministic component (Paper IV discusses this in
detail). Moreover, less training overhead is in general required for calibration

compared to estimating both
(
RB
)−1

TB and
(
RU
)−1

TU . The price to pay

for not estimating
(
RU
)−1

TU is an eventual sum-rate loss, which depends on

the magnitude variations of the non-calibrated diagonal entries of
(
RU
)−1

TU -
see [62] for a thorough analysis on this matter. Nevertheless, the calibration
approaches considered in this thesis for massive MIMO TDD calibration focus

only on estimating the diagonal entries of
(
RB
)−1

TB .

4.3 A Remark on the Model

The model (4.3) assumes that RB and TB are diagonal matrices. However,
there may exist impairments that compromise this diagonal structure (and

therefore the diagonal structure of
(
RB
)−1

TB). According to [63,64], impair-
ments that qualify for this matter are, e.g., cross-talk between BS RF-chains,
and strong parasitic interaction between closely spaced BS antenna elements
(usually termed mutual coupling3). The nature of such impairments introduce
a non-reciprocal dependence between the entries of H and BT , and therefore
cannot be embedded inHP—it needs to be modeled in the non-diagonal entries
of RB and TB .

The question that remains is how reasonable this diagonal assumption is
in practical systems. This exact topic was addressed in [64]. The authors

estimated
(
RB
)−1

TB by means of experimental data obtained using a 4 × 1

3 We note that the term mutual coupling may refer to different phenomena depending on
the context. We clarify this in Section 4.4.
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multiple-input single-output (MISO) prototype. One focus on the experiment

was to estimate
(
RB
)−1

TB with and without the diagonal assumption, and see
how the results differ. There are many interesting aspects of this experiment,
however one of main interest is the aspect of BS antennas being a quarter of
wavelength apart. This close spacing makes the current case study of high
interest, as strong mutual coupling is more likely to occur with such small
antenna spacings. Nevertheless, one of the main outcomes of the work was that

the diagonal elements of
(
RB
)−1

TB dominate over the non-diagonal elements,
and therefore the diagonal assumption is ”reasonable” [64]. This, of course,
depends mainly on the properties of the system at hand, but just like other
works in MIMO reciprocity calibration [20, 61], the work of this thesis is done
based on the assumption that RB and TB are diagonal matrices.4 As it will
be seen in the publications associated with this chapter, this assumption will
prove to be of very useful analytical convenience.

4.4 A Remark on Mutual Coupling

The term mutual coupling (or antenna coupling) is often used to describe dif-
ferent phenomena in different areas of study. For example, in antenna array
design the term mutual coupling is typically used to refer to the undesirable
parasitic interaction between closely spaced antennas [58]. Possible outcomes
of these ping-pong effects are the altering of the mutual impedances of the an-
tennas, and consequently their radiated contributions to the far-field pattern
(compared to the ideal case without coupling). However, from a circuit analysis
point-of-view, the term (antenna) coupling is simply the phenomenon of one
circuit (with an antenna) inducing a current, or voltage source, onto another
circuit (with an antenna). Therefore, it occurs not only in the context of closely
spaced antennas but when antennas are in the far-field. Strictly speaking, all
antenna systems interact (i.e., communicate) through antenna coupling.

In the context of the publications associated with this thesis, we do not use
the term mutual coupling to refer to parasitic effects between closely spaced
antennas (and respective outcomes thereof). We use mutual coupling to refer
to a channel component that allows reliable signaling between two nearby BS
antennas (e.g., two BS antennas in a co-located array). The energy of this
component typically depends on factors such as the array configuration (in-
cluding the antenna elements themselves), and it does not follow the standard

4 Assuming
(
RB

)−1
TB to be a diagonal matrix as in [64] does not necessary imply that

RB and TB are diagonal matrices. However, the exceptional cases where this occur are not
likely to occur in realistic situations, and thus for all practical purposes we use the diagonal
assumption on RB and TB .
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d−n decay power law, with 1.5 ≤ n ≤ 4 and d being the distance between an-
tennas [11]. This channel component is assumed to be non-fading, reciprocal,
and typically dominant over other channel multipath components. This mutual
coupling terminology has also been used in other works [65,66].

4.5 Contributions

The contributions associated with this chapter are summarized below.

4.5.1 Paper III: Reciprocity calibration methods for mas-
sive MIMO based on antenna coupling

This paper considers reciprocity calibration of a massive MIMO system, sim-
ilar to the system introduced in Section 2.1. It proposes a novel calibration
method which is conducted entirely at the BS side by sounding the BS an-
tennas one-by-one while receiving with the other BS antennas. It also deals
with modeling of the dominant component of the channels between BS an-
tennas, i.e., the component due to mutual coupling. We study a number of
approaches, mostly existing in the literature, suitable to estimate calibration
coefficients. Our theoretical study indicates that it should be possible to cali-
brate the transceivers of a massive MIMO BS array in order to re-establish the
reciprocity assumption.

4.5.2 Paper IV: Reciprocity Calibration for Massive
MIMO: Proposal, Modeling and Validation

This paper wraps up the work of Paper III as follows. It proposes an estimator
for the calibration coefficients that outperforms all estimators found in litera-
ture. The estimator is a special case of the Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm [67]. We implement our proposed antenna coupling-based calibra-
tion proposal in the massive MIMO testbed described in Papers I and II, and
verify experimentally that our calibration method works. We also study how
the calibration error behaves in frequency, i.e., across subcarriers of an OFDM
system, and propose a wideband estimator that reduces the error across fre-
quency. Finally, we propose a model for the calibration error, and validate this
model with measurement results.
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4.5.3 Paper V: A Receive/Transmit Calibration Tech-
nique based on Mutual Coupling for Massive MIMO
Base Stations

This paper considers the calibration methodology proposed in Paper III. It
applies it in order to the calibrate the transmitters {tBm} and/or receiver {rBm}
radio frequency chains individually, as in classical array processing applications.
It verifies that, in this context, more information about the model is needed in
order to estimate the transmitters and receivers responses individually, com-
pared to estimating their ratios only. This work opens up opportunities for pure
channel sounding-based applications to be integrated with massive MIMO BSs.



Chapter 5

Detection in block-fading
SIMO channels

In this chapter, we introduce the third research topic of this thesis. The main
contribution of its associated publication is a symbol detection method for
block-fading SIMO channels. To put this detection method into context, we
briefly review two standard detection approaches, and introduce the framework
of our proposed method.

5.1 Signal Model

Let us now re-introduce the model for block-fading communications. From
(2.1), we see that block-fading channels have Rayleigh fading IID entries that
are drawn once every block, and are invariant through an entire block. Each
block is drawn in an IID fashion as well. The coherence time of the block—the
block length (T + 1)—is the number of channel uses in which the channel is
considered to be invariant, and the index is t. Here we assume the coherent
dimension to be time, but in general it can be any other available dimension,
e.g., frequency. In this chapter we assume that an uplink block-fading SIMO
transmission is performed.1 With that, we can write the uplink signal model
as

yt =
√
ρuhx1,t + nt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (5.1)

where h , h1. The vectors h and nt have the same Gaussian multivariate
distributions as in (2.1). Also, we assume that x1,0 = 1 is a known inserted

1 We motivate why this is the case in Paper VI.

35
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training symbol, and thus y0 is the LS estimate of h. Only in this chapter, we
assume that there is no apriori knowledge of the current channel realization h
nor of its distribution at the receiver side. Similarly to Section 2.2, we assume
the elements of {x1,`}T`=1 to be IID with unit energy, and that each element is
sampled from a distribution with PMF pmf (·|A ). For later use, define

[
y0 Ỹ

]
, Y , (5.2)

and
[1 x̃] , x = [x1,0 · · ·x1,T ]. (5.3)

Remarkably, the SIMO block fading channel model (5.1) is suitable for many
wireless scenarios of today. For example, in low-power sensor networks, where
static non-synchronized single antenna nodes wake up sporadically to transmit
a few packets of data in a burst.

5.2 Exploiting the Block-fading Structure for
Detection

There are several ways to decode x̃ based on Y . Below we address the two
corner cases when it comes to performance and complexity.

The simplest way is to perform channel estimation and data detection sep-
arately. For example, one can assume that the LS channel estimate, y0, is
correct and perform MR combining [24], i.e.,

x̂ =
1

||y0||2
yH0 Ỹ . (5.4)

The computational complexity of this approach is linear in MT . This approach
is optimal, in the sense that it minimizes the symbol error rate (SER), if y0 = h.
This is true with probability 0.

When it comes to minimizing error rates, the optimal detector performs
joint ML channel estimation and data detection [68]. Since each entry of x̃
can take #{A} distinct values, there are #{A}T equally likely hypotheses that
need to be tested. With 1 ≤ ` ≤ #{A}T , define hypothesis H ` as

H ` : Y =
√
ρuhx` +N ,

where x` is one possible outcome of x. Under H `, the channel estimate that
maximizes the log-likelihood of (5.1), p(Y |h) ∝ −||Y −√ρuhx||2, is

ĥML = Y x†/
√
ρu. (5.5)
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Define the projection matrix QQH , I − x†x. It follows that ||Y −√
ρuĥMLx||2 ∝ ||Y Q||2, and therefore the solution to the joint ML chan-

nel estimation and data detection problem is given by

x̂ = arg min
x̃

s.t. x̃∈A1×T

||Y Q||2. (5.6)

Without clever searching algorithms [68], the complexity of optimal detection
is exponential in T .

5.3 The Generalized Method of Moments

The estimation approach for x̃ proposed in our work, is an intermediate case
between the previous two corner cases both in terms of performance and com-
plexity. We came to know about this estimation approach due to the state-of-

the-art estimation proposal for the calibration coefficients
(
RB
)−1

TB (prior to
our proposed EM algorithm). We verified that the authors of [20] empirically
set up a constrained LS cost function to estimate the calibration coefficients.
It appears that this estimation approach was pursued mainly due to suitability
purposes as it makes use of no probabilistic model assumptions—in fact, it is
derived assuming noiseless received signals [20]. As it turns out, this estima-
tion approach is not as uncommon as one might initially think. It is, in fact,
one instance of the generalized method-of-moments (GMM) estimator [69]. An
estimation method that contributed, in part, for the 2013 Nobel Prize award
in Economics to its author Lars Hansen.

The GMM is an estimation approach which is highly used in econometrics,
but not so much in communications. The key point to build a GMM estimator
is to empirically find a suitable function, f ′(·), of the model observations Y
and model variables h and x, such that

E {f ′(Y ,h,x)} = 0. (5.7)

Here 0 is a vector of zeros. Each entry of the column vector f ′(Y ,h,x) is
termed a moment condition. To ensure a closed-form solution for the estimator,
we constrain the output of f ′(·) to be linear in the, here assumed, deterministic

but unknown parameter vector θ =
[
x hT

]T
. With that, we can write (5.7) as

E {f(Y )}θ = 0. (5.8)

The estimator is obtained by solving the following quadratic form

θ̂ = arg min
θ
||V θ||2, (5.9)
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where V HV , f(Y )HWf(Y ). Here W is a positive semi-definite matrix,
so called, weighting matrix. In applications where x1,0 is not constrained to
be 1 (as it is in our case), quadratic constraints can be imposed in (5.9), e.g.
||θ||2 = 1, to avoid the all-zero solution without compromising the closed-form

of θ̂ due to the quadratic form of (5.9).
There is an entire theoretical framework built behind this estimation ap-

proach, see [70]. The main properties of interest are that, under an optimal

setting for W and remaining conditions for optimality, θ̂ is an asymptotically
unbiased, asymptotically Gaussian, and asymptotically efficient estimator.

5.4 Contributions

The contributions associated with this chapter are summarized below.

5.4.1 Paper VI: A Generalized Method of Moments De-
tector for Block Fading SIMO Channels

This paper applies the GMM estimator, an estimator we learned from our
work in reciprocity calibration, for detection in block fading SIMO channels.
The estimator is obtained in closed-form, and the closed-form has an intuitive
formulation. The results of this estimator are contrasted with the results of
the benchmark detection approaches introduced in sec. 5.2. The paper verifies
how the number of BS antennas M and the coherence interval of the channel
T + 1 influence performance and complexity. It turns out that the obtained
SNR gains are linear in M which makes this estimator very suitable for block
fading massive SIMO channels.



Chapter 6

Combining Deep Learning
and Positioning with Large
Antenna Arrays

In this chapter, we address the fourth research topic of this thesis. The chapter
begins by introducing the different topics relevant to understand our research
contribution, which is summarized at the end of the chapter.

Also, as remarked previously in Chapter 1.4, some parts of the notation
used in previous thesis chapters are re-defined here.

6.1 Radio-based Positioning Approaches

Most of the methods used for radio-based positioning fall into three categories:
i) triangulation, ii) proximity, and iii) fingerprinting—see [71] for an overview
on these approaches. Triangulation methods (based on, e.g., time-of-arrival or
signal strength criteria) are widely used for outdoor positioning in propagation
scenarios where one multipath component, typically the line-of-sight (LOS)
component, dominates over all other components. In such scenarios, the chan-
nel(s) can be modeled accurately and the position of the mobile terminal can
be triangulated reliably (e.g., the case of satellite navigation in the Global Po-
sitioning System (GPS)). However, this is typically not the case in most indoor
scenarios, or even in outdoor scenarios (such as in dense urban environments)
where strong shadowing effects, obstructed LOS conditions, or rich scattering
may occur. Instead, the preferred approach in many areas for positioning in
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such propagation conditions is fingerprinting [72].1 Contrary to many other
positioning approaches, fingerprinting can be done with only one reference an-
chor node [73], and therefore it can easily integrate existing standards without
the need to deploy dedicated infrastructure solely for positioning purposes.

Fingerprinting using machine learning methods has traditionally been con-
sidered together with signal strength measurements [71,74]. This was also the
case in [34] when the authors attempted to perform positioning based on Gaus-
sian processes with distributed massive MIMO BSs.2 However, this approach
is bounded to be sub-optimal since it discards (differential) phase informa-
tion, which in general is of tremendous interest for positioning. It is therefore
of interest to process raw channel fingerprints and understand their inherent
structure for positioning purposes. Luckily, the field of Deep Learning has al-
ready a long history and is very suitable to understand the structure of intricate
input data sets. The next sections will introduce Deep learning and formulate
a learning method that is well suited for positioning based on fingerprinting.

6.2 Deep Learning

Many Deep Learning (DL) tools have already been around for several decades
(e.g., the Perceptron algorithm [76]), but it was only in the latest years that
they have peaked in applicability and popularity [77]. This is mainly due to
the computational capabilities of today’s processors that can now efficiently
process data sets of large sizes, together with the ongoing development of ef-
ficient optimization techniques. Nowadays, DL methods are widely accepted
as the most powerful class of learning methods, within those in the realm of
Machine Learning, when it comes to tackle learning tasks of complex and non-
trivial nature [78]. In recent years, DL has had tremendous success in image
processing and speech recognition [79, 80], and its applicability to the field of
communications is also a matter of rising interest [81,82].

One can find many definitions for DL (or hierarchical learning), depending
on the context of its application. Some definitions focus on the common struc-
ture of such learning methods with that of the human brain and therefore on
one of its main applications: artificial intelligence [78]. A more pragmatic defi-
nition of DL is perhaps as follows: DL is ”a class of machine learning techniques
that exploit many layers of non-linear information processing for supervised or

1 Proximity methods are conceptually simple and simple to implement, but the order of
their error is proportional to the distance between the anchor reference nodes. They are
not suitable for highly accurate positioning in general, but still have many applications. For
example, one main application of proximity methods in cellular communications is for the
hand-over of a user terminal between BSs [11].

2 One of main motivation of using many antennas for positioning, is that under some
channel assumptions, they can trade-off against signaling bandwidth [75].
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unsupervised feature extraction and transformation, and for pattern analysis
and classification.” [83]. These ”many layers of non-linear information pro-
cessing” make DL methods very suitable to process raw real-world data sets
with arbitrary structures such as photographic images, speech signals, etc. The
main purpose of these layers is to perform parametric feature learning from the
data set at hand at one stage, and projecting ”new” inputs into the learned
features in another stage. As a result, a DL network with optimized features
(and optimized features weights) can make use of the intricate information
structure in raw data sets to solve the problem at hand (e.g. face recognition
for sexual orientation [84]).

Many DL networks still remain a black box when it comes to their
understanding—many advances are attained by trial-and-error, followed by
behavioral post-rationalization. Fortunately, there exist several research works
that have tried to fundamentally understand these networks [85,86]. Examples
of DL networks are feed forward neural networks, deep belief networks, and
recurrent neural networks. In this work we focus on one special case of feed
forward neural networks, namely, convolutional neural networks.

6.3 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the DL networks with the largest
success in image processing tasks [79, 87]. A CNN is nothing more than a
tunable function f(·,θ), with θ denoting the network parameter vector. With
a given input X0 ∈ X, the main goal of a CNN is that its output

y = f(X0,θ) (6.1)

approximates, in some sense, the output

y∗ = f∗(X0) (6.2)

of the true underlying function we wish to learn f∗(·). Here X is the domain of
f(·)∗, which is assumed to be the set of S0

1 × S0
2 real matrices that is spawned

by X0.
The structure of a generic CNN with L layers and K convolutional kernels

per layer is as follows. Layer `, with 1 ≤ ` ≤ L, employs

1. A convolution of its input, X`−1 ∈ RS
`−1
1 ×S`−1

2 ×S`−1
3 , with K different

kernels. The kth kernel is here denoted as W `
k ∈ RD`

1×D`
2×S`−1

3 , and we
typically have D`

1 << S`−11 and D`
2 << S`−12 . Define the output of the
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convolution3 with the kth kernel as C`
k = W `

k ?X
`−1 + b`k, where b`k is

a bias parameter, and ? denotes the 2 dimensional convolution operator.

Here C`
k ∈ RS

`−1
1 ×S`−1

2 ×1. For latter use, we stack all the K elements of{
C`
k

}
k

into the tensor C` ∈ RS
`−1
1 ,S`−1

2 ,K .

2. A non-linear transformation, ψ(·), to each entry of C`. We obtain G` =

ψ
(
C`
)
, with G` ∈ RS

`−1
1 ,S`−1

2 ,K .

3. A pooling operation, γ(·), to G` mainly for dimensionality reduction
purposes (see [78] for pooling options). With that, we obtain X` =
γ
(
G`
)
, which is the input to layer ` + 1. The output dimensionality

satisfy S`1 ≤ S`−11 , S`2 ≤ S`−12 , and S`3 = K.

Here S0
3 depends on the application but in our contribution we have S0

3 = 2.4

The non-linear transformation ψ (·) can take many forms, but today’s default
choice is the (discontinuous) REctified Linear Unit (RELU), i.e., ψ (X) =
max (X, 0) where the maximum is applied entry-wise. The output of the CNN,
y ∈ RDout×1, is typically obtained after a (full) linear transformation y =
W vec

{
XL

}
+ b. The CNN parameters

θ ,
[ [

vec
{
W 1

1

}T
. . .
{
WL

K

}T ]
vec {W }T

[
[b11 . . . b

K
L ] bT

] ]T
,

are optimized depending on the approach at hand, .e.g., regression or classifi-
cation.

A final important remark follows. Remembering that a convolution is a
special case of a linear map, there are two assumptions for the inputs of CNNs,
that need to hold in order for them to retain most of the learning capabilities
of standard feed forward neural networks [78]. Those assumptions are:

1. The features of X0 are ”local”, i.e., each feature fits within a kernel size;

2. The features of X0 are invariant to translations in the input space.

CNNs are very computationally efficient learning machines in applications
where these assumptions hold.

6.4 Contributions

The contributions associated with this chapter are summarized below.

3 Note that the convolution operation is only performed in the first two dimensions. Also,
the convolution output has the same dimensions than the convolution input in these two
dimensions. This can be achieved by using variants of the original convolutional operation
[78].

4 We explain why this is so in Section 6.4.
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6.4.1 Paper VII: Deep Convolutional Neural Networks
for Massive MIMO Fingerprint-Based Positioning

This paper provides an initial investigation on the application of CNNs for
fingerprint-based positioning using measured massive MIMO channels. It
claims that CNNs can efficiently learn the intricate structure massive MIMO
channels. The only condition is that such channels are represented in a domain
yielding a sparse structure, so that the CNN input assumptions mentioned
in Section 6.3 hold. The channel fingerprint set is generated by the COST
2100 channel model [88], and is used to experimentally verify our claims. In
the context of this paper, X0 is a massive MIMO channel fingerprint. When
it comes to its dimensions, S0

1 is the number of antennas at the BS, S0
2 is

the number of measured frequency points of a wideband channel, and S0
3 = 2

corresponds to two real components necessary to describe a complex finger-
print (e.g., magnitude and phase). Finally, the desired output y∗ is the spatial
coordinate associated with the fingerprint X0.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future
Work

Massive MIMO is an emerging physical layer technique with potential to in-
tegrate many of the future wireless communication standards, in one form or
another. From a positioning and localization points-of-view, the use of large
antenna arrays at the BS side also opens up many interesting possibilities. Con-
trary to past system setups, we envision both communication and positioning
technologies to be incorporated in one single cellular base station infrastructure.
This would be an elegant solution from many points-of-view, not to mention
that both technologies could aid each other.

Having BSs operating with a massive number of antennas opens up research
questions from many perspectives. This thesis addressed some of them. We
list below some of the main lessons learned and also directions that what we
think would yield interesting future work.

• When it comes to transceiver calibration, one of our main contributions
was an asymptotically efficient estimator. This basically closes the door
when it comes to proposing better estimators that retrieve reciprocity,
since calibration should typically occur at high enough signal-to-noise ra-
tios. Not surprisingly (from a signal processing point-of-view), its asymp-
totic error is non-white Gaussian. Noticeably, most literature that ana-
lyzed the impact of the calibration error in the system performance do
not make use of such error model, in fact, most of it did not consider the
calibration error to be Gaussian at all [89, 90]. Therefore, it would be of
interest to verify if most of the insights attained from the studies that
considered other error models, also hold for the Gaussian case. Now, from
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an experimental point-of-view, our work showed that our novel method
for calibration works in practice. This was verified by means of mea-
sured downlink error vector magnitudes (EVMs) at the users side. The
EVM curves saturate at high enough calibration signal-to-noise ratios. It
would be interesting to understand which impairments or modeling mis-
assumptions are responsible for this saturation, and their respective order
of importance in this matter. Candidates include, e.g., the assumption
that the transceiver is a linear unit, undesired aspects of strong mutual
coupling between closely spaced antennas, the extent of reciprocity in
practical propagation channels, and of course, measurement noise. Only
with such in-depth understanding, we will be able to pinpoint which of
these phenomena dominate when it comes to their impact on the error
performance. This would provide better insights on an optimized design
of reciprocity-based massive antenna systems.

• When it came to detectors for SIMO channels, our work led us to the
generalized method of moments estimator. This estimator uses no prob-
abilistic information on the model at hand, and therefore it can be defined
for a number of applications. Even with seemingly complicated models,
as the model for calibration in Paper IV, the estimator bypassed the la-
tent variables elegantly in order to reach a nice closed-form. Also, based
on the results of Paper VI, it appears to provide a fairly good trade-off
when it comes to its sub-optimal performance and complexity. For all
the reasons mentioned above, and also because not so many applications
of this estimation approach are found in wireless literature, we believe a
potential application of the GMM would be for parameter estimation in
channel sounding-based applications, especially those with complicated
models and low complexity (e.g., real-time) requirements.

• Finally, when it comes to our fingerprint-based positioning study, the
main lesson learned is that raw channel snapshots can be transformed
such that they fall into the category of inputs which can be efficiently
processed by convolutional neural networks. Such networks can there-
fore understand the intricate structure of a wireless channel (which is
related to its complex geometry) and use it for positioning purposes. In
our experiments, it attained positioning errors in the order of fractions
of wavelengths. When it comes to future work, there exist two promising
research aspects. Firstly, it appears that Deep Learning is equipped with
useful tools that can be used to tackle the main problem of fingerprint-
based positioning, i.e., channel variations that were not captured during
the fingerprinting process. This field in Deep Learning is termed regu-
larization, and has been extensively studied and developed within image
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processing. Secondly, our work focused on a standard implementation
of a real-valued CNN for proof-of-concept purposes and it did not cover
the possibility to handcraft the network to the application at hand. We
have several ideas on this matter, e.g., due to the periodic complex-valued
structure of (sampled) measured channels, a circular complex-valued con-
volutional network would fist best. Equivalently, it could be implemented
by means of a cascade of fast Fourier transforms and multiplications with
transformed kernels. With this design option, the CNN behavior may
be simpler and more intuitive to understand. Insights obtained with this
study could aid in the optimization of the design of positioning systems.
Overall, given the current hype on Deep Learning methods and our in-
vestigations, I personally believe that this is the thesis topic with more
potential and possibilities for future research.

[91]
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Appendix A

Define

Dk = log2

(
1 + snr||hk||2

)
− log2

(
1 + snrE

{
||hk||2

})
. (7.1)

We want to show that

K∑

k=1

Dk → 0 as M →∞. (7.2)

That is, (2.25) and (2.26) converge in probability when M →∞. Before doing
so, define

ε ,||hk||2 − E
{
||hk||2

}

=||hk||2 −M.

Note that the LLNs in (2.23) implies that

ε/M → 0 as M →∞. (7.3)

Now, write (7.1) as

Dk = log2 (1 + snr (M + ε))− log2 (1 + snrM) (7.4)

= log2

(
1 + snr (M + ε)

1 + snrM

)
(7.5)

= log2

(
1 +

snr ε

1 + snrM

)
. (7.6)

For a fixed snr, it follows from (7.3) that (snr ε)/(1+snrM)→ 0 as M →∞.
Since log2 (1 + x) is a continuous function at x = 0, a consequence of the
Continuous mapping theorem–theorem 6.7. in [91]–is that

Dk → 0 as M →∞. (7.7)
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Due to Dk → 0,∀k, it follows directly that
K∑
k=1

Dk → 0 as M → ∞ which

concludes the proof.
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A flexible 100-antenna testbed for

Massive MIMO

Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) is one of the main

candidates to be included in the fifth generation (5G) cellular systems.

For further system development it is desirable to have real-time testbeds

showing possibilities and limitations of the technology. In this paper we

describe the Lund University Massive MIMO testbed LuMaMi. It is

a flexible testbed where the base station operates with up to 100 coher-

ent radio-frequency transceiver chains based on software radio technology.

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) based signaling is used

for each of the 10 simultaneous users served in the 20 MHz bandwidth.

Real time MIMO precoding and decoding is distributed across 50 Xilinx

Kintex-7 FPGAs with PCI-Express interconnects. The unique features

of this system are: (i) high throughput processing of 384 Gbps of real

time baseband data in both the transmit and receive directions, (ii) low-

latency architecture with channel estimate to precoder turnaround of less

than 500 micro seconds, and (iii) a flexible extension up to 128 antennas.

We detail the design goals of the testbed, discuss the signaling and sys-

tem architecture, and show initial measured results for a uplink Massive

MIMO over-the-air transmission from four single-antenna UEs to 100 BS

antennas.

c©2014 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from
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“A flexible 100-antenna testbed for Massive MIMO,”
in Proc. IEEE GLOBECOM Workshop Massive MIMO, Theory Pract., Dec. 2014,
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1 Introduction

Massive MIMO is a promising technology and a strong candidate for future-generation
wireless systems. Compared to conventional MIMO, potential benefits brought by the
extra degrees-of-freedom due the excess number of BS antennas include [1] [2]: (i)
both system capacity and radiated energy efficiency can be improved by several orders
of magnitude; (ii) hardware requirements on the base station (BS) radio frequency
(RF) chains can be greatly relaxed; (iii) simplification of the multiple-access layer;
all of this with (iv) reduced complexity at the user equipment (UE). To take the
next steps in the development and verification of the potential, it is necessary to have
proof-of-concept platforms, i.e. testbeds, where Massive MIMO can operate under
real-life conditions (e.g., with analog front-end impairments and real wave propagation
conditions) to assist further algorithm development and circuit design. Testbeds can
improve the overall understanding of, so far conceivable, issues and help maturing
the technology for standardization.

Table 1: Existing Massive MIMO testbeds.

Institution Band Hardware # of BS # of (< 1 ms)
(GHz) antennas users turnaround?

Lund [3] 2.6 RUSK channel 128 6 No
sounder [4] (cylinder)

Rice [5] 2.4 WARP, 64 15 No
powerPC (planar)

Samsung [6] 1-28 Propr- 64 ? ?
ietary (planar)

Table 1 lists existing many-antenna testbeds as of today. The first system is a
channel sounding system used at Lund University to measure the wireless channel
with a large number of antennas to validate theoretical gains [3]. 50 MHz channel
measurements were taken over slow continuous user movements and then processed
offline. The results confirm favorable propagation for measured channels with low
eigenvalue spread. Second, Rice University [5] constructed a testbed and evaluated
pratical performance gains of Massive MIMO in indoor environments. Channel mea-
surements were collected over a 0.625 MHz bandwidth for both LOS and NLOS
conditions, and promising capacity results based on SINR computations were pre-
sented. Third, researchers at Samsung [6] recently made their work in many-antenna
MIMO systems public. This testbed is targeted at millimeter wave bands but can be
applied to cellular band applications. The press release is not very detailed, though
it is mentioned that a throughput of 1 Gbps is achieved at 2 km range.

Despite prior work in large scale MIMO systems, many shortcomings are evident.
Existing testbeds are either proprietary, non-real-time, or both. These limitations
hinder researchers from developing algorithms tied to real wireless channels. To ad-
dress this, we have developed an extensible platform, the LuMaMi testbed, to realize
up to 20 MHz bandwidth 100-antenna MIMO. It is built up of commercial off-the-
shelf hardware, making it accessible and modifiable. The main objectives for this
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testbed are:

• implementing BS architectures to meet high-throughput/low-latency processing
requirements;

• evaluating practical performance of different baseband processing algorithms;

• implementing time and frequency synchronization solutions between BS RF
chains;

• identifying scenarios where favorable propagation conditions for Masssive
MIMO exist (or do not exist);

• demonstrating a Massive MIMO proof-of-concept by concurrent high-speed
data streaming to and from multiple users, via high-density spatial multiplex-
ing within the same time-frequency resource. The link quality can be accessed
either by: (i) evaluating performance metrics by streaming pseudo-noise (PN)
sequences, such as bit-error-rate (BER), error vector magnitude (EVM), etc;
(ii) visualizing streamed high-definition (HD) videos;

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec. 2 details the system
architecture and hardware components implementing the BS; Sec. 3 addresses differ-
ent aspects of the communication protocol; Sec. 4 presents the initial testbed results
in terms of RF-chain synchronization and illustrations of received signal constella-
tions under maximum-ratio combining (MRC) and zero-forcing (ZF) uplink spatial
multiplex; and Sec. 5 presents conclusions drawn from the work.

2 Testbed design

2.1 Problem formulation

In a massive MIMO context, a potential BS architecture designed to yield low pro-
cessing latency, transport latency and high transport reliability would

• use an all-mighty central controller (CC) aggregating and processing data
from/to all (100) antennas;

• be architected in a star-like fasion yielding hundreds of input/output ports;

• shuffle large amounts of baseband data between the CC and RF front ends
through high bandwidth/low latency interconnects;

• operate with hundreds of perfectly synchronized RF chains with low RF im-
pairments;

While the second point imposes a tight hardware constraint, potentially prevent-
ing flexibility and scalability of the system, the first is the toughest to meet with
today’s off-the-shelf solutions since 100 antennas of baseband data far exceeds the
input/output (IO) capabilities of most practical hardware. Flexible implementations
of massive MIMO BSs with real-time processing requirements are thus non-trivial.
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2.2 Hierarchical overview

Fig. 3 shows the hierarchical overview of our system, whose main blocks are detailed
as follows:

Central controller (CC)

A master chassis embeds a x64 controller (NI PXIe-8135) which runs LabVIEW on
a Windows 7 64-bit OS and serves three primary functions: (i) it provides a user
interface for radio configuration, deployment of FPGA bitfiles, system control, and
visualization of the system, (ii) it acts as source and sink for the user data—e.g.
HD video streams—sent across the links, and (iii) the CC measures link quality
with metrics such as BER, EVM, and packet-error rate (PER). It connects to three
switches through cabled Gen 2 x8 PCI Express (MXIe) in a star fashion.

Switches

The switches consist of three (NI 1085 PXIe) 18-slot chassis. The first slot is reserved
for the modules (NI PXIe-8381) that connect to the master chassis, and the remaining
slots hold MXIe interface cards (NI PXIe-8374) to link with the SDRs. The MXIe
interface between the Gen 2 x8 PCIe backplane and the SDRs is Gen 1 x4. Switches
yield no processing but allow data to be transferred between SDRs using peer-to-
peer direct memory access (DMA) streaming and between SDRs and the CC using
target-to-host and host-to-target DMA transfers.

Software defined radios

The SDRs (NI 2943R/USRP-RIO) each contain a reconfigurable (Xilinx Kintex-7)
FPGA and two full-duplex 40 MHz RF bandwidth transceivers that can be configured
for center frequencies 1.2-6 GHz, and can transmit with up to 15 dBm. Baseband
processing is partitioned and distributed across the fifty FGPAs, as detailed in Sec.
2.4, and the RF transceivers connect to the antenna array.

Please check [7] for further hardware specifications.

2.3 Streaming IO rates

For proper baseband processing partition, the limitations of the hardware components
implementing the system in Fig. 3 are:

• Each Gen 2 x8 PCI Express interface linking the three chassis handles up to
3.2 GBps bidirectional traffic.

• Two Gen 2 x8 switches link the interface cards through the backplane of the
chassis. Their streaming rate is bounded to 3.2 GBps of bidirectional traffic in
each slot with an aggregate total of 32 GBps inter-switch traffic.

• Each SDR has 13 available DMA channels (three are used for the radio configu-
ration) that share the total IO rate for Gen 1 x4 PCIe of 800 MBps bidirectional.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical overview of the base station.
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Figure 2: Left: Main blocks of a typical MIMO OFDM transceiver.
Right: BS subsystem for partitioned baseband processing.

2.4 Sub-system partitioning

Below we detail how the baseband processing is partitioned across FPGAs. The
functional representation of an OFDM Massive MIMO system is shown at the left
part of Fig. 2. To map this to hardware, the occupied bandwidth is divided into eight
OFDM sub-bands which are processed independently to relax the IO requirements of
a single FPGA. One subsystem of eight FPGAs, shown in the right part of Fig. 2,
operate per sub-band. Additional folding of MIMO detectors and precoders (since
we do not have eight subsystems) is performed and end nodes are inserted to achieve
a full 100-antenna platform.

For each RX chain, the received RF signals are digitized, followed by analog
front-end calibration and time/frequency synchronization. From the synchronized
data, the cyclic prefix (CP) is removed, followed by FFT OFDM demodulation and
guard-band removal. Note that the OFDM symbols contain the superposition of
the transmitted signals by all users. In each sub-system, consisting of 16 receive
antennas, the yet unequalized OFDM symbols are streamed into an FPGA with
an “Antenna Combiner” function. This combines all the uplink streams from the 16
antennas and passes the result to another FPGA in the sub-system with a “Bandwidth
splitter” function, which splits the signals into eight bandwidth chunks. In each sub-
system, we have one FPGA with a “MIMO Detector” function collecting data of a
given bandwidth chunk from the other seven sub-systems. Using the channel matrix
estimated from uplink pilots, the “MIMO Detector” cancels interference and detects
the frequency-domain symbols from each user equipment. The detected symbols are
then sent to the CC for further processing, such as link quality evaluation.

At the downlink, the channel estimates and reciprocity calibration estimated
weights are passed to the “MIMO Precoder”, and reciprocal processing is performed,
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e.g., modulation instead of demodulation.
It can be noted that each subcarrier data sample is quantized with 12 bits for

each in-phase and quadrature component. This allows meeting the SDRs IO rate
limitations listed in 2.3.

2.5 Latency analysis

To support fast precoder turnaround time, the system has been architected to provide
low latency in the signal path from channel estimation to MIMO precoding, shown
in Figure 2. The turnaround time must meet the frame structure shown in Figure 6.
This structure leaves 214 µs for total latency

∆ = ∆rx
f +∆rx

o +∆e +∆p +∆tx
o +∆tx

f +Nh∆h + φ (1)

in the critical path, including RX front-end delay ∆rx
f , OFDM RX (CP removal, FFT,

guard subcarrier removal) ∆rx
o , channel estimate calculation ∆e, precoder calculation

∆p, OFDM TX (guard subcarrier interleave, IFFT, CP addition) ∆tx
o , and TX front-

end delay ∆tx
f . Additional sources of latency include overheads in data routing,

packing, and unpacking φ as well as latency for each hop across the PCIe backplane
Nh∆h. The worst-case latency of each hop is ∆h = 5 µs for the seven-hop path
(Nh = 7), resulting in a worst-case total PCIe latency of Nh∆h = 35 µs in the critical
signal path. ∆rx

f +∆tx
f was measured to be ≈ 2.25µs, φ ≈ 0.1µs, ∆rx

o ≈ ∆tx
o ≈ 27.5µs.

∆p depedends on the type of precoder and respective implementation type. The MRT
precoder can be processed point-by-point, allowing for a high degree of pipelining.
Similarly, channel estimation can be performed point-by-point. The highest latency
configuration will be that for the ZF precoder due to the matrix inverse, matrix-matrix
multiplications, and its serial-to-parallel conversions.

2.6 Synchronization

A massive MIMO basestation requires time synchronization and phase coherency
between the RF chains. This is achieved using a reference clock and timing/trigger
distribution network. This synchronization network consists of eight OctoClock mod-
ules in a tree structure with a master OctoClock feeding seven secondary OctoClocks.
Low skew buffering circuits and matched-length transmission cables ensure that there
is low skew between the reference clock input at each SDR. The source clock for the
system is an oven-controlled crystal oscillator within an NI PXIe-6674T timing mod-
ule. Triggering is achieved by generating a start pulse within the Master SDR via a
software trigger. This trigger is then fed from an output port on the master to the NI
PXIe-6674T timing module, which conditions and amplifies the trigger. The trigger
is propagated to the master OctoClock and distributed down the tree to each SDR
in the system (including the master itself). This signal sets the reference clock edge
to use for start of acquisition for the transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) within each
channel. Initial results show that reference clock skew is within 100 ps and trigger
skew is within 1.5 ns, which is well below the sampling period of 33 ns.
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2.7 Antenna Array

The three different stages of the array building process are described below.

Material and characterization

We choose Diclad 880 with thickness of 3.2 mm as the printed circuit board sub-
strate. The dielectric constant and dissipation factor were confirmed using a trapped
waveguide characterization method [8]. To verify the substrate characterization, a
six element patch array with slightly different element sizes was built, measured, and
compared with the simulated data. To fit the final results, a final re-characterization
of the substrate was performed, and the simulated and measured bandwidth matched
within 1 MHz.

Design

A planar ”T”-shaped antenna array was built with 160 dual polarized λ/2 shorted
patch elements. The ”T” upper horizontal rectangle has 4 × 25 elements and the
central square 10 × 10 elements, (see Fig. 7). This yields 320 possible antenna
ports that can be used to explore different antenna array arrangements. All antenna
elements are center shorted which improves isolation, bandwidth, and reduces risk of
static shock traveling into the active components if the elements encounter a static
electric discharge. The feed placement shifts by 0.52 mm from the center of the
array elements to the outer edge elements in order to maintain match with changing
array effects which impact individual elements differently. The size of the element
changes by 0.28 mm from the center of the array to the outer elements this maintains
constant center frequency of 3.7 GHz throughout the entire array.

Measurements

The final 160 element array was simulated at 3.7 GHz. Results showed an average
match of -51 dB, and an average 10dB-bandwidth of 185 MHz. Similar tests were
done to the manufactured array which yielded an average 10dB-bandwidth of 183 MHz
centered at 3.696 GHz and the average antenna match was found to be -28 dB.

2.8 Mechanical structure and electrical characteristics of
BS

Two rack mounts assemble all BS components with combined measures of 0.8×1.2×
1 m shown in Fig. 7. They were attached on top of a four-wheel trolley not to
compromise its mobility when testing different scenarios. Approximate combined
weight and average power consumption are 300 kg and 2.5 kW, respectively.
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Figure 3: Left: Side view of the mechanical assembly the BS. The two
racks sit side-by-side (not as shown) with the SDRs facing the same direc-
tion (towards the antenna array). Two columns of URSPs are mounted
in each rack, totaling 50 of them. Right: Picture of the assembled BS,
with mounted antenna array.

2.9 User Equipment

Five SDRs (NI 2953Rs/USRP-RIOs) are used at the terminal ends to emulate the
UEs. They yield similar properties as the ones at the BS with the additional feature
of their internal clocks can be locked to a GPS reference signal. This provides a
reliable timing reference for sampling purposes, and a frequency offset of less than
1 ppb.

3 System specifications

3.1 General parameters

In the current setting, the testbed operates with many parameters similar to LTE-like
cellular systems, as shown in Table 1.

3.2 Supported precoders

The heavy real-time processing requirements for massive MIMO have, in gen-
eral, been restricting the attention mostly to linear precoders/equalizers. For
a proof-of-concept of massive MIMO, we focus on the implementation of two
standard linear precoders:
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Table 2: High-level system parameters

Parameter Variable Value

Bandwidth W 20 MHz
Carrier frequency fc 3.7 GHz
Sampling Rate Fs 30.72 MS/s
FFT Size NFFT 2048
# Used subcarriers Nused 1200
Slot time TS 0.5 ms
Sub-Frame time Tsf 1 ms
Frame time Tf 10 ms
# UEs K 10
# BS antennas M 100

Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT)

The MRT precoder maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the termi-
nal side and precoding-weights simply consist of the complex conjugate of the
estimated channels1. Thus, precoding is both of low complexity and can, in
principle, be performed independently close to each antenna, i.e., in a non-
centralized fashion.

Power scaling of precoding weights is still needed if an average transmit
power level is to be met. This requires a centralized control structure with
relatively low signaling overhead.

Zero Forcing (ZF)

The ZF precoder forces interfence among users to zero and precoding weights
are obtained from inverting the inner Gram matrix of the full channel matrix,
which contains all estimated channels. This implies a more complex precoder
calculation and leads to a centralized architecture where all processing typically
happens at a central controller.

3.3 Frame structure

The transmission of massive MIMO data is divided into 10 ms radio frames as
shown in Fig. 6. The frame consists of 10 subframes, each containing two 0.5 ms
slots. The radio frame starts with a special down-link broadcasting subframe

1 The MRT precoding process is also known as conjugate beamforming.
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Figure 4: Frame structure.

(may consist of PN sequences) to setup the initial synchronization of the net-
work, e.g., UEs can synchronize their frequencies (both carrier frequency and
sampling frequency) and align the time offset due to their variable distance to
the BS. The remaining 9 subframes are used for UL and DL data transmission.

As also demonstrated in Fig. 6, one slot consist of 7 OFDM symbols, where
the 1st is used entirely for UL pilots, followed by 2 UL data symbols, a guard
period for UL→DL switching, and 2 DL data symbols, followed by a guard
period for DL→UL switching.

3.4 Pilot allocation

The frequency domain uplink pilots are sequentially interleaved to each of the
10 users in the system, as shown in Fig. 5, where Pi,j is the pilot for user i and
subcarrier chunk j, where each subcarrier chunk consist of 10 subcarriers. For
a particular user, non-trained subcarrier channels can be estimated through an
interpolation/extrapolation scheme using the trained ones. At the downlink,
since users are spatially multiplexed, pre-coded pilots are inserted every 10th

subcarrier in the first DL OFDM symbol to allow compensation for the RF
chain responses of the terminals.
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Figure 5: Frequency-domain pilot-symbol allocation.
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Figure 6: Left: RX RF-chain phase evolution of four different SDRs.
Right:Impulse response of 100 simultaneously measured channels.

3.5 Throughput

The total amount of aggregated baseband traffic that can be handled by the
testbed both in uplink and downlink directions is given by

RBs = #BS antennas× 2 I/Qbits ×ADCSR = 384 Gbps (2)

where I/Qbits = 16 is the maximum number of quantization bits per I/Q
sample and ADCSR = 120 MS/s is the ADC sampling rate.

An example of the data rate per user per direction is given by

Rue,ul/dl =
Nused ×Nul/dl

0.5 ms
× Nsf −Nbf

Nsf
×Rc ×Nmod, (3)

where Nul/dl is the number of UL or DL OFDM symbols within one slot, Nbf is
the number of broadcasting subframes within one radio frame, Rc is the coding
rate, and Nmod is the number of bit per modulated symbol. In case of 16-QAM
modulation with rate 2/3 channel coding, the system provides 11.52 Mbps data
rate per user per direction, which can be enhanced to 17.28 Mbps if 64-QAM
is used.
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4 Initial results

In this section, the synchronization capabilities of the BS RF front ends are
verified, and as a proof-of-concept, we realize an indoor uplink massive MIMO
transmission with 100 BS antennas and four single antenna users and show
equalized signal constellation points.

4.1 Phase coherence

We measured the phase drift of different RX RF-chains. A tone transmitted
by one SDR is split into four signals, and input to four SDRs spanning four
different OctoClocks and two switches. SMA cables and RF splitters were used
as the channel for this experiment. Since all four channels share the same TX
RF chain, and the cables/RF splitter have static responses, the phase drift
is solely due to the RF chains of the receivers. Fig. 6 shows the phases of
the measured signal phases which remain within 5 degrees across 1 hour of
measurements. The largest change in phase is observed within the first 10
minutes, as the devices are coming up to temperature. After that warm-up
period, phases are stable to within a few degrees over a one-hour period. The
results suggest that reciprocity calibration can be performed on an hourly basis,
without severe performance degradation [9].

4.2 Time Synchronization

An 800-sample 30.72 MHz Gaussian PN sequence is repeatedly transmitted by
a single antenna. The transmitter is positioned about a meter in front of a 4×25
antenna array arrangement. All 100 receiving antennas are roughly at the same
distance from the transmitter and their respective RF-chains share the same
reference clock signals. This setup yields a strong LOS channel that can be
used to verify the sampling synchronization capabilities of the RF chains. For
each channel, the impulse response (IR) is obtained by performing a circular
cross-correlation of the received signals with the original PN sequence. Fig. 6
shows that the measured channels yield a distinctive planar wavefront with a
small delay spread. These results indicate that the received samples are well
time aligned within one 30.72 MS/s sample, i.e. within 33 ns.

4.3 Uplink Massive MIMO transmission test

As proof-of-concept, we performed an uplink Massive MIMO transmission from
four single-antenna UEs to 100 BS-antennas in our lab. Each UE is equipped
with SkyCross UWB antennas (SMT-3TO10M-A) and radiate 0 dBm of power.
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Figure 7: Equalized signal constellation points for one user, for the
case when four users are spaced two meters from each other under LOS
conditions. Left: ZF decoder; Right: MRC decoder.
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Figure 8: ZF equalized signal constellation points for two out of four
closely spaced users (all four within a 15 cm-radius sphere) under NLOS
conditions.
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The uplink transmission mode was chosen since it can be realized without
performing reciprocity calibration and implementation of the uplink/downlink
frame structure, i.e., the base station simply equalizes the data symbols using
their respective channel estimates. This also allows all baseband processing
to be implemented solely at the CC if no real-time constraints are to be met.
We took this provisional approach to be able to showcase a massive MIMO
transmission. All baseband processing will, however, be moved to the FPGAs
in subsequent work to meet the testbed description given in Sec. 2.2. Note
that the parameters specified in Table 1 are still valid for this experiment, but
slots are transmitted at a rate which can be handled by the CC. We used the
same slot structure as Fig. 6 but no downlink data symbols were transmitted
during this test.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the equalized signal constellation points of an received
OFDM data symbol under different channel conditions, users separations and
MIMO decoders. For a given user, we used zero-order hold to interpolate
between trained subchannels. This explains the small rotation that can be
observed for the measured signal constellation points.

Overall, ZF outperformed MRC in all experiments, and showed to be possi-
ble to separate both: (i) closely spaced users, and (ii) users at different distances
to the BS, if enough power is transmitted. For the MRC case, its interference
limited performance constrains user scenarios yielding acceptable performance
to those where users are being spaced rather far apart with some sort of power
control.

5 Conclusions and Future work

In this paper we detail our solution for realizing massive MIMO in a practical
testbed. The testbed is operating with a 20MHz bandwidth and 100 antennas
at the BS, entirely made of off-the-shelf hardware. To tackle the main hard-
ware bottlenecks, we propose a hierarchical hardware architecture, baseband
processing partitioning and a communication protocol that allows the process-
ing to meet real-time requirements. To unveil key performance trade-offs for
different system settings, it is of particular interest to be able to operate with
flexible communication parameters and antenna array configurations. Synchro-
nization tests between the BS RF chains show small and slow relative phase
drifts and tight time alignment of received samples. As proof-of-concept, an
over-the-air uplink massive MIMO transmission with spatial multiplexing of
four users was performed with all baseband processing being conducted at the
CC.

In future work, we intend to move the baseband processing to the SDRs FP-
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GAs, such that both uplink and downlink transmissions can be realized under
full real-time requirements. In addition to the distributed processing architec-
ture presented in Fig. 2, we also intent to investigate alternative architectures
based on a more centralized processing scheme.
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The World’s First Real-Time Testbed

for Massive MIMO: Design,

Implementation, and Validation

This paper sets up a framework for designing a massive multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) testbed by investigating hardware (HW) and
system-level requirements such as processing complexity, duplexing mode
and frame structure. Taking these into account, a generic system and pro-
cessing partitioning is proposed which allows flexible scaling and process-
ing distribution onto a multitude of physically separated devices. Based
on the given HW constraints such as maximum number of links and max-
imum throughput for peer-to-peer interconnections combined with pro-
cessing capabilities, the framework allows to evaluate modular HW com-
ponents. To verify our design approach, we present the LuMaMi (Lund
University Massive MIMO) testbed which constitutes the first reconfig-
urable real-time HW platform for prototyping massive MIMO. Utilizing
up to 100 BS antennas and more than 50 FPGA, up to 12 UE are served
on the same time/frequency resource using an LTE-like orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) time division duplex (TDD)-based
transmission scheme. Proof-of-concept tests with this system show that
massive MIMO can simultaneously serve a multitude of users in a static
indoor and static outdoor environment utilizing the same time/frequency
resource.
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1 Introduction

In massive MIMO (MaMi) an unconventionally high number of base station (BS)
antennas (hundreds or even higher) is employed to serve e.g., a factor of ten less user
equipments (UEs). Due to the excess number of BS antennas, linear signal processing
may be used to spatially focus energy with high precision, allowing to separate a mul-
titude of UEs in the spatial domain while using the same time/frequency resource [1].
MaMi theory promises a variety of gains, e.g., increase in spectral and energy effi-
ciencies as compared with single antenna and traditional MU-MIMO systems [2, 3],
thereby tackling the key challenges defined for 5G.

Although MaMi is a promising theoretical concept, further development requires
prototype systems for proof-of-concept and performance evaluation under real-world
conditions to identify any further challenges in practice. Because of its importance,
both industry and academia are making efforts in building MaMi testbeds, includ-
ing the Argos testbed with 96-antennas [4], Eurecom’s 64-antenna LTE compati-
ble testbed, Samsung’s Full-Dimension (FD) MIMO testbed and Facebook’s Project
Aries. Nevertheless, publications systematically describing the design considerations
and methodology of a MaMi testbed are missing and real-time real-scenario perfor-
mance evaluation of MaMi systems using testbeds have not been reported yet. At
Lund University, the first real-time MaMi testbed, the LUMAMI testbed, showing
successful MaMi transmission on the uplink UL, was built [5]. Ever since, many
testbeds have been constructed based on identical HW utilizing the same generic
design principle, e.g., the MaMi testbeds at the University of Bristol [6], Norwe-
gian University of Science and Technology in Trondheim and University of Leuven in
Belgium. The LUMAMI testbed provides a fully reconfigurable platform for testing
MaMi under real-life conditions. To build a real-time MaMi testbed many challenges
have to be coped with. For example, shuffling data from 100 or more antennas, pro-
cessing large-scale matrices and synchronizing a huge number of physically separated
devices. All this has to be managed while still ensuring an overall reconfigurability
of the system allowing experimental hardware and software solutions to be tested
rapidly.

This paper discusses how implementation challenges are addressed by first evalu-
ating high-level HW and system requirements, and then setting up a generic frame-
work to distribute the data shuffling and processing complexity in a MaMi system
based on the given HW constraints for interconnection network and processing ca-
pabilities. Taking into account the framework and requirements, a suitable modular
HW platform is selected and evaluated. Thereafter, a thorough description of the
LUMAMI testbed is provided including system parameters, base-band processing fea-
tures, synchronization scheme and other details. The LUMAMI testbed constitutes a
flexible platform that supports prototyping of up to 100-antenna 20MHz bandwidth
MaMi, simultaneously serving 12 UEs in real-time using OFDM modulation in TDD
transmission mode. Bit-error-rate (BER) and constellations for real-time UL and
downlink (DL) uncoded transmission in a static indoor and static outdoor scenario
are presented. Our first real-life proof-of-concept measurement campaigns show, that
MaMi is capable of serving up to 12 UEs in the same time/frequency resource even
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for high user density per unit area. The gathered results suggest a significant in-
crease in spectral efficiency compared to traditional point-to-point MIMO systems.
By building the LUMAMI testbed we now have a tool which supports accelerated
design of algorithms [7] and their validation based on real measurement data, with
the additional benefit of real-world verification of digital base-band solutions.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We provide overall and thorough analysis for MaMi systems, especially from
a signal processing perspective, and identify design requirements as well as
considerations on building up a MaMi testbed.

• We propose signal processing breakdown and distribution strategy to master
the tremendous computational complexity in a MaMi system and introduce
general hardware architecture for a MaMi testbed.

• We present the world’s first real-time 100-antenna MaMi testbed, built upon
software defined radio (SDR) technology.

• We validate the MaMi concept and its spatial multiplexing capability in real-
life scenarios (both indoor and outdoor) with over-the-air transmission and
real-time processing.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 shortly introduces MaMi basic theory,
detection and precoding methods before Sec. 3 details specifications and requirements
for a MaMi testbed. Sec. 4 describes a generic hardware partitioning for a modular
scalable testbed to overcome implementation challenges. Sec. 5 presents the selected
HW platform and provides details about the LUMAMI testbed. Results from dif-
ferent field trials based on real-time measured BER and constellations from different
scenarios are presented in Sec. 6. Finally, Sec. 7 concludes the paper. (i) scaling
data rates, interfaces to 128 antennas, (ii) providing low-latency channel state ac-
quisition, and (iii) synchronizing time and frequency over 128 antennas, all using
commercial modular components. The use of such modular components enables the
sharing of code and IP and encourages other researchers to reproduce and validate
the experimental results.

2 Massive MIMO Basics

In this section, the basic key detection and precoding algorithms utilized in MaMi are
presented. Implementation specific details required to apply these algorithms, such
as channel state information (CSI) estimation, are discussed in Sec. 5. A simplified
model of a MaMi BS using M antennas while simultaneously serving K single antenna
UEs in TDD operation in a propagation channel B is shown in Figure 1. To simplify
notation, this discussion assumes a base-band equivalent channel and expressions are
given per subcarrier, with subcarrier indexing suppressed throughout.
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Figure 1: A MaMi system model. Each antenna at the BS (left side)
transmits a linear combination of K user-intended data symbols uk

K
k=1.

After propagation through the DL wireless channelB, each user antenna
receives a linear combination of the signals transmitted by the M BS
antennas. Finally, each of the K users, say user k, produces an estimate
of its own intended data symbol, i.e., uk. Similar operation is employed
for UL data transmission. Here, reciprocity for the propagation channel
is assumed, i.e., B = BT.

2.1 Up-link

UEs in MaMi are non-cooperative, thus, the only adjustable parameter for transmis-
sion is their power levels. The UL power levels used by the K UEs during transmission
build the K ×K diagonal matrix Pul. By collecting the transmitted UE symbols in
a vector z , (z1, . . . , zK)T, the received signals r , (r1, . . . , rM )T at the BS are
described as

r = G
√
Pulz +w, (1)

where G is the M ×K UL channel matrix2,
√
Pul an elementwise square-root, and

w ∼ C N (0, IM ) is independent and identically distributed (IID) circularly-symmetric
zero-mean complex Gaussian noise. The estimated user symbols ẑ , (ẑ1, . . . , ẑK)T

2 G is the up-link radio channel capturing both, the propagation channel BT and the up-link
hardware transfer functions.
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Table 1: Linear Precoding/Detection Matrices

MRT/MRC ZF RZF

DL CG∗ CG∗(GHG)−T CG∗(GHG + βregpreIK)−T

UL GH (GHG)−1GH (GHG + βregdecIK)−1GH

from the K UEs are obtained by linear filtering of the received vector r as

ẑ = feq(G)r, (2)

where feq(·) constructs an appropriate equalization matrix.

2.2 Down-link

On the DL, each UE receives its corresponding symbol ûk which are collected in a
vector û , (û1, . . . , ûK)T, representing the symbols received by all UEs. With this
notation, the received signal becomes

û = Hx+w′ (3)

where the K ×M matrix H is the DL radio channel3, w′ ∼ C N (0, IK) is an IID
circularly-symmetric zero-mean complex Gaussian receive noise vector with covari-
ance matrix IK , and x , (x1, . . . , xM )T is the transmit vector.

As explicit DL channel estimation is very resource consuming, it is not considered
practical in a MaMi setup [1]. Taking into account that the propagation channel B
is generally agreed on to be reciprocal [7], the estimated UL channel matrix G can be
utilized to transmit on the DL. However, differences due to analog circuitry in the UL
and DL channels, G and H, need to be compensated. Thus, a possible construction
for x is of the form

x = fcal(fpre(G))u, (4)

where u , (u1, . . . , uK)T is a vector containing the symbols intended for the K UEs,
fpre(·) is some precoding function, and fcal(·) is a reciprocity calibration function to
be discussed next.

2.3 Reciprocity Calibration

In most practical systems, the UL and DL channels are not reciprocal, i.e. G 6= HT .
This is easily seen by factorizing G and H as

G = RBB
TTU, and H = RUBTB, (5)

3 H is the down-link radio channel capturing both, the propagation channel B and the
down-link hardware transfer functions.
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where the two M ×M and K × K diagonal matrices RB and RU model the non-
reciprocal hardware responses of BS and UE receivers (RXs), respectively, and the
two M × M and K × K diagonal matrices TB and TU similarly model hardware
responses of their transmitters (TXs). Thus, in order to construct a precoder based
on the UL channel estimates, the non-reciprocal components of the channel have to
be calibrated. Previous calibration work showed that this is possible by using

Cfpre(G) = fcal(fpre(G)), (6)

where C = RBT
−1
B is the, so-called, calibration matrix which can be estimated

internally at the BS [7]. Such calibration is sufficient to cancel inter-user interference
stemming from non-reciprocity [8].

2.4 Linear Detection & Precoding Schemes

Table 1 shows a selection of weighting matrices used in linear precoding and detection
schemes, with non-reciprocity compensation included in the form of the M ×M diag-
onal matrix C as defined above. The maximum ratio transmission (MRT) precoder
and the maximum ratio combining (MRC) decoder maximize array gain without ac-
tive suppression of interference among the UEs [1]. The zero forcing (ZF) precoder
and ZF combiner employ the pseudo-inverse, which provides inter-user interference
suppression with the penalty of lowering the achievable array gain. A scheme that
allows trade-off between array gain and interference suppression is the regularized ZF
(RZF) precoder and RZF combiner. This is achieved by properly selecting the regu-
larization constants βregpre

and βregdec
. If βregpre

and βregdec are selected to minimize

mean-squared error (MSE) E‖u− 1√
ρ
û‖2, where ρ is a scaling constant, we obtain

the minimum MSE (MMSE) precoder/detector [9].

3 System Design Aspects

Having discussed the MaMi basics, we move on to system design aspects. These
include modulation scheme, frame structure and hardware requirements.

3.1 Modulation Scheme

While many different modulation schemes can be used with MaMi, this paper focuses
on OFDM, employed in many modern wireless communication systems. Properly
designed OFDM renders frequency-flat narrowband subcarriers, facilitating the single
channel equalization strategy used here.

For ease of comparison and simplicity, LTE-like OFDM parameters, as shown in
Table 1, are used throughout this discussion. The more common parameters with
LTE, the easier it is to evaluate how MaMi as an add-on would influence current
cellular systems.
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Table 2: High-level system parameters

Parameter Variable Value

Bandwidth W 20 MHz
Sampling Rate Fs 30.72 MS/s
FFT Size NFFT 2048
# Used subcarriers Nused 1200
Cyclic prefix Ncp 144 samples
OFDM symbol length tOFDM 71.4 µs

3.2 TDD versus FDD

Current cellular systems either operate in division duplex (FDD) or TDD mode. FDD
is, however, considered impractical for MaMi due to excessive resources needed for
DL pilots and CSI feedback. TDD operation relying on reciprocity only requires
orthogonal pilots in the UL from the K UEs, making it the feasible choice [10]. For
this reason, we focus entirely on TDD below.

3.3 Reciprocity

To allow operation in TDD mode, differences in the TX and RX transfer functions on
both, the BS and UEs have to be calibrated as discussed in Sec. 2.3. Drifts over time
are mainly caused by HW temperature and voltage changes, and thus, the calibration
interval depends on the operating environment of the BS.

3.4 Frame Structure

The frame structure defines among other things, the pilot rate which determines how
well channel variations can be tracked and, indirectly, the largest supported UE speed.

Mobility

The maximum supportable mobility, e.g., the maximum speed of the UEs is defined
by the UL pilot transmission interval. In order to determine this constraint, a 2D
wide-sense stationary channel with uncorrelated isotropic scattering is assumed. For
the contributions from the different BS antennas to add up coherently high channel
correlation is required and, as an approximation to formulate the final requirement, a
correlation of 0.9 was used to ensure sufficient channel coherency. Further discussions
on such modeling assumption are found in [11]. Although these assumptions may not
be completely valid for MaMi channels, they allow an initial evaluation based on a
maximum supported Doppler frequency, νmax, by solving

J0(2πνmaxTp) = 0.9, (7)
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for νmax, where J0(· ) is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind, stemming
from a standard Jakes’ fading assumption, and Tp the distance between pilots in time.
Hence, the maximum supportable speed of any UE may be evaluated using

vmax =
cνmax

fc
, (8)

once a specific frame structure is provided. In (8) vmax is the maximum supported
speed of a UE, c the speed of light and fc the chosen carrier frequency.

Processing latency

The frame structure has to be designed for the highest speed of UEs to be supported
which requires a high pilot rate for high mobility scenarios. Within two consecutive
UL pilot symbols, all UL data, DL data and guard symbols have to be accommodated
which in turn decreases the available time between UL pilot reception and DL trans-
mission. In a high mobility scenario this poses tight latency requirements for TDD
transmission as CSI has to be estimated in order to produce the precoding matrix to
beamform the DL data.

To formulate the TDD precoder turnaround time, ∆, all HW units introducing a
delay must be taken into account. This includes the analog front-end delays for the TX
∆rf,TX and RX ∆rf,RX, the processing latency for OFDM modulation/demodulation
(including cyclic prefix (CP) and guard band operation) ∆OFDM, the time for process-
ing UL pilots to estimate CSI ∆CSI, and the processing latency for precoding ∆precode

including reciprocity compensation. Additional sources of latency include overhead in
data routing, packing, and unpacking, i.e., ∆rout such that the overall TDD precoder
turnaround time may be formulated as

∆ = ∆rf,TX +∆rf,RX +∆OFDM +∆CSI +∆precode +∆rout. (9)

Depending on the specific arrangement of the OFDM symbols and the pilot repetition
pattern in the frame structure, base-band processing solutions, especially ∆CSI and
∆precode, have to be optimized to not violate the given constraint, i.e., ∆.

Pilot pattern

In general, to acquire CSI at the BS, the K UEs transmit orthogonal pilots on the
UL. Different approaches are, e.g., distributed pilots over orthogonal subcarriers [12]
or sending orthogonal pilot sequences over multiple subcarriers [13–15] but also semi-
blind and blind techniques have been proposed [16].

Figure 2 shows a generic frame structure capturing the aforementioned aspects
in a hierarchical manner assuming all UEs transmit their pilots within one dedicated
pilot symbol. At the beginning of each BS reciprocity cycle, reciprocity calibration
at the BS is performed and within these a certain number of DL pilot cycles are
encapsulated where precoded DL pilot symbols are transmitted. The length of the
BS reciprocity cycle is determined by the stability of the transceiver chains in the BS.
As the reciprocity calibration at the BS side only compensates for BS transceivers, DL
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Figure 2: Generic frame structure of a LTE like TDD-based MaMi
system. Within one BS reciprocity cycle the BS operates using the
same reciprocity calibration coefficients. A certain number of DL pilot
cycles are integrated as UEs suffer from faster changing environments.
Each control cycle contains a control layer to perform, for example over-
the-air synchronization and within these the data transmission slots are
encapsulated.

pilots are necessary to compensate for transceiver differences at the UE side. Their
frequency depends on the stability at the UE side and can be considered significantly
smaller than for the BS as UEs are subject to faster changes in their operational
environment, e.g., thermal differences when having the UE in a pocket or using it
indoors or outdoors. To be able to send precoded pilots on the DL, transmission of
UL pilots is required beforehand. Several control cycles are embedded inside each
DL pilot cycle carrying a certain number of data time slots. Time slots contain five
different OFDM symbol types for physical layer implementation. These are (i) UL
Pilot where the UEs transmit orthogonal pilots to the BS, (ii) UL Data where all
UEs simultaneously send data to the BS, (iii) DL Pilot where the BS sends precoded
pilots to all UEs, (iv) DL Data where the BS transmits data to all UEs and (v) Switch
Guard, which idles the RF chains to allow switching from RX to TX or vice versa.
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Table 3: Processing Requirements in a MaMi system

Function General Specific

Gops/s Gops/s
FFT/IFFT 4M log2(NFFT)NFFT/tOFDM 126
Detection 4MKNused/tOFDM 80
Precoding 4MKNused/tOFDM 80
Recip. Cal. 4MKNused/tOFDM 80
Pseudo-inv. 4Nused

(
2MK2 +K3

)
/ (2tOFDM) 1080

3.5 Hardware Requirements

To illustrate the required HW capabilities for the testbed, the values from Table 1 are
used to estimate the Gops/s 4 and the data shuffling on a per OFDM symbol basis
for the general case and a specific case assuming M = 100 and K = 12.

Processing Capabilites

Table 3 summarizes the overall number of real-valued arithmetic operations. For the
processing estimates, it is assumed that each complex multiplication requires four real
multiplications. Close to the antennas, M fast-Fourier transforms (FFTs) or inverse
fast-Fourier transforms (IFFTs) are needed equating to 126 Gops/s. Data precoding
and detection as well as reciprocity compensation require large matrix and vector
multiplications, for instance, an M ×K matrix with a K × 1 vector leading to up to
80 Gops/s.

Finally, when using ZF, the pseudo-inverse matrix is required which includes
the calculation of the Gram matrix requiring MK2 multiplications with the K ×
K matrix inversion adding another K3 in complexity assuming a Neumann-Series
approximation [17] or a QR decomposition. The last multiplication of the inverse
with the Hermitian of the channel matrix H needs another MK2 multiplications
which combined with a requirement of finishing within two OFDM symbols leads to
approximately 1 Tops/s for the overall pseudo-inverse calculation.

Data Shuffling Capabilities

Table 4 summarizes required interconnect bandwidth and number of links. Com-
munication paths to each antenna transfer at the sampling rate of Fs = 30.72 MS/s
which is decreased to the subcarrier rate Fsub = 16.8 MB/s by performing OFDM
processing (Fs ·Nused/(NFFT +Ncp)). Considering M antennas, the overall subcar-
rier data rate is M · w · 16.8 MB/s, with w being the combined wordlength for the
in-phase and quadrature components in bytes. The information rate in an OFDM
symbol carrying data is K · 16.8 MB/s assuming 8 bit per sample, i.e., 256−QAM as

4 Gops/s is used here, but these can be seen as GMACs/s, i.e., the number of multi-
ply-accumulate operations, as almost all operations involve matrix-matrix and matrix-vector
calculations.
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Table 4: Data Shuffling Requirements in a MaMi system

Purpose General Specific

# #
Links to cent. proc 2M 200

MB/s MB/s
Antenna Rate wantMFs want 3,072
Subcarrier Rate wMFsub w 1,680
Information rate K · Fsub 201.6

highest modulation. Assuming separate links between centralized processing and the
antenna units on UL and DL, 2M peer-to-peer (P2P) links5 are needed between the
antennas and the centralized MIMO processing.

Reconfigurability

The testbed has to be reconfigurable and scalable, to support different system pa-
rameters, different processing algorithms and adaptive processing. It is also crucial
to have the possibility to integrate in-house developed HW designs for validation
and performance comparison of algorithms. Variable center frequencies, run-time ad-
justable RX and TX gains as well as configurable sampling rates are highly desirable
to be able to adapt to other parameters than the ones presented in Table 1.

4 Generic Hardware and Processing Partition-
ing

In this section a generic HW and processing partitioning is presented to explore the
parallelism in MaMi, which needs consideration of processing together with data
transfer requirements (throughput, latency, # of P2P links), and at the same time
provides scalability.

4.1 Hierarchical Overview

To be able to build a MaMi testbed with modular HW components, a hierarchical
distribution as shown in Figure 3 is proposed. The main blocks are detailed as follows:

SDR

SDRs provide the interface between the digital and radio-frequency (RF) domain as
well as local processing capabilities.

5 In this discussion, each interconnection transferring data between physically separated
devices is denoted a P2P link.
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Figure 3: Hierarchical overview of a MaMi BS built from modular HW
components.
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Switches

Switches aggregate/disaggregate data between different parts of the system, e.g.,
between SDRs and the co-processors.

Co-processing modules

Co-processing modules provide a centralized node to perform MIMO processing.

Higher Layer Processing

Higher layer processing controls the system, configures the radios, and provides run-
time status metrics of the system.

4.2 Processing and Data Distribution

For proper base-band processing partitioning, throughput constraints of HW compo-
nents have to be taken into account. Assuming each SDR supports nant antennas,
the required number of SDRs becomes dM/nante for an M -antenna system.

Subsystems

As shown in Figure 4, RF-Front End, OFDM processing and reciprocity compensation
are performed on a per-antenna basis using the SDRs. This distributes a large fraction
of the overall processing and reduces the data rate before transferring the acquired
samples over the bus. Still, the number of direct devices on a bus is limited, and
thus, setting up 2M P2P links directly to the co-processors would most likely exceed
the number of maximum P2P links for any reasonable number of MaMi antennas.
To reduce this number, data can be aggregated using the concept of grouping. The
different data streams from several SDRs are interleaved on one common SDR and
then sent via one P2P link. Therefore, subsystems are defined, each containing nsub

SDRs. Data from all antennas within a subsystem is aggregated/disaggregated on
the outer two SDRs and distributed to the nco co-processors using high-speed routers.

At closer look, Figure 4 reveals that the SDRs on the outer edges which realize the
(nantnsub) to (nco) and (nco) to (nantnsub) router functionalities, require the highest
number of P2P links, and thus have to deliver the highest throughput. Hence, the
following inequalities have to be fulfilled for the subsystems not to exceed the con-
straints for maximum number of P2P links (P2PSDR,max) and maximum bidirectional
throughput (RSDRmax):

RSDRmax > RSDRout = RSDRin = nant · nsub · w · Fsub (10)

P2PSDR,max > P2PSDR = nco + nsub (11)

where it is assumed that if an SDR employs more than one antenna, the data is
interleaved before it is sent to the router on the outer SDRs. The constraints given
in equation (10)-(11) can be used to determine the maximum number of SDRs per
subsystem (nsub) such that hardware constraints are not exceeded.
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bine/distribute the data from/to corresponding subsystems.

Co-processors

As shown in Figure 5, detection, precoding, CSI acquisition, symbol mapping and
symbol demapping are integrated in the centrally localized co-processor modules
which collect data from all SDRs. Using CSI estimated from UL pilots, MIMO
processing as discussed in Sec. 2 and symbol mapping/de-mapping is performed.

Based on the selected OFDM modulation scheme the subcarrier independence
can be exploited allowing each of the nco co-processors to work on a sub-band of
the overall 20 MHz bandwidth. This efficiently circumvents issues with throughput
and latency constraints in the MIMO signal processing chain. The co-processors ag-
gregate/disaggregate data from all the antennas in the system using reconfigurable
high-speed routers, as shown in Figure 5 for a system having dM/(nsubnant)e subsys-
tems and nco co-processors.

Similarly to the SDRs, the two main constraints for the co-processors are the
maximum number of P2P links denoted P2PCO,max and the maximum throughput
denoted RCOmax .
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Table 5: Selected Hardware from National Instruments

Type Model Features

Host PXIe-8135 • 2.3 GHz Quad-Core PXI Express
Controller
• Up to 8 GB/s system and 4 GB/s
slot bandwidth

SDR USRP RIO • 2 RF Front Ends and 1 Xilinx
• Kintex-7 FPGA

294xR / 295xR • Center frequency variable from 1.2 GHz
to 6 GHz
• 830 MB/s bidirectional throughput on
up to 15 DMA channels

Co-Processor FlexRIO 7976R • 1 Xilinx Kintex-7 410T FPGA
• 2.4 GB/s bidirectional throughput
on up to 32 DMA channels

Switch PXIe-1085 • Industrial form factor 18-slot chassis
• 7 GB/s bidirectional throughput per slot
• 2 switches per chassis with inter-switch
traffic up to 3.2 GB/s
• Links between chassis bound to 7 GB/s
bidirectional

Expansion Module PXIe-8374 • PXI Express (x4) Chassis
Expansion Module
• Software-transparent link without
programming
• Star, tree, or daisy-chain configuration

Reference Clock Source PXIe-6674T • 10 MHz reference clock source
with < 5 ppb clock accuracy
• 6 configurable I/O connections

Ref. Clock Distribution OctoClock • 10 MHz 8-channel clock and
Distribution • timing distribution network

The following inequalities have to hold for the co-processor not to exceed these
constraints:

RCOmax > RCOout = RCOin =

=

(
M · w +K

nco

)
· Fsub (12)

P2PCO,max > P2PCO = 2 · dM/nsube+ 2. (13)

Using this modular and generic system partitioning, HW platforms built using
modular components can be evaluated. Note, that expressions (10) - (13) may also
be used with other system parameters, e.g., by redefining Fs and Fsub.
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5 LUMAMI Testbed Implementation

In this section the LUMAMI specific implementation details are discussed based on
the aforementioned general architecture. The LUMAMI system was designed with 100
BS antennas and can serve up to 12 UEs simultaneously. Based on these parameters,
the selected modular HW platform is presented and given constraints are evaluated.
Consequently, the specific frame structure and other features of the system including
base-band processing, antenna array, mechanical structure and synchronization are
briefly described. Before providing details, the authors would like to emphasize,
that this is the initial version of the LUMAMI testbed and that add-ons and further
improvements are planned for the future.

5.1 Selected Hardware Platform

The hardware platform was selected based on requirements discussed in Sec. 3. Ta-
ble 5 shows the selected off-the-shelf modular hardware from National Instruments
used to implement the LUMAMI testbed. The SDRs [18] allow up to 15 P2P links
(P2PSDR,max = 15) with a bidirectional throughput of RSDRmax = 830 MB/s, sup-
port a variable center frequency from 1.2 GHz to 6 GHz and have a TX power of
15 dBm. Each SDR contains two RF chains, i.e., nant = 2, and a Kintex-7 FPGA.
Selected co-processors [19] allow a bidirectional P2P rate of RCOmax = 2.4 GB/s with
up to P2PCO,max = 32 P2P links and employ a powerful Kintex-7 FPGA with a
reported performance of up to 2.845 GMACs/s [20]. This is sufficient for a 100 BS
antenna MaMi testbed due to the fact that nco co-processors can be utilized in par-
allel. Interconnection among devices is achieved using 18-slot chassis [21] combined
with per-slot expansion modules [22]. Each chassis integrates two switches based
on Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIE) using direct memory access
(DMA) channels which allow inter-chassis traffic up to 7 GB/s and intra-chassis traffic
up to 3.2 GB/s.

The host [23] is an integrated controller, running LabVIEW on a standard Win-
dows operating system and is used to configure and control the system. The integrated
hardware/software stack provided by LabVIEW provides the needed reconfigurabil-
ity as it abstracts the P2P link setup, communication among all devices and allows
FPGA programming as well as host processing using a single programming language.
An additional feature of LabVIEW is the possibility to seamlessly integrate intellec-
tual property (IP) blocks generated via Xilinx Vivado platform paving a way to test
in-house developed IP.

To be able to synchronize the full BS, a Reference Clock Source [24] and Refer-
ence clock distribution network [25] are required. Their functionalities will be later
discussed when presenting the overall synchronization method.

5.2 Subsystems and Number of Co-processors

To build the LUMAMI testbed with M = 100 antennas, 50 SDRs are necessary. The
maximum possible subsystem size is chosen to minimize the utilization of available
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Table 6: System Parameters and validation of constraints in the LuMaMi
testbed.

Parameters Rates MB/s

M 100 RSDRmax = 830 > RSDRout = RSDRin
= 806.4

K 12 RCOmax = 2, 400 > RCOout = RCOin
= 1, 460

nant 2 P2P Links

nsub 8a P2PSDR,max = 15 > P2PSDR = 12
nco 4 P2PCO,max = 32 > P2PCO = 18

a Note, that the last subsystem only consists of two SDRs.

P2P links at the co-processors. By using (10) and an internal fixed-point wordlength
of w = 3 corresponding to a 12-bit resolution on the I- and Q-components, nsub is
found to be 8. As this is not an integer divider of 50, the last subsystem only contains
two SDRs.

Based on Table 4, the combined subcarrier rate for all antennas is wMFsub =
5 GB/s and another K · Fsub = 200 MB/s are needed for information symbols. To
not exceed RCOmax at least three co-processors must be utilized. To further lower the
burden on the design of the low-latency MIMO signal processing chain, nco = 4 is
chosen such that each co-processor processes 300 of the overall 1200 subcarriers.

Table 6 summarizes the LUMAMI testbed parameters and shows that constraints
are met according to (10)-(13). It can also be seen that the design is still within the
constraints if scaling up the number of BS antennas to M = 128, which has been
done in subsequent designs based on the same hardware, e.g., [6].

5.3 Frame Structure

The default frame structure for the LUMAMI testbed is shown in Figure 6. One frame
is Tf = 10 ms and is divided in ten subframes of length Tsf = 1 ms. Each subframe
consists of two slots having length Tslot = 0.5 ms, where the first subframe is used
for control signals, e.g., to implement over-the-air synchronization, UL power control
and other control signaling. The 18 slots in the other nine subframes encapsulate
seven OFDM symbols each. Comparing to Figure 2, a reciprocity calibration cycle
is defined over the whole run-time of the BS for simplicity and due to the fact that
there is no large drift after warming up the system in a controlled environment [5].
The DL pilot cycles and control cycles are both set to be the length of one frame.
Each frame starts with one control subframe followed by one subframe with one DL
pilot and one DL data symbol whereas all others use two DL data symbols.

5.4 Mobility

The pilot distance in time in the default frame structure given in Figure 2 is Tp ≈
430 µs or six OFDM symbols. Thus, νmax ≈ 240 Hz for a correlation of 0.9. Due to
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Figure 6: The default frame structure used in the LUMAMI testbed.

availability from a network operator, a carrier frequency of fc = 3.7 GHz is selected.
Using (8), vmax = 70 km/h is found as maximum supported speed.

5.5 TDD Turnaround Time

The pre-coding turnaround time requirement for the implementation can be analyzed
based on (9). The analog front-end delay of the SDRs was measured to be about
2.25µs. Taking the frame structure in Figure 6 (assuming ∆rf,TX = ∆rf,RX which
is not necessarily true), the latency budget for base-band processing is as follows:
Overall time for pre-coding after receiving the UL pilots is 214 µs (3 OFDM symbols).
The 2048 point FFT/IFFT (assuming a clock frequency of 200 MHz) requires around
35 µs× 2 = 70µs in total for TX and RX (including sample reordering). As a result,
the remaining time for channel estimation, MIMO processing, and data routing is
around 140µs, which is the design constraint for this specific frame structure.

An analysis of the implemented design showed that the latency is far below the
requirement for the default frame structure which makes it possible to use the testbed
for higher mobility scenarios from this point of view [26].
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Figure 7: Left: Side view of the mechanical assembly of the BS. The
two racks sit side by side (not as shown) with the SDRs facing the same
direction (towards the antenna array). Two columns of USRP SDRs
are mounted in each rack, totaling 50 of them. Right: The assembled
LUMAMI testbed at Lund University, Sweden.

5.6 Implementation Features

Base-band Processing

On the LUMAMI testbed, each UE sends pilots on orthogonal subcarriers, i.e., each
UE uses every K-th subcarrier with the first UE starting at subcarrier 0, the second at
subcarrier 1 etc., overall utilizing a full OFDM symbol. It was shown that performance
does not suffer significantly compared to a full detector calculated for each subcarrier
using this method [12]. Moreover, it efficiently remedies processing requirements
and reduces the required memory for storing estimated CSI matrices by a factor of
K. A least-square CSI estimation algorithm with zeroth-order hold over K = 12
subcarriers was implemented, however, better estimates could be obtained by on-the-
fly interpolation between the estimated subcarriers. Overall, utilizing this approach
reduces the required detection matrix throughput to one matrix every 12 subcarriers,
i.e., 16.8× 106 subcarriers/s/12 = 1.4× 106 DetectionMatrices/s.

Two versions for detection were implemented. The first one based on a QR
decomposition of the channel matrix augmented with the regularizations factors to a
matrix of size 2M×K. This is then formulated into a partial parallel implementation
employing a systolic array [27]. The latter one based on a Neumann-series [17]. In the
QR decomposition, each column is processed using the discrete steps of the modified
Gram-Schmidt algorithm. The logic on the co-processors can be reconfigured so that
the same hardware resources that provide the RZF decoder can also provide the ZF
and MRC decoders, i.e., the detection / precoding schemes discussed in Sec. 2 are
supported with run-time switching. The Neumann-series based ZF detector utilizes
the unique property that in MaMi, the Gramian matrix shows dominant diagonal
elements if UEs use UL power control, or if scheduling is performed to serve UEs
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Table 7: FPGA Utilization for two different MIMO processing implementa-
tions

Implementation Registers LUT RAMs DSP48

QRD 46470 49315 171 596
(9.1%) (20.3%) (21.5%) (38.7%)

Neumann-Series 16000 28700 6 176
(3.1%) (11.8%) (0.75%) (11.4%)

with similar power levels in the same time/frequency block to mitigate the influence
of path loss differences. This, allows the matrix inversion to be approximated with low
overall error [17]. The utilizations for the two FPGA designs are shown in Table 7.
Clearly, overall processing complexity and resource utilization can be significantly
reduced by exploiting the special properties of MaMi.

At this point, the regularizations factors βregpre and βregdec are not run-time opti-
mized but set manually, however, implementation of this feature is planned in future.
For a more detailed discussion of the low-latency signal processing implementation
on the testbed we refer to [26].

Host-based visualization and data capturing

The available margin of 1 GB/s and 14 P2P links to the corresponding maximum
values on the co-processors are used for visualization and system performance metrics.
The host receives decimated equalized constellations and raw subcarriers for one UL
pilot and one UL data symbol per frame. These features add another

300 · 2bytes + 2 · 300 · 4bytes

10ms
= 300 MB/s

of data flowing in and out of the co-processor. The raw subcarriers are used to perform
channel estimation and UL data detection on the host computer with floating point
precision and allow fast implementation of different metrics, like constellation, channel
impulse response, power level per antenna and user. Another 12 P2P links available
are utilized to transmit and store real-time BER for all 12 UEs.

Moreover, to be able to capture dynamics in the channel for mobile UEs, CSI
can be stored on a ms basis. An integrated 2 GB DRAM buffer on each of the co-
processors was utilized for this since direct streaming to disk would exceed the P2P
bandwidth limits. Snapshots can either be taken for 60 s in a 5 ms interval or over
12 s in a 1 ms interval, both corresponding to 2 GB of data for 300 subcarriers per
co-processor.

Scalability/Reconfigurability

Before startup, the number of deployed BS antennas can be arbitrarily set between
4 and 100. This is achieved by introducing zeros for non-existing antennas within
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the lookup-table (LUT)-based reconfigurable high-speed routers on the co-processors,
thereby allowing to evaluate effects of scaling the BS antennas in real environments
[26]. Additionally, all 140 OFDM symbols in a frame can be rearranged arbitrarily
before start-up while each frame always repeats itself. For instance, we can choose
to set the first symbol as UL pilots and all others as UL data in a static UL only
scenario.

Reciprocity Calibration

Estimation of the reciprocity calibration coefficients was implemented on the host,
mainly for two reasons: (i) the host can perform all operations in floating-point which
increases precision and (ii) the drift of the hardware is not significant once the system
reached operating temperature [5]. Estimated reciprocity coefficients are applied in
a distributed manner on the SDRs [26].

5.7 Mechanical structure and electrical characteristics

Two computer racks containing all components measuring 0.8× 1.2× 1 m were used,
as shown Figure 7. An essential requirement for the LUMAMI testbed is to allow
tests in different scenarios, e.g., indoor and outdoor. Therefore, the rack mount is
attached on top of a 4-wheel trolley.

5.8 Antenna Array

The planar T-shaped antenna array with 160 dual polarized λ/2 patch elements was
developed in-house. A 3.2 mm Diclad 880 was chosen for the printed circuit board
substrate. The T upper horizontal rectangle has 4×25 elements and the central square
has 10×10 elements (see Figure 7 right). This yields 320 possible antenna ports that
can be used to explore different antenna array arrangements, for example 10× 10 or
4× 25 with the latter one being the default configuration. All antenna elements are
center shorted, which improves isolation and bandwidth. The manufactured array
yielded an average 10 dB-bandwidth of 183 MHz centered at 3.7 GHz with isolation
between antenna ports varying between 18 dB and 28 dB depending on location in
the array.

5.9 User Equipment

Each UE represents a phone or other wireless device with single antenna capabilities.
One SDR serves as two independent UEs such that overall six SDRs are required for
the 12 UEs. The base-band processing, i.e., OFDM modulation/demodulation and
symbol mapping/demapping are essentially identical to the BS implementation. A
least-square CSI acquisition is performed on precoded DL pilot followed by a ZF-
equalizer. The DL pilots occupy a full OFDM symbol. The UEs may be equipped
with any type of antenna using SMA connectors.
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Figure 8: The indoor measurement setup in a lecture room including
the positions of the 12 UEs. The BS is shown at the right-hand side and
is situated at the front of the lecture hall. The terminals are placed in
groups of four on three different tables and distances to the BS.

5.10 Synchronization

A MaMi BS requires time synchronization and phase coherence between each RF
chain. This is achieved using the 10 MHz reference clock source and the reference
clock and trigger distribution network (see Table 5). The reference clock is used as
the source of each radio local oscillator, providing phase coherence among devices.
The trigger signal is used to provide a time reference to all the radios in the system.
A master provides an output digital trigger that is amplified and divided among all
the radios. Upon receipt of the rising edge of the event trigger, all SDRs are started.
The basic structure can be identified in Figure 7 on the left.

To synchronize the UEs with the BS over-the-air (OTA), the LTE Zadoff-Chu
Primary Synchronisation Signal (PSS) is used, which occupies the center 1.2 MHz
of the overall bandwidth. OTA synchronization and frequency offset compensation
are achieved by employing a frequency-shifted bank of replica filters. The process
follows a two step procedure: finding a coarse candidate position by scanning over
the whole radio frame followed by tracking the PSS in a narrowed window located
around the coarse candidate position. Additionally, by disciplining the UE SDRs with
Global Positioning System (GPS), frequency offset compensation may be avoided by
lowering the frequency offset to < 300 Hz.
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Figure 9: One group of four UEs with a high user density per unit area
to validate the spatial multiplexing capabilities of MaMi.
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Figure 10: UL and DL BER for 12 UEs with ZF decoder/precoder.

6 Proof-of-concept Results

This section describes two experiments performed to validate our testbed design, the
MaMi concept and its performance. The first test is performed indoors with high
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Figure 11: Comparing the BER of UE4 to AWGN and Rayleigh fading
channels.

density of users per area unit to stress the spatial multiplexing capabilities of the
system. The second test is conducted outdoors with less dense deployment of UEs
and is primarily designed to test the range and multiplexing capabilities outdoors.
For all tests, the default antenna configuration, i.e., 4 × 25 was used on the BS side
whereas the UEs were equipped with linear polarized ultra-wideband antennas. It
has to be noted that all results shown in this section are obtained from real-time
operation without UL power control.

6.1 Indoor Test

In this test real-time uncoded BER curves are measured, employing MRC/MRT and
ZF as decoders/precoders. The UL BER curves are obtained by sweeping all UE TX
power amplifier (PA) gains synchronously, and for the DL BER curves the PA gains
of the BS TX chains while keeping other system parameters constant. Note that
the initial parameterization of the system is chosen empirically, so it allows smooth
BER curves starting at about 0.5. Each gain step is held constant for about 4 s
corresponding to about 36× 106 and 108× 106 transmitted bits per step for QPSK
and 64-QAM modulation, respectively.

Scenario

Twelve UEs are set up in a lecture hall at Lund University with the BS at the front
as shown in Figure 8 including the respective UE placements. All UEs are packed in
groups of four resulting in a high density of UEs per area unit. One of these groups
can be seen in Figure 9.
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UL BER

Figure 10, (a) and (b), show the BER for all 12 UEs using ZF detector for QPSK
and 64-QAM modulation, respectively. For both constellation sizes, the UEs furthest
away, UE0 to UE3 show highest BER. UE0 and UE1 even show a sudden increase for
the BER to 0.5 which was diagnosed to be due to saturation of their respective PAs.
Moreover, their performance shows severe limitation compared to the other UEs,
giving a clear indication that their performance is interference rather than power
limited. The group closest to the BS, UE9-UE12, shows best performance although
the variation within the group is still quite significant. Overall, the expected trend,
increasing performance with increased transmit gain is clearly noticeable with the
BER curve shapes resembling those of AWGN channels. Comparing the amplifier
gain settings for QPSK and 64-QAM to achieve the same BER the differences are
found to be in the range of 10 dB to 16 dB whereas a difference of 9 dB is expected for
AWGN. Overall, it can be seen that all UEs except UE0 and UE1 achieve BER below
10 % at an amplifier gain of 15 dB for QPSK and 25 dB for 64-QAM, respectively.

DL BER

Figure 10, (c) and (d), show the DL BER using ZF precoder for QPSK- and 64-QAM
modulation, respectively. Using QPSK modulation, the group closest to the BS,
UE9-UE12, achieves a considerably better performance than the other two groups.
Using 64-QAM, all UEs show an error-floor towards higher TX gain values which is
likely a result of imperfect reciprocity calibration combined with leakage among UEs
due to non-perfect channel knowledge resulting in interference among UEs. However,
for the QPSK modulation case all UEs experience better BER rates which can be
explained by the significantly higher available transmit power on the BS side, utilizing
100 active RF-chains. Comparing again the difference in amplifier gain setting for
QPSK and 64-QAM, their differences are about 12 dB to 16 dB. The tests performed
were mainly to prove functionality, and thus, no special care was taken to achieve
best possible accuracy for the reciprocity calibration. However, individual parts are
continuously tested to be improved.

Performance Evaluation

While the BER plots in Fig. 10 nicely show the trend with increasing transmit power,
they do not provide a real performance indication against signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The current implementation of the testbed does not provide SNR estimates in real-
time such that the data presented in Fig. 10 can be seen as the raw data provided
during measurements. To provide an indication of the system performance the SNR
of UE4 was estimated based on the received UL channel estimates. Estimated sub-
carriers at different time instances (about 200 ms apart) were subtracted / added to
extract the noise / signal plus noise level which was then used to calculate the SNR
value. However, this practice has limits as for close users interference may be stronger
than the noise whereas for far away users the signal level may be too low. Therefore,
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UE4 was chosen which due to its placement during the measurement allowed a rela-
tively good SNR estimation. Fig. 11 shows the BER of UE4 in comparison with the
theoretical performance in AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels. It is visible that due
to the excess amount of BS antennas the performance is close to the AWGN channel.
To be more specific, due to the channel hardening the performance is only about
3 dB worse than for a AWGN channel which would be achieved for perfect channel
hardening. On the DL the SNRs are affected by several factors including the higher
overall transmit power from the 100 active RF-chains and possible inaccuracies in
the reciprocity calibration coefficients. As DL precoding is performed based on UL
channel estimates, SNR estimation is practically not feasible.

As all shown BER curves closely resemble the shape of an AWGN channel it can
be claimed that the MaMi concept works and is capable of serving 12 UEs on the
same time/frequency resource even with a high UE density which in turn significantly
improves the spectral efficiency compared to current cellular standards.

MRC/MRT versus ZF

To compare the performance of MRC/MRT and ZF it is beneficial to isolate the
analysis to one UE. Figure 12a and Figure 12b show the BER for UE7 for QPSK,
16-QAM and 64-QAM modulations while the BS employs either MRC/MRT or ZF
on the UL and DL, respectively.

Overall, ZF shows an superior performance trend with increasing PA gains, while
the performance of MRC appears to level off6. Looking in more detail, ZF is capable
of achieving more than an order of magnitude lower BER, compared to MRC. Using
higher constellation sizes, 16-QAM or 64-QAM, the results for MRC show an even
more significant deterioration. On the DL, ZF also outperforms MRT by far, the
latter shows a significant error floor towards higher gains as in the UL case.

Unfortunately, direct comparison between UL and DL results shown here is not
easy to perform. This is due to the fact that on the UL, the performance is isolated to
the UL transmit power only whereas on the DL a combination of UL channel estimate
quality, DL transmit power and reciprocity accuracy determines overall performance.

6.2 Outdoor Test

For the outdoor test, the testbed was placed on the rooftop of one of the wings of
the department building while the UEs where placed on the opposite wing utilizing
scaffolding mounted to the building. Up to eight UEs were served simultaneously in
a distance of about 18 to 22 meters, six on the second floor and two on the first floor
while the testbed was situated on the third floor (rooftop). The scenario is shown in
Figure 13.

Figure 14 shows the BS placed on the rooftop of the department building facing
towards the opposite wing. The placement for UEs 0 and 1 is also marked.

6 This is expected from theory, as inter-user interference is the main source of error during
data detection. The high density users setup adopted in this experiment highly contributes
to this phenomena.
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Figure 12: BER for UEs7 using QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM modu-
lation. Up–UL for ZF and MRC detector; Down–DL for ZF and MRT
precoder.

Figure 15 shows a screenshot of the received UL QPSK constellations for this test
setup when using MRC and ZF, respectively. Using MRC without error-correcting
code (ECC) for this test, the six UEs show significant interference. Therefore, focus
is put on the results obtained with ZF which is capable of separating up to eight UEs
and shows very clear constellations, due to the interference suppression.

Considering ZF on the DL, the constellations for all 8 UEs can be seen in Figure 16.
Although in-detail analysis is not provided for this test, it is clearly visible that ZF
outperforms MRC which is often claimed to be sufficient in literature when analyzing
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Figure 13: Scenario for the outdoor tests. BS placed on the rooftop of
the building (third floor) serving eight UEs on the opposite wing, with
six UEs on second floor and two UEs on first floor.

performance based on IID channel models [1]. The results observed in this experiment
are representative for most tests performed so far, i.e., DL always showed to be the
more challenging duplex case.

The LUMAMI testbed was also utilized to perform the first MaMi outdoor mobil-
ity measurements involving moving pedestrians and cars as UEs, however, a discussion
of this is out of scope of this paper. Results and analysis from the mobility tests can
be found in [28].

7 Conclusion

This paper presented the LUMAMI testbed, which is the first fully operational real-
time testbed for prototyping massive MIMO. Based on massive MIMO system require-
ments, system parameters were discussed and defined. Further, a detailed generic
hardware partitioning to overcome challenges for data shuffling and peer-to-peer link
limitations while still allowing scalability, was proposed. By grouping software de-
fined radios and splitting overall bandwidth, implementation of massive MIMO signal
processing was simplified to cope with challenges like time division duplex precoding
turnaround time and limited peer-to-peer bandwidth enforcing strict design require-
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Figure 14: The outdoor test scenario setup with the BS deployed on
the rooftop of the department building marked with two UEs on the
opposite building wing.

ments when scaling the number of base station antennas up to 100 or higher. Based
on the generic system partitioning and system requirements, a hardware platform
was selected and evaluated. It was shown that internal system configuration is within
throughput and processing capabilities before the complete LuMaMi testbed param-
eters were described. Finally, field trial results including Bit Error Rate performance
measurements and constellations were presented from both indoor and outdoor mea-
surement campaigns. The results showed that it is possible to separate up to 12 user
equipments on the same time/frequency resource when using massive MIMO. Hav-
ing established a flexible platform for testing new algorithms and digital base-band
solutions we are able to take massive MIMO from theory to real-world tests and
standardization for next generation wireless systems.
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Figure 15: UL constellations for the outdoor experiment. Up–when
using MRC with 6 UEs; Down–when using ZF to serve 8 UEs.
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Figure 16: Received DL constellations using ZF: (a) UE0 & UE1; (b)
UE2 & UE3; (c) UE5 & UE8; (d) UE9 & UE10.
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Reciprocity calibration methods for

Massive MIMO based on antenna

coupling

In this paper we consider time-division-duplex (TDD) reciprocity cal-
ibration of a massive MIMO system. The calibration of a massive MIMO
system can be done entirely at the base station (BS) side by sounding
the BS antennas one-by-one while receiving with the other BS antennas.
With an M antenna BS, this generates M(M − 1) signals that can be used
for calibration purposes. In this paper we study several least-squares (LS)
based estimators, differing in the number of received signals that are being
used. We compare the performance of the estimators, and we conclude
that is possible to accurately calibrate an entire BS antenna array using
the mutual coupling between antennas as the main propagation mecha-
nism.

c©2014 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from
Joao Vieira, Fredrik Rusek and Fredrik Tufvesson,
“Reciprocity calibration methods for Massive MIMO based on antenna coupling,”
in Proc. IEEE Global Commun. Conf. (GLOBECOM), Dec. 2014, pp. 37083712
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1 Introduction

Massive MIMO has gained a lot of interest in the later years as it has a potential to
increase the energy efficiency significantly of cellular networks compared to current
technologies, while still providing a good network capacity and using mobile terminals
with limited complexity [1]. In order to realize the true potential of this technology
there are several practical challenges that need to be investigated, one of them being
the reciprocity calibration problem [2]. Basically, one can not afford to transmit pilot
symbols from every antenna in the downlink channel, receive them at the terminal
side, and feed back channel state information (CSI) to the BS so that it can calculate
suitable pre-coding coefficients. Such a procedure would degrade the spectral effi-
ciency significantly considering the amount of feedback information required, due to
the large number of BS antennas. Instead, a common approach is to operate in time
division duplex (TDD) mode, and rely on the reciprocity of the channel to compute
proper pre-coding coeficients based on uplink CSI.

It is generally agreed in wireless systems that the propagation channel is recip-
rocal, but the different transceiver radio frequency (RF) chains are not. Hence, in
order to use reciprocity and calculate the pre-coding coefficients, we have to know or
estimate the differences in the (frequency) responses between the uplink and down-
link parts of the hardware chains. Such an estimation procedure is called reciprocity
calibration.

Reciprocity calibration was discussed generally in [3]. A calibration scheme was
presented where the reciprocity parameters are estimated based on bi-directional
channel measurements. This requires feedback from one side of the link, thus making
this approach not suitable in a massive MIMO context.

A novel massive MIMO calibration approach was proposed and implemented in a
test bed in [4]. In this setup one of the antenna elements in the base station is used
as a reference element, which successively transmits and receives pilot signals to and
from all other antennas. The reciprocity calibration weights are simply calculated
as the ratio between the forward and reverse radio channels with respect to this
reference element. This method works well as long as the reference element has a
good channel to all the other antenna elements, but has shown to be sensitive to the
exact placement of the reference antenna.

In [5] the authors generalize the method presented in [4] and apply it in a dis-
tributed large-scale MIMO setup to calibrate access points. A robust least squares
(LS) framework is derived based on successive transmission and reception of pilots
solely between these access points. The methodology presented in our paper can be
seen as an extension of this framework back to the case of Massive MIMO to calibrate
a BS antenna array and its multiple RF-chains. Thus, instead of a random (often
Rayleigh distributed) wireless channel between access points we have in our case a
deterministic, often strong, component due to the antenna coupling. In this paper
we use the mutual coupling between antennas to be able to estimate the reciprocity
calibration coefficients.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Sec. 2 we introduce the
system models used and the reciprocity calibration concept; in Sec. 3 we present the
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different calibration methods studied; in Sec. 4 the impact of the calibration error
in the capacity of a massive MIMO system is analyzed for different precoders; and
finally Sec. 5 wraps up the paper.

2 System model

2.1 Channel Reciprocity

Due to the internal electronics of the BS and the single-antenna mobile stations (MS),
the measured uplink/downlink channels are not only determined by the propagation
channels, but those are also influenced by the RF chains. Let the uplink and downlink
radio channels between the BS and MS be denoted as

gUm,k = rBm g̃Um,k t
M
k

gDk,m = rMk g̃Dk,m tBm,
(1)

where m ∈ [0, ...,M − 1] is the BS antenna index, k ∈ [0, ...,K− 1] is the MS antenna
index, rB and rM represent the BS and MS receiver RF chains, tB and tM represent
the BS and MS transmitter RF chains, and g̃U and g̃D are the uplink and the downlink
propagation channels, respectively.

A relation between the uplink and downlink radio channels can be established as

gDk,m = bm,k g
U
m,k. (2)

Here we denote bm,k as the calibration coefficient between radios m and k, since if
obtained, it allows to compute the downlink channel based on the uplink channel esti-
mate. Assuming perfect reciprocity of the propagation channel, bm,k can be expanded
as

bm,k =
rMk g̃Dk,m tBm

rBm g̃Um,k t
M
k

=
rMk tBm
rBm tMk

. (3)

Hence, it can be seen that the non-reciprocity between radio channels can be
calibrated externally, i.e., by feeding back the downlink channel. Such approach is
unfeasible in a massive MIMO context, since for each terminal, the number of channel
estimates to feedback to the BS scales with M [2].

2.2 Internal Calibration

Let us now introduce the channel between two BS radios as

h`,m = rB` h̃`,m tBm (4)

where ` 6= m, ` ∈ [0, ...,M − 1], and h̃`,m is the propagation channel between the BS
antennas ` and m. We introduce the calibration coefficient between BS radios as

h`,m = bm→` hm,`, (5)
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which by assuming perfect reciprocity yields7

bm→` =
h`,m
hm,`

=
rB` t

B
m

rBmt
B
`

=
1

b`→m
. (6)

One of the main contributions from [4] was an internal reciprocity calibration
method for a massive MIMO base station. The method has two main points as basis:

1.

bm,k =
tBm
rBm

rMk
tMk

=
rBn t

B
m

rBm tBn

rMk tBn
rBn t

M
k

= bm→nbn,k. (7)

i.e., calibration between radios m and k can also be achieved if their forward
and reverse channels to another BS radio n are jointly processed. Throughout
the paper we set n = 0 for convenience and denote this radio as the reference
radio.

2. As long as each downlink channel estimate from all BS antennas deviate from
the real ones by the same complex factor, the resulting downlink beam pattern
shape does not change. Thus, since the transceiver response of any terminal
shows up as a constant factor to all BS antennas, its contribution can be omitted
from the calibration procedure.

Combining (2) with the previous two points yields

gDk,m = bm,k g
U
m,k (8)

1)
= bm→0 b0,k g

U
m,k (9)

2)⇔ g
′D
k,m = bm→0g

U
m,k (10)

where g
′D
k,m is a relative downlink channel that absorbs b0,k. Thus relative downlink

channels can be obtained by multiplying the respective uplink channels with their
respective calibration coefficients to a reference radio. The authors in [5] took this
approach one step forward in order to calibrate access points of a distributed MIMO
network. A novelty in their approach was

g
′D
k,m = bm→0 g

U
m,k (11)

⇔ g
′′D
k,m = bm gUm,k (12)

where bm =
rBm
tBm

= 1
bm→0

tB0
rB0

, and g
′′D
k,m is another relative downlink channel. This

relative equivalence not relaxes the double-indexing overhead, but allows different
calibration coefficients to be treated as mutually independent (!).

Note that the absolute reference to the terminals was lost in the derivation step 2),
which makes bm→0 or bm valid calibration coefficients up to a complex factor. Thus,

7 Note that we denote the calibration coefficients between two BS radios using “→” to
distinguish from the calibration coefficient between a BS radio and an MS which uses “,”.
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downlink pilots still need to be broadcast through the beam to compensate for this
uncertainty, as well as for the RF chain responses of the terminals. The overhead of
these supplementary pilots is reported as very small [2]. Also note that the calibration
coefficients are valid over long periods of time (compared to the channel coherence
interval) since BS radios share the same synchronization references.

2.3 System Model for BS-BS Signals

As shown in Sec. 2.2, reciprocity calibration can be carried out without the need of
any feedback from the MSs. To estimate the calibration coeficients bm we sound the
M antennas one-by-one by transmitting a pilot symbol from each one and receiving
on the other M − 1 silent antennas. For simplicity, we use a pilot symbol p = 1.
Let ym,` denote the signal received at antenna m when transmitting at antenna `. It
follows that the received signals between any pair of antennas can be written as[

y`,m
ym,`

]
= h̃`,m

[
rB` t

B
m

rBm tB`

]
+

[
n`,m
nm,`

]
= α`,m

[
b`
bm

]
+

[
n`,m
nm,`

]
,

(13)

where α`,m = tB` t
B
mh̃`,m = tB` t

B
mh̃m,` due to reciprocity, and [n`,m nm,`]

T is a vector of
independent zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distributed random
variables, each one with variance N0.

2.4 Statistical Model of BS-BS Channels

We next put forth the statistical models for the channel between antennas that we
have used in this work. The channel between two antennas ` and m is modeled as

h̃`,m = β`,m exp(φ`,m) + w`,m, (14)

where β`,m is assumed known and models the channel gain due to antenna cou-
pling, the channel phase φ`,m is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π, and w`,m ∼
C N (0, Nw) models multipath propagation with no dominant component.

To model the antenna coupling β`,m, we measured channel gains between λ
2

spaced
antennas of a 25x4 dual polarized antenna array, a custom made massive MIMO
antenna array for our testbed [6], in an anechoic chamber. We averaged the frequency
response magnitude over a 20 MHz bandwidth centered at 3.7 GHz which the array
was originally designed to operate at. Fig. 1 shows the measured results. Only the E-
plane orientation field was measured. This explains the difference between measured
channel gains for same measured distances since antenna elements oriented in the
E-plane orientation are more strongly coupled than others [7].

As a rough estimate a 0.03d−3.7 curve match our measurements well. This sim-
plified fit will be used in our simulations which allows for reproducible results.
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Figure 1: Measured antenna coupling. The horizontal axis represents
the antenna spacing in units of λ

2 between measured antennas.

3 Reciprocity calibration methods

3.1 Direct-path based LS [4]

Here we estimate b = [b0, b1, ..., bM−1]T solely using the signals y0,m and ym,0. Since
bm can be estimated up to a multiplicative constant, we set b0 = 1 with no loss of
generality and solve for the remaining [b1, ..., bM−1]T . A least-squares approach can
be pursued which seeks to jointly optimize bm and α`,m according to

(b̂m, α̂)=arg min
bm,α

∥∥∥∥[ y0,mym,0

]
−α`,m

[
1
bm

]∥∥∥∥2 . (15)

It is easy to verify that the solution to (15) is given by

b̂m =
y0,m
ym,0

and α`,m = y0,m. (16)

Note that this ratio has unbounded second moment.

3.2 Generalized LS [5]

This approach generalizes the Direct-path based LS estimator by considering the full
set of signals in (13). An LS cost function can be formulated as

J(b)LS =
∑

m,` 6=m
|bmym,` − b`y`,m|2. (17)

To minimize (17) one can set its gradient ∇J(b) to zero and solve for b. To exclude
the trivial solution b = 0, we set b0 = 1 as previously mentioned. This yields

b̂ = −
(
AH

1 A1

)−1

AH
1 a1b0 (18)
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where A = (a1 A1) (i.e., a1 is the first column of A, A1 is a matrix made of the
M − 1 last columns of A) and A is structured as

Am,` =

{ ∑M
i=1 |ym,`|

2, m = `
−y∗m,` y`,m m 6= `

. (19)

3.3 Generalized weighted LS

All sets of double directional measurements are given the same weights in (17). If one
still maintains an LS formulation, it is intuitive that the estimator’s performance can
be improved if any statistical information of α`,m = tB` t

B
m(β`,m exp(φ`,m) + w`,m)

is known. In a practical (massive MIMO) antenna array, knowledge of the coupling
gains βm,` is indeed at hand, see see Sec.2.4. Thus the cost function can be empirically
re-defined to

J(b)WLS =
∑
m,`

|βm,`bmym,` − β`,mb`y`,m|2. (20)

It can be shown that weighting the cost function with the complex coupling gains
βm,` exp(φm,`) yields the same estimator as (20), thus making phase information
irrelevant for the current problem formulation.

3.4 Generalized Neighboor LS

In Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3 we addressed performance improvements to (15) by jointly
processing M(M−1) signals. In this subsection we investigate if an entire BS antenna
array can be accurately calibrated solely based on signals to/from neighbor antennas,
thus using less than 4M signals for the case of a planar array. The cost function in
this case is given by

J(b)NLS =
∑
m

∑
`∈Am

|bmym,` − b`y`,m|2. (21)

where Am is the set of indexes of adjacent antennas to antenna m. Besides the obvi-
ous reduced number of multiplications needed to generate A1, the advantages of such
neighbor based calibration are manifold: (i) with proper antenna indexing, the final
estimator inversion (AH

1 A1)−1 is potentially performed faster since AH
1 A1 can be

arranged as an L-banded Hermitian matrix with L � M [8]; (ii) the received signal
power level is approximately the same for all neighbor receiving antennas. This sim-
plifies post-compensation due to hardware adaptations, e.g., automatic gain control
(AGC), or non-linear dependencies, e.g., amplifiers; (iii) it allows distant antennas to
measure their neighbor channel simultaneously with (almost) no interference, speed-
ing up the calibration process.

3.5 Simulated calibration accuracy

We simulated reciprocity calibration for the case of a 5x20 planar patch array. We
used the antenna coupling loss model established in Sec. 2.4 and set the variance of
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the channel Rayleigh component to Nw = −50 dB. One of the center antenna elements
of the array was defined as the reference. For the general case, modeling the statistics
of RF chains responses is a hard task, thus we follow the same approach as [5], where
both transmitter and receiver (i.e., tBm and rBm) have uniformly distributed phase
between [−π, π[ and uniformly distributed magnitude between [1 − ε, 1 + ε] with ε
such that

√
E{(|tBm| − 1)2} =

√
E{(|rBm| − 1)2} = 0.1.

We focus on the distinct cases of neighbor antennas and furthest away antennas
from the reference one. The latter are positioned at the array edges where coupling to
the reference is practically null, thus being the the hardest calibration case. Results
for others antennas should, in principle, fall within these bounds.

For all approaches, we choose to normalize all results with respect to the (cal-
ibration) signal-to-noise ratio SNRCal of the neighbor antenna channel. With this
normalization it is straightforward to see how different calibration methods “close
the gap” between the best and worst calibration scenarios.

At low SNRCal values, its visible from Fig. 2 that the direct-path (DP) based
estimator do not possess finite second moment, i.e., the simulated MSE do not con-
verge as the number of simulation runs increases. As for the generalized estimators,
the LS estimator (Sec. 3.2) shows the worst performance at low SNRCal. This is jus-
tified by the weak received signals being equally weighted in the cost function. The
weighted LS estimator (Sec. 3.3) compensates for this, but has worst performance at
high SNRCal (by a small margin) since weights are not optimized in an MSE sense.
Overall, the neighbor LS (Sec. 3.4) scheme works fairly well.

A rough estimate of the calibration SNRCal regime where a massive MIMO bases-
tation as our testbed [6] operates is given by

SNRcal = PRX −N ≈ 80dB, (22)

where PRX = −15 dBm is the maximum allowed receive power per RF-chain, N =
10 log10(kBT0) + NF + G ≈ −95 dBm is the receiver noise power, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, B = 20 MHz is the channel bandwidth, T0 = 290K is the standardized room
temperature, NF = 6 dB is the noise figure of the receiver chain, and G = 0 dB is a
normalized amplifier gain. In practice, hardware limitations as ADC resolution and
frequency harmonics will degrade the calibration performance. However, a margin of
tens of dBs is still available to compensate for such impairments while still achieving
acceptable performance for the applications we target, as will be discussed in further
detail in Sec. 4.

4 Performance analysis of a reciprocity cali-
brated massive MIMO system

In this section we verify the impact of the reciprocity calibration error on the
capacity/sum-rate of a massive MIMO downlink transmission with perfect (up-
link) channel state information (CSI). We generated the set of calibration signals
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Figure 2: Mean squared error (MSE) of the calibration coefficients com-
puted for the neighbor and the furthermost antenna from the reference.

[y`,m ym,`]
T according to Sec. 3.5 and used the neighbor based calibration approach

(i.e., see Sec. 3.4) to estimate the calibration coefficients.
The BS is equipped with M = {100, 400} antennas and serves K = 10 single

antenna mobile users in the same time/frequency resource. The composite received
symbol vector at the user side for the case of a narrow-band MIMO channel is de-
scribed as

y =

√
ρ

K
Hs+ n, (23)

whereH and n are theK xM channel matrix and theK x 1 noise vector, respectively,
with i.i.d. unit-norm zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distributed
random elements, s = f(x) subject to E

{
||s||2

}
= 1 is the transmit precoded version

of x with calibration errors, and ρ/K is the transmit power.
Fig. 3 shows the calibration error-free capacities/sum-rates of three precoders, i.e.,

maximum-ratio transmission (MRT), zero-forcing (ZF) and dirty paper coding (DPC)
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Figure 3: Capacity/sum-rates for different precoders in i.i.d. massive
MIMO downlink channels.

scheme. In the high SNR regime, inter-user interference with total power I, upper-
bounds the MRC precoder sum-rate to CUP

MRT = K log2(1 + Mρ
KI

), while the ZF sum-

rate and DPC capacity converge to the interference-free case CIF = K log2(1 + Mρ
KN

).
Fig. 4 shows the downlink sum-rate loss due to reciprocity calibration errors for

MRT and ZF precoders using the neighbor LS estimator to compute the calibration
coefficients. For a given precoder, the sum-rate loss was obtained by normalizing the
obtained sum-rates by their respective error-free ones (Fig. 3). Overall, the sum-rate
loss using the MRT precoding scheme shows to be more robust to calibration errors
compared to the ZF case: (i) less calibration SNRCal is needed to achieve similar
capacity losses, (ii) capacity losses are less sensitive to the current communications
SNR. Significant capacity losses happen for SNRCal values smaller than 35dB and
20dB for the ZF and MRT precoders, respectively. These SNRCal values provide
reference levels for achieving “good enough” calibration performance. Noticeably,
the extended estimators introduced in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4, improve the calibration
performance within 0dB < SNRCal < 35dB compared to current state-of-art methods
[5], where significant capacity losses occur due to calibration errors, see Fig. 2. Note
that, for the considered channel model between BS antennas, calibration accuracy is
reduced as the number of BS antennas M grows.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we extended a reciprocity calibration framework which was originally
developed for calibrating the access points of a distributed MIMO system, in order
to calibrate a massive MIMO BS antenna array.

Inter-BS antenna channels exhibit strong deterministic characteristics which can
be incorporated in the calibration model to enhance performance. The performance
of the studied estimators indicates that is possible to calibrate an entire massive
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MIMO BS antenna array using antenna coupling as the main propagation mechanism.
From the specifications of a massive MIMO base station testbed as [6], we verified a
calibration accuracy margin of tens of dBs better than a calibration accuracy leading
to significant capacity losses. The downlink capacity loss of a massive MIMO system
using the MRT precoding scheme was shown to be more robust to calibration errors
compared to the ZF case.
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Reciprocity Calibration for Massive

MIMO: Proposal, Modeling and

Validation

This paper presents a mutual coupling based calibration method for
time-division-duplex massive MIMO systems, which enables downlink pre-
coding based on uplink channel estimates. The entire calibration proce-
dure is carried out solely at the base station (BS) side by sounding all
BS antenna pairs. An Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is de-
rived, which processes the measured channels in order to estimate cal-
ibration coefficients. The EM algorithm outperforms current state-of-
the-art narrow-band calibration schemes in a mean squared error (MSE)
and sum-rate capacity sense. Like its predecessors, the EM algorithm is
general in the sense that it is not only suitable to calibrate a co-located
massive MIMO BS, but also very suitable for calibrating multiple BSs
in distributed MIMO systems. The proposed method is validated with
experimental evidence obtained from a massive MIMO testbed. In addi-
tion, we address the estimated narrow-band calibration coefficients as a
stochastic process across frequency, and study the subspace of this process
based on measurement data. With the insights of this study, we propose
an estimator which exploits the structure of the process in order to reduce
the calibration error across frequency. A model for the calibration error
is also proposed based on the asymptotic properties of the estimator, and
is validated with measurement results.

c©2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from
Joao Vieira, Fredrik Rusek, Ove Edfors, Steffen Malkowsky, Liang Liu, Fredrik
Tufvesson,
“Reciprocity Calibration for Massive MIMO: Proposal, Modeling and Validation,”
in IEEE Trans. Wireless Commun., vol. 16, no. 5, pp. 3042-3056, May 2017.
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1 Introduction

Massive Multiple-input Multiple-output (massive MIMO) is an emerging technol-
ogy with the potential to be included in next generation wireless systems, such

as fifth-generation (5G) cellular systems. Massive MIMO departs from traditional
multi-user MIMO approaches by operating with a large number of base station (BS)
antennas, typically in the order of hundreds or even thousands, to serve a relatively
small number of mobile terminals [1]. Such a system setup results in a multitude of
BS antennas that can be used in an advantageous manner from multiple points of
view [2].

One major challenge of operating with a large number BS antennas is that it
renders explicit channel estimation in the downlink impractical. Basically, the over-
head of channel estimation in the downlink and feeding back the channel estimate
to the BS, scales linearly with the number of BS antennas, and quickly becomes
unsupportable in mobile time-varying channels [3]. To deal with this challenge, the
approach adopted is to operate in time-division-duplex (TDD) mode, rely on channel
reciprocity, and use uplink channel state information (CSI) for downlink precoding
purposes [4]. However, the presence of the analog front-end circuitry in practical
radio units complicates the situation and makes the baseband-to-baseband channel
non-reciprocal. Explained briefly, the baseband representation of the received sig-
nals [5] experience channels that are not only determined by the propagation condi-
tions, but also by the transceiver front-ends at both sides of the radio link. While it is
generally agreed that the propagation channel is reciprocal [6], the transceiver radio
frequency (RF) chains at both ends of the link are generally not [7]. Hence, in order
to make use of the reciprocity assumption and rely on the uplink CSI to compute
precoding coefficients, the non-reciprocal transceiver responses need to be calibrated.
Such a procedure is often termed reciprocity calibration, and contains two steps: (i)
estimation of calibration coefficients, and (ii) compensation by applying those to the
uplink channel estimates.8

Reciprocity calibration of small scale TDD MIMO channels has been a matter of
study in recent years. Depending on the system setup and requirements, the approach
adopted can take many forms. For example, [7] proposed a methodology based on
bi-directional measurements between the two ends of a MIMO link to estimate suit-
able reciprocity calibration coefficients. This calibration approach falls in the class
of ”over-the-air” calibration schemes where users are involved in the calibration pro-
cess. A different approach is to rely on dedicated hardware circuitry for calibration
purposes, see [8,9]. Despite the possibilities of extending both mentioned calibration
approaches to a massive MIMO context, e.g., [10,11], recent calibration works suggest
this is more difficult than previously thought. For example, [12] questions the feasi-
bility of having dedicated circuits for calibration when the number of transceivers to
be calibrated grows large, and [13] argues that the calibration protocols should prefer-
ably not rely on mobile units. It thus appears that an increasing trend in massive

8 However, with the term reciprocity calibration, we will interchangeably refer to the esti-
mation step, compensation step, or both. The context will, hopefully, make clear which of
the previous cases is being addressed.
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MIMO systems is to carry out the calibration entirely at the BS side only through
over-the-air measurements.

The first proposal in this vein was presented in [14]. The work proposes an esti-
mator for the calibration coefficients, which only makes use of channel measurements
between BS antennas. More specifically, bi-directional channel measurements be-
tween a given BS antenna, so-called reference antenna, and all other antennas. This
estimator was later generalized in order to calibrate large-scale distributed MIMO
networks [13,15]. The estimation problem is formulated as constrained least-squares
(LS) problem where the objective function uses channel measurements from a set of
arbitrary antenna pairs of the network. The generality of this approach spurred many
publications dealing with particular cases [16–18]. Parallel work in mutual coupling
based calibration was also conducted in [12]. An estimator for the calibration co-
efficients, which enables maximum ratio transmission (MRT), was proposed for BS
antenna arrays with special properties.

Although it appears that over-the-air reciprocity calibration only involving the
BS side is feasible, some matters need further investigation. Firstly, the approaches
available in the literature for co-located BSs are not of great practical convenience.
They either rely on antenna elements that need to be (carefully) placed in front of
the BS antenna array solely for calibration purposes [14], or are only available for
a restrictive case of antenna arrays [12]. Secondly, most estimators for calibration
have been derived from empirical standpoints, e.g., [12, 14], and respective exten-
sions [15, 17, 18]. It is not clear how far from fundamental estimation performance
bounds, or how close to Maximum likelihood (ML) performance, such estimators are.
Thirdly, most available calibration approaches are proposed for narrow-band systems.
Such systems bandwidths are usually defined by the frequency selectivity of the prop-
agation channel, which is typically much smaller than the frequency selectivity of the
transceiver responses. This results in similar calibration coefficients for adjacent nar-
rowband channels. Thus, it is of interest to model the statistical dependency of such
calibration coefficients, and provide means to exploit this dependency in order to
reduce the calibration error across frequency. Lastly, there is little publicly available
work on validation of massive MIMO calibration schemes. The need for validation
is high, as it helps answering many questions of practical nature. For example, [19]
raises the question whether the channel reciprocity assumption holds when strong
coupling between BS antennas exist, and [20] questions if calibration assumptions
similar to the ones used in this work, hold for massive MIMO arrays.

1.1 Main Contributions of the Paper

Below, we summarize the main contributions of this work.

• We propose a convenient calibration method mainly relying on mutual coupling
between BS antennas to calibrate its non-reciprocal analog front-ends. We make
no assumptions other than channels due to mutual coupling being reciprocal.

• We show that the narrow-band calibration coefficients can be estimated by
solving a joint penalized-ML estimation problem. We provide an asymptotically
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efficient algorithm to compute the joint solution, which is a particular case of
the EM algorithm.

• We validate our calibration method experimentally using a software-defined
radio massive MIMO testbed. More specifically, we verify how the measured
Error-Vector-Magnitude (EVM) of the downlink equalized signals decreases as
the calibration accuracy increases, in a setup where three closely spaced single-
antenna users are spatially multiplexed by one hundred BS antennas.

• We propose a non-white Gaussian model for the narrow-band calibration error
based on the properties of the proposed estimator, and partially validate this
model with measurements.

1.2 Notation

The operators (·)∗, (·)T , (·)H , and (·)† denote element-wise complex conjugate, trans-
pose, Hermitian transpose, and Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, respectively. The el-
ement in the nth row and mth column of matrix A is denoted by

[
A
]
n,m

. The

operator E {·} denotes the expected value. Re {·} and Im {·} return the real and
imaginary part of their arguments. The matrix I denotes the identity matrix, and
diag {a1, a2, . . . aM} denotes an M ×M diagonal matrix with diagonal entries given
by a1, a2, . . . , aM . The operator ln denotes the natural logarithm. The set of the com-
plex numbers and the set containing zero and the real positive numbers are denoted
by C and R≥0, respectively. The operator \ denotes the relative set complement.
Finally, || · || denotes the Frobenius norm.

1.3 Paper Outline

The remaining sections of the paper are as follows. Section 2 presents the signal
models. Section 3 introduces the state-of-the-art estimator for the calibration coeffi-
cients, proposes a novel estimator, and provides a comparative analysis by means of
MSE and downlink sum-rate capacities. Section 4 validates the proposed calibration
method experimentally. Using the estimated calibration coefficients obtained from
the experiments, the purpose of Section 5 is twofold: i) it studies several aspects of
the calibration coefficients across 4.5 MHz of transceiver bandwidth, ii) it proposes a
model for the calibration error of a narrowband system. Lastly, Section 5 summarizes
the key takeaways from this work.

2 Signal Models

This section starts by introducing the uplink and downlink signal models, and shows
how downlink precoding can be performed using calibrated uplink channel estimates.
Finally, it models the channels between BS antennas which we use for calibration
purposes.
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2.1 Uplink and Downlink Signal models

Let K single-antenna users simultaneously transmit a pilot symbol in the uplink
of a narrow-band MIMO system (e.g., a particular sub-carrier of an OFDM-MIMO
system). Collecting the pilot symbols in the vector p = [p1 · · · pK ]T , the received
signal by an M -antenna base station can be written as

yUP = HUP p + w

= RBHPTU p + w. (1)

In (1), the matrix RB = diag
{
rB1 , · · · , rBM

}
models the hardware response ofM BS re-

ceive RF chains (one RF chain per antenna), and the matrix TU = diag
{
tU1 , · · · , tUK

}
models the hardware response of K transmit RF chains (one chain per user). HP is
the propagation channel matrix, HUP is the, so-called, uplink radio channel, and w is
a vector modeling uplink noise. Under the reciprocal assumption of the propagation
channel, the received downlink signal can be written as

yDL =HDL z′ + w′

=RUHT
PTB z′ + w′. (2)

In (2), the matrix RU = diag
{
rU1 , · · · , rUK

}
models the hardware response of the

receive RF chains of the K users, and the matrix TB = diag
{
tB1 , · · · , tBM

}
models

the hardware response ofM BS transmit RF chains. The entries of w′ model downlink
noise, HDL is the downlink radio channel, and z′ is a vector with linearly precoded
QAM symbols. In particular, z′ = Px, where P is the precoding matrix, and the
entries of x contain QAM symbols.

2.2 Calibration Coefficients

Assume that an error free version of the uplink radio channel, HUP, is available at the
BS. The transpose of the result of pre-multiplying HUP with the matrix αTBR−1

B ,
where α ∈ C \ 0 and rm 6= 0, ∀ m, is a matrix G that, if used for precoding purposes
by means of a linear filtering, is sufficient for spatially multiplexing terminals in the
downlink with reduced crosstalk. This can be visualized by expanding G as

G =
((
αTBR−1

B

)
HUP

)T
= αTUHT

PTB

= αTUR−1
U HDL. (3)

From (3) we have that G is effectively the true downlink radio channel HDL pre-
multiplied with a diagonal matrix with unknown entries accounting for the user ter-
minals responses TUR−1

U , and α. The row space of G is thus the same as of the
downlink radio channel HDL. This is a sufficient condition to cancel inter-user inter-
ference if, for example, ZF precoding is used (i.e., HDLG† is a diagonal matrix).
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From (3), it can also be seen that any non-zero complex scalar α provides equally
good calibration.9 Thus, the matrix

C =diag{c1, · · · , cM}

=TBR−1
B (4)

is the, so-called, calibration matrix, and {cm} are the calibration coefficients which
can be estimated up to a common complex scalar α. We remark that, although not
strictly necessary to build estimators, the concept of a reference transceiver [14] can
be used to deal with the ambiguity of estimating {cm} up to α.10 The remainder
of the paper deals with estimation aspects of cm = tBm/r

B
m. Thus, for notational

simplicity, we write tm = tBm, rm = rBm, R = RB, and T = TB. Also, we stack {cm}
in the vector c = [c1 · · · cM ]T , for later use.

2.3 Inter-BS Antennas Signal model

To estimate the calibration coefficients cm we sound the M antennas one-by-one by
transmitting a sounding signal from each one and receiving on the other M − 1 silent
antennas. Let the sounding signal transmitted by antenna m be sm = 1, ∀ m, unless
explicitly said otherwise. Also, let yn,m denote the signal received at antenna n when
transmitting at antenna m. It follows that the received signals between any pair of
antennas can be written as[

yn,m
ym,n

]
= hn,m

[
rntm 0

0 rmtn

] [
sm
sn

]
+

[
nn,m
nm,n

]
, (5)

where

hn,m = h̄n,m + h̃n,m (6)

= |h̄n,m| exp(j2πφn,m) + h̃n,m (7)

models the (reciprocal) channels between BS antennas. The first term h̄n,m de-
scribes a channel component due to mutual coupling between antenna elements, of-
ten stronger for closely spaced antennas, which we lay down a model for in Sec. 2.4.
The terms |h̄n,m| and φn,m denote the magnitude and phase of h̄n,m, respectively.
The term h̃n,m, which absorbs all other channel multipath contributions except for
the mutual coupling (e.g., reflections by scatterers in front of the BS) is modeled
by an i.i.d. zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with
variance σ2. Non-reciprocal channel components are modeled by rm and tm which

9 This follows since both magnitude and phase of α are not relevant in this calibration setup.
The former holds since any real scaled channel estimate provides the same precoder matrix
P, if the precoder has a fixed norm. The latter follows from (3), since the (uniform phases
of the) diagonal entries of TUR−1

U are unknown to the precoder in this calibration setup.
10 Explained briefly, assuming cref = 1 and solving for {cm}\cref, where cref is the calibration
coefficient associated with a reference transceiver.
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materially map to the cascade of hardware components, mainly in the analog front-
end stage of the receiver and transmitter, respectively. We assume i.i.d. circularly
symmetric zero-mean complex Gaussian noise contributions nm,n with variance N0.
Letting

[
Y
]
m,n

= ym,n, the received signals can be expressed more compactly as

Y = RHT + N. (8)

Note that H = HT is assumed, and the diagonal entries in the M ×M matrix Y are
undefined.

2.4 Modeling Mutual Coupling

The purpose of this section is to provide a model for the mutual coupling between
antenna elements, i.e. h̄m,n, as a function of their distance. Instead of pursuing a
circuit theory based approach to model the effect of mutual coupling [19], our mod-
eling approach uses S-parameter measurements from a massive MIMO BS antenna
array [21]. We note that this model is used only for simulation purposes, and not to
derive any of the upcoming estimators of c.

Test Array Description

The antenna array considered for modeling is a 2-dimensional planar structure with
dual-polarized patch elements spaced by half a wavelength. More information about
the antenna array can be found in [22]. The dimensional layout of the array adopted
for this work corresponds to the 4 × 25 rectangular grid in the upper part of the
array shown in Fig. 1. Only one antenna port is used per antenna element. For a
given antenna, the polarization port is chosen such that its adjacent antennas - the
antennas spaced by half wavelength - are cross-polarized. This setting provides, so-
called, polarization diversity, and reduces mutual coupling effects between adjacent
antennas since co-polarized antennas couple stronger [21].

Modeling coupling gains between antennas

The channel magnitude |h̄n,m| between several pairs of cross and co-polarized an-
tennas were measured in an anechoic chamber using a Vector Network Analyzer, at
3.7 GHz - the center frequency of the array. Fig. 2 shows the measured channel
magnitudes. Different channel magnitudes for the very same measured distance and
polarization cases, are due mostly to the relative orientation of the antenna pair with
respect to their polarization setup. For example, vertically (co-)polarized antennas
couple more strongly when they are oriented horizontally. A linear LS fit was per-
formed to model the coupling gain |h̄n,m| as a function of antenna distance. The phase
φm,n = φn,m is modeled uniformly in [0, 1], as a clear dependence with distance was
not found.
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Figure 1: The massive MIMO lab setup used throughout this work. The
BS is on the left side where a ”T” shaped antenna array can be seen.
Three closely spaced user antennas stand the middle of the picture.

3 Estimation of the Calibration Coefficients

In this section we deal with estimation aspects of the calibration matrix C = TR−1.
We introduce the state-of-art estimator of C [13, 15], and propose a novel iterative
penalized-ML estimator.11 A comparative numerical analysis is made by means of
MSE and sum-rate capacity. We conclude the section with two interesting remarks.

3.1 The Generalized Method of Moments estimator

Calibration of large-scale distributed MIMO systems using a similar system model to
(8) was performed in [13] and [15].12 Based on the structure of the system model,
the authors identified that

E {yn,mcn − ym,ncm} = 0. (9)

Define gm,n , yn,mcn− ym,ncm, and g(c) = [g1,2 . . . g1,M g2,3 . . . g2,M . . . gM−1,M ]T .13

An estimator for c was proposed by solving

ĉGMM = arg min
c

s.t. fc(c)=1

gH(c)Wg(c) (10)

11 We note that the only assumption used to derive the estimators is H = HT . The generality
of this assumption allows the estimators to be used in other calibration setups than those of
co-located MIMO systems, as it will be pointed out later. 12 In their work, hm,n denotes
the propagation channel between antennas of different BSs. The reciprocal model adopted
for hm,n accounts for large-scale and small-scale fading. 13 The dependency of g(c) on
yn,m is explicitly left out, for notational convenience.
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Figure 2: Measured coupling magnitudes |h̄n,m| between different an-
tenna pairs. The circles corresponds to measurements between co-
polarized antenna elements, and the crosses between cross polarized an-
tenna elements. The variable d corresponds to the physical distance
between antenna elements. The straight lines represent the correspond-
ing linear LS fits.

with W = I. Two constraints were suggested to avoid the all-zero solution, namely
fc(c) = c1 or fc(c) = ||c||2. By setting the gradient with respect to c to zero, an
estimator in closed-form was given. Next, we provide a few remarks on this estimation
approach.

A fact not identified in [13] and [15], is that this estimator is an instance of a
estimation framework widely used for statistical inference in econometrics, namely
the generalized method of moments (GMM). The variable gm,n - whose expectation
is zero - is termed a moment condition within GMM literature [23]. With a proper
setting of the weighting matrix W, it can be shown that the solution to (4) provides
an estimator that is asymptotically efficient [23]. However, no such claim can be made
in the low signal-to-noise (SNR) regime, where an optimal form of W is not available
in the literature. This typically leads to empirical settings of W, e.g., W = I. As
a result, moment conditions comprising measurements with low SNR constrain the
performance since they are weighted equally. It thus appears that an inherent problem
of the GMM estimator is the selection of W. Nevertheless, it provides a closed-form
estimator based on a cost function where nuisance parameters for calibration, as hm,n,
are conveniently left out.
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3.2 Joint Maximum Penalized-Likelihood estimation

Here we address joint maximum penalized-likelihood estimation for c and for the
equivalent channel Ψ , RHR. Noting that (8) can be written as

Y = RHRC + N

= ΨC + N, (11)

the optimization problem can be put as

[ĉ, Ψ̂] = arg max
c,Ψ

ln p(Y|C,Ψ) + Pen(C,Ψ, ε′)

= arg min
c,Ψ

JML(Y,C,Ψ, ε) (12)

with JML(Y,C,Ψ, ε) = ||Y −ΨC||2 + Pen(C,Ψ, ε). Here, p(Y|C,Ψ) denotes the
probability density function (PDF) of Y conditioned on C and Ψ, and Pen(C,Ψ, ε)
is a penalty term parametrized by ε = ε′N0 with ε ∈ R≥0.

There are many uses for the penalty term in ML formulations [24]. Here, we use
it mainly to control the convergence rate of the algorithm (presented in Sec. 3.3),
and use ε as a tuning parameter. With this in mind, we pursue Ridge Regression and
set the penalty term as14

Pen(C,Ψ, ε) = ε(||C||2 + ||Ψ||2). (13)

After some re-modeling, a vectorized version of (11) can be written as

Ỹ = Ψeq(Ψ̃)c + Ñ, (14)

or as
Y′ = Ceq(c)Ψ̃ + N′, (15)

where Ψ̃ stacks all ψn,m = [Ψ]n,m into an (M2 − M)/2 × 1 vector, and Ψeq(Ψ̃)
and Ceq(c) are equivalent observation matrices which are constructed from Ψ̃ and
c, respectively. The structure of these matrices is shown in Appendix A, but it can
be pointed out that Ψeq(Ψ̃) and Ceq(c) are a block diagonal, where each block is a
column vector.

From (15), it is seen that for a given Ceq(c), the penalized-ML estimator of Ψ̃ is
given by15

Ψ̃ML =
(
CH

eq(c)Ceq(c) + 2εI
)−1

CH
eq(c)Y′, (16)

14 Ridge Regression [25] is an empirical regression approach widely used in many practical
fields, e.g., Machine Learning [24], as it provides estimation robustness when the model is
subject to a number of degeneracies. This turns out to the case in this work, and we point
out why this occurs later. However, we emphasize that the main reason of adding the penalty
terms is to control the convergence of the algorithm, which we also point out later why this is
the case. To finalize, we parametrize the penalty term (13) with a single parameter in order
simplify the convergence analysis and be able to extract meaningful insights. 15 The factor
2 in the regularization term of (16) appears since ψm,n = ψn,m. Note that ε is considered
as a constant during the optimization, otherwise it is obvious that ε = 0 minimizes (13).
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If in (15), we replace Ψ̃ by its estimate Ψ̃ML, then the penalized ML solution for c is

ĉML = arg min
c
||Y′ −Ceq(c)

(
CH

eq(c)Ceq(c) + 2εI
)−1

×CH
eq(c)Y′||2, (17)

It is possible to further simplify (17) for the case of unpenalized ML estimation
(ε = 0) and attack the optimization problem with gradient-based methods [26]. We
have implemented the conjugate gradient method in a Fletcher-Reeves setting with an
optimized step-size through a line-search. However, this turns out to be far less robust
than, and computationally more expensive to, the method provided next. Therefore
we omit to provide the gradient in closed form.

3.3 An EM Algorithm to find the joint Penalized-ML Es-
timate

Here we provide a robust and computational efficient algorithm to find the joint
penalized-ML estimate of c and Ψ. Instead of pursuing an approach similar to the
one used to reach (17), the algorithm has its roots in the joint solution found by
setting the gradient of JML(Y,C,Ψ,ε) to zero. Before presenting the algorithm, we
therefore briefly address this gradient approach.

Each entry of (11) is given by yn,m = ψn,mcm + nn,m. The derivative of
JML(Y,C,Ψ,ε) with respect to c∗m is given by

∂JML(Y,C,Ψ, ε)

∂c∗m
= εcm +

M∑
n=1
n6=m

|ψn,m|2cm − yn,mψ∗n,m. (18)

Setting (18) to zero and solving for cm yields

cm =

ε+

M∑
n=1
n 6=m

|ψn,m|2


−1

M∑
n=1
n 6=m

ψ∗n,myn,m, (19)

which can be expressed in a vector form as

ĉML =
(
ΨH

eq(Ψ̃)Ψeq(Ψ̃) + εI
)−1

ΨH
eq(Ψ̃)Ỹ. (20)

In a similar fashion, setting the derivative of JML(Y,C,Ψ,ε) with respect to ψ∗n,m to
zero and solving for ψn,m provides

ψn,m =
(
|cn|2 + |cm|2 + 2ε

)−1
(ym,nc

∗
n + yn,mc

∗
m) , (21)

which can be expressed in a vector form as (16). Equations (19) and (21) show the
analytical form for each entry of the penalized-ML vector estimates, which will prove
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Algorithm 1 Expectation-Maximization

Require: Measurement matrix Y, convergence threshold ∆ML, penalty parameter
ε, initial guess ĉ

1: Initialization: set ∆ = δ where δ > ∆ML

2: while ∆ ≥ ∆ML do

3: Ψ̃ML =
(
CH

eq(ĉ)Ceq(ĉ) + 2εI
)−1

CH
eq(ĉ)Y′

4: ĉML =
(
ΨH

eq(Ψ̃ML)Ψeq(Ψ̃ML) + εI
)−1

ΨH
eq(Ψ̃ML)Ỹ

5: ∆ = ||ĉML − ĉ||2
6: ĉ = ĉML

7: end while
8: Output: Calibration coefficients estimate ĉML.

to be useful during the complexity analysis. Combining the results from (20) and
(16) yield the joint solution[

ĉML

Ψ̃ML

]
=

(ΨH
eq(Ψ̃ML)Ψeq(Ψ̃ML) + εI

)−1

ΨH
eq(Ψ̃ML)Ỹ(

CH
eq(ĉML)Ceq(ĉML) + 2εI

)−1

CH
eq(ĉML)Y′

 (22)

The particular structure of (22) suggests that a pragmatic approach for solving
can be pursued. More specifically, (22) can be separated into two sub-problems, i.e.,
solving for ĉML and Ψ̃ML separately. Since each of the solutions depend on previous
estimates, the joint solution can be computed iteratively, by sequentially solving two
separate regularized LS problems, given an initial guess. Since each iteration estimates
c and Ψ̃ separately, this approach can be seen as an instance of the EM algorithm [27],
where the - often challenging - Expectation step is performed by estimating only the
first moment of the nuisance parameters {ψm,n}. The convergence of the algorithm
can be analyzed using standard methods, such as a distance between consecutive point
estimates. The GMM estimator can be used to compute a reliable initial guess for
iteration - in contrast to a purely random initialization. This is often good practice to
ensure convergence to a suitable local optimum since JML(Y,C,Ψ, ε) is not a convex
function of its joint parameter space. For sake of clarity, Algorithm 1 summarizes the
proposed iterative procedure.

Observe that ε, i.e. the penalty term parameter in (13), ends up regularizing
both matrix inversions. This is of notable importance from two points-of-view: i)
from an estimation (robustness) point-of-view, since the matrices to be inverted are
constructed from parameter estimates (and thus are subject to estimation errors)
and no favorable guarantee exists on their condition number, e.g., see (35). ii) from
a convergence point-of-view, as it is well-known that the convergence rate of regular-
ized LS adaptive filters is inversely proportional to their eigenvalue spread [28]; This
property combo justifies why Ridge Regression was pursued in the first place.

A side remark regarding an application of the EM algorithm follows. We highlight
that the calibration coefficients c and the equivalent channels ψm,n = rmhm,nrn
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are jointly estimated. As previously mentioned, this a feature is not present in the
GMM estimator. Noticeably, this feature makes the EM algorithm robust and hence
very suitable to calibrate distributed MIMO systems since channel fading (i.e., high
variations of |hm,n|) often occurs [13]. As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the system model
used can be also representative to that of distributed systems.

3.4 Complexity Analysis

The complexity of each iteration of Algorithm 1 is dominated by steps 3 and 4. Fortu-
nately the block diagonal structure of the equivalent matrices allows for the inversions
to be of reduced complexity, as detailed next. From (21), each calculation of ψm,n
requires a few multiplications and additions. Since

(
M2 −M

)
/2 such calculations

are needed to compute (16), the complexity order of step 3 is O (M2). Similarly, the
complexity of step 4 is O (M2) which can be seen directly from (19). The explanation
of the O (M2) behavior is that the complexity of each calibration coefficient cm is
O (M), and M such calibration coefficients need to be computed. Overall, each iter-
ation of the EM algorithm is of complexity O (M2), and the algorithm’s complexity
is O (NiteM

2), with Nite being the number of iterations needed for convergence. The
number of iterations needed for convergence is studied in Sec. 3.5.

As for the GMM estimator, the closed-form solutions presented in [13] and [15]
have complexity orders of O (M3), as they consist of an inverse of a Hermitian matrix
of size M − 1, and of the eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue of a
Hermitian matrix of size M .

On a practical note, we remark that the computational complexity of both ap-
proaches does not stand as a prohibitive factor for BS arrays using hundreds or even
several thousands of antennas. This is because calibration typically needs to be per-
formed on a hourly basis [14,22].

3.5 Performance Assessment

Simulation setup for the MSE analysis

We simulate reciprocity calibration over a 4 × 25 rectangular array as the one in
Fig. 1. The linear regression parameters obtained in Sec. 2.2 are used to model
the coupling gains h̄m,n. The mth transceiver maps to the antenna in row arow and
column acol of the array as m = 25(arow − 1) + acol. The reference transceiver index
is set to ref = 38, as it is associated with one of the most central antenna elements of
the 2-D array.

The Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) is computed to verify the asymptotical
properties of the estimators’ error [27]. From (6) and (8), it can be seen that if h̄m,n
is assumed to be known, the PDF of Y conditioned on R and T is a multivariate
Gaussian PDF. This makes the CRLB of c to have a well known closed-form, which
is computed in Appendix B.

The transmitter tm and receiver rm gains are set to tm = (0.9+ 0.2m
M

exp(−j2πm/M))

/tref and rm = (0.9 + 0.2(M−m)
M

exp(j2πm/M))/rref, respectively. We used this de-
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terministic setting for the transceivers, as it allows for a direct comparison of the
parameter estimates’ MSE with the CRLB. Moreover, this setting incorporates even-
tual mismatches within the transceivers complex amplitude which are in line with
the magnitude variations measured from the transmitters/receivers of our testbed,
i.e., spread of around 10-percent around the mean magnitude (and uniform phase).
This spread is in line with transceiver models adopted in other calibration works [13].

The variance σ2 of the multipath propagation contribution during calibration is
set to −60 dB. Our motivation for this value is as follows. If the closest physical
scatter to the BS is situated, say, 15 meters away, then by Friis’ law [29] we have a

path loss of around 10 log10( 4πd
λ

) = 10 log10( 4π(2×15m)

3×108/(3.7×109)
) = 73 dB per path. This

number does not account for further losses due to reflections and scattering. Based
on this, we use −60 dB as the power (variance) of the resulting channel stemming
from a large number of such uncorrelated paths.

For consistency with the reference antenna concept used in the CRLB computa-
tions, the MSE of the EM algorithm output ĉML, is defined as

MSEm = E
{
|cm − [ĉML]m,1 / [ĉML]ref,1 |

2
}
, (23)

since the estimated ”reference” coefficient [ĉML]ref,1 is not necessarily equal to 1. This
is because the concept of reference antenna is not used by the EM algorithm. As for
the GMM estimator, the constraint provided in [15] is adopted, i.e., cref = 1 in (4),
which is already coherent with the computed CRLB. The results are averaged over
1000 Monte-Carlo simulations, and the threshold ∆ML is set to 10−6 which, based on
our experience, ensures that convergence is reached in many parameter settings. The
initial guess for the EM algorithm is produced by the GMM estimator.

Estimators’ MSE vs CRLB

Fig. 3 compares the MSE of the estimators with the CRLB for two transceiver cases.
Both estimators appear to be asymptotically efficient. Noticeably, the performance
gains of the EM algorithm can be grossly superior to the GMM (up to 10 dB), as
it approaches the CRLB at much smaller values of N0. As mentioned previously,
this is mainly because the GMM estimator does not appropriately weight moment
conditions with less quality.

Two remarks about the CRLB itself are now in place. i) As mentioned in Ap-
pendix B, the assumptions used during the CRLB computations, could result in an
underestimated CRLB. Indeed, the results in Fig. 3 suggest that the assumptions
used during the CRLB computations do not affect its final value since the estima-
tors’ MSE asymptotically converges to the computed CRLB. This is convenient since
(asymptotically) efficient estimators can still be built with limited information. ii) It
was assumed that φm,n - the phase of h̄m,n - is known during the CRLB computa-
tions, although it is originally modeled as a random variable in Sec.2.2. However, if
φm,n is assumed to be known, the CRLB is independent of the value of φm,n. This
is because a phase rotation in µn,m, does not influence (14), due to the structure of
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Figure 3: MSE of the GMM estimator and the EM algorithm (with
ε = 0), versus their CRLB (solid line), for 2 extreme transceiver cases.
Namely, a transceiver associated with an antenna at the edge of the array,
and a transceiver associated with an antenna adjacent to the reference.
The CRLB plotted by a dashed line is discussed in Sec. 3.6.

Σ−1. Thus, any realization of hm,n - from the model proposed in Sec. 2.4 - provides
the same CRLB result.

From the previous two remarks and standard estimation theory [27], it follows
that the (narrowband) calibration error - in the high SNR regime - produced by the
studied estimators can be well modeled as a multivariate zero-mean Gaussian distri-
bution with covariance matrix given by the transformed inverse Fisher information
matrix, found in (38). The Gaussianity of the calibration error is further verified
(experimentally) in Sec. 5.4.

Convergence of the EM algorithm

The convergence is analyzed for N0 = −40 dB, which from Fig. 3 appears to be a
region where EM-based estimation provides significant gains compared to GMM. Fig.
4 illustrates the role played by the regularization constant ε in terms of convergence
rate and MSE. Noticeably, the higher ε the faster the algorithm appears to converge.
The number of iterations until convergence Nite is seen to be much smaller than M
with large enough ε (i.e., around 5 iterations when ε = 0.1).16 However, increasing ε
indefinitely is not an option as it degrades the performance. Moreover, the results also
indicate that proper tuning of ε can provide MSE gains compared to the unregularized
case which is asymptotically efficient (notice that this does not conflict with the CRLB
theorem, as an estimator built with ε 6= 0 is not necessarily unbiased). This was - to
some extent - expected due the benefits of Ridge Regression as discussed in Sec.3.3.

With that, we identify that a fine tuning of ε can provide many-fold improvements.
We note that in the literature there is a number of approaches available that deal with

16 If, instead, the initial guess is chosen randomly (e.g., calibration coefficients with
unit-norm and i.i.d. uniform phases) then our simulations indicate that the order of Nite is
O (M).
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Figure 4: MSE per iteration of the EM algorithm, for different regular-
ization constants ε. The plots are for N0 = −40 dB, and the remaining
simulation settings are the same as Fig. 3. Note the different scales of
the plots.

optimization of regularization constants in standard (non-iterative) LS problems [24].
However, they are not directly applicable to this work as they typically optimize single
error metrics, and are in general computationally expensive. Here, our main use for ε
is to accelerate the convergence and provide estimation robustness to the algorithm,
all achieved at no complexity cost. For this matter, we treat ε as a hyperparameter
(an approach widely adopted in regularized LS adaptive filtering [28]). Further in-
vestigation on fully automatizing the EM algorithm is an interesting matter of future
work.

For the remainder of the paper, we set ε = 0 and proceed accordingly, for sim-
plicity.

Simulation Setup for Sum-rate Capacity Analysis

The same parameter setting as in Sec. 3.5 is kept in this setup, and the remaining
simulation framework is defined next.

We assume that the uplink channel HUP is perfectly know to the BS, and that
there are two noise sources in the system. The first noise source is downlink additive
noise modeled by w′, see (2). Here, w′ have i.i.d. zero-mean circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian distributed random entries with variance Nw equal to 1. The
same model is used for the entries of the downlink channel matrix HDL. The second
noise source is the error during estimation of c (i.e., calibration error). With that,
the precoded signal z′ = Px is subject to calibration errors. The transmit power
constraint E

{
||z′||2

}
= K is used. Also, we set K = 10 single antenna users, and

assume tUk = tBk and rUk = rBk for sake of simplicity.
The sum-rate capacities [30] are evaluated for different calibration cases. More

specifically, when no calibration is employed (i.e., ĉm = 1), when calibration is per-
formed with the GMM or the EM algorithm, for the case of perfect calibration (i.e.,
ĉm = cm), and as a baseline, when precoding is performed using the true down-
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Figure 5: CDFs of the sum-rates capacities for different calibration
cases. Left) ZF precoder; Right) MRT precoder.

link channel HDL. The analysis is performed with N0 = −40 dB, for the reasons
mentioned during the convergence analysis.

Sum-rate Capacity Results

Fig. 5 shows the obtained sum-rates cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for
different precoding schemes [2]. Similarly to the MSE results, EM-based calibration
provides significant gains compared to the GMM case. The magnitude of these gains
obviously depend on both the calibration (and communication system) setup. For
example, there are no sum-rate differences when N0 → 0 or N0 →∞, as both GMM
and EM approaches converge to that of perfect calibration, or to the uncalibrated
case, respectively. Thus, it in only in a certain region of N0 values that EM based
calibration provides gains.17

It is interesting that - for this setup - there is no fundamental loss in capacity
between this calibration approach (i.e., precoding with perfectly calibrated uplink
CSI) and precoding with the true downlink CSI. Quantifying this loss is out of scope
of this work, however, the interested reader is referred to [32] for an overview on the
loss of different types of reciprocity calibration. We now finalize the section with two
interesting remarks.

3.6 Remark 1: Calibration with Reduced Measurement
Sets

There are several benefits of using a reduced measurement set for calibration (e.g.,
by only relying on high quality measurements). This is possible as long as (11) is
not under-determined. As an illustrative example, the dashed line in Fig. 3 shows

17 Our analysis based on a wide range of parameter values also indicates that, in general,
stricter calibration requirements need to be met in order to release the full potential of ZF
compared to MRT precoding (i.e., no sum-rate difference compared to the perfect calibrated
case). Noticeably, this observation is in line with previous calibration studies [31].
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the CRLB when a reduced measurements set - comprising the measurements between
antenna pairs whose elements are distanced by at most 1/

√
2 wavelengths - is used.

The number of measurement signals in this case drops from M(M − 1) to less than
8M , since one antenna signals to, at most, 8 other antennas. The performance loss
turns out to be insignificant, i.e. 2 dB for the neighbor case and 4 dB for the edge
case, considering the number of signals discarded. This indicates that the channels
between neighbor antennas, which are dominated by mutual coupling, are the most
important for calibration. Thus, there is an interesting trade-off between the asymp-
totic performance of an estimator and its computational complexity (proportional to
the number of measurements).

Another benefit of using reduced measurement sets is a possible reduction of
resource overhead dedicated for calibration. This can be very important from a system
deployment point-of-view. To finalize, we remark that ML closed form estimators can
be also reached when reduced measurement sets are used. This can be the case for
the current (general) calibration setup when a reduced set of measurements is used,
or for the case of working with a full set of measurements when the calibration setup
is a special case. An example of the latter is given next.

3.7 Remark 2: Closed-form Unpenalized ML Calibration
for Linear arrays

Consider an M -antenna linear array, and let m index the antennas in ascending order
starting at one edge of the linear array. Assume that mutual coupling only exists
between adjacent antenna elements, and that the channel between any other antenna
pairs is weak enough so that it can be neglected without any noticeable impact on
performance. We summarize our findings in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1: Using a reference antenna as a starting point, say c1 = 1, the un-
penalized ML solution for any c`+1, with 1 ≤ ` ≤M−1, can be obtained sequentially
by

ĉ`+1 = ĉ`
y∗`+1,`y`,`+1

|y`+1,`|2
. (24)

Proof: See Appendix C.
We can also deduce the following interesting corollary.
Corollary 1: For any of the two constraints considered in (4), the GMM (vector)

estimator coincides with (24) up to a common complex scalar.
Proof: See Appendix C.

4 Validation of the calibration method in a
massive MIMO testbed

In this section, we detail the experiment performed to validate the proposed mutual
coupling based calibration method. More specifically, we implemented it in a software-
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Table 1: High-level OFDM parameters

Parameter Variable Value

Carrier frequency fc 3.7 GHz
Sampling Rate Fs 7.68 MS/s
FFT Size NFFT 2048
# Used sub-carriers NSUB 1200

defined radio testbed, and performed a TDD transmission from 100 BS antennas to
3 single antenna terminals.

Note that the analysis conducted in this section and in Sec. 5 is measurement
based. As stationarity is assumed in the analysis, we monitored the system tempera-
ture throughout the measurements and verified no significant changes. We also made
an effort to keep static propagation conditions, and performed the experiments at
late hours in our lab with no people around.

4.1 Brief Description of the Testbed

Here we briefly outline the relevant features of the testbed for this work. Further
information can be found in [22].

Antenna/Transceiver setup

The BS operates with 100 antennas, each antenna connected to one distinct
transceiver. For simplicity, the same transceiver settings (e.g., power amplifier
gain and automatic gain control) are used in both calibration and data communi-
cation stages for all radio units. This ensures that the analog front-ends yield the
same response during both stages, thus the estimated calibration coefficients are valid
during the communication stage.

Synchronization of the radios

Time and Frequency synchronization is achieved by distributing reference signals to
all radio units. However, this does not guarantee phase alignment between all BS
transceiver radio chains which motivates reciprocity calibration.

4.2 Communication Protocol used

Once the measurements to construct the observation matrix Y are performed,
c is estimated using the unpenalized EM algorithm. The following sequence of
events is then performed periodically:
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Uplink Channel Estimation and Calibration

Users simultaneously transmit frequency orthogonal pilot symbols. The BS
performs LS-based channel estimation, and interpolates the estimates between
pilot symbols. Reciprocity calibration is then performed independently per
subcarrier, i.e. as in (3), for coherence purposes with Sec. 2. This calibrated
version of the downlink channel is then used to construct a ZF precoder.

Downlink channel estimation and data transmission

Downlink pilot symbols are precoded in the downlink and each user performs
LS-based channel estimation. Using the estimates, each user recovers the pay-
load data using a one-tap equalizer.

We note that 4-QAM signaling per OFDM sub-carrier is used for uplink
channel estimation and data transmission. The main parameters are shown in
Table 1. Further information on the signaling protocol (e.g., uplink/downlink
frame structure or uplink pilot design) is found on [22].

4.3 Measurement Description

The setup used in our experiments is shown in Figure 1. Although not being
a typical propagation scenario found in cellular systems, this extreme setup -
closely located users under strong line-of-sight conditions - requires high cali-
bration requirements to be met if spatial separation of users is to be achieved.
In addition, we use ZF precoding as it is known to be very sensitive to calibra-
tion errors [32].

The EVM [33] of the downlink equalized received samples at each mobile
station was evaluated, and used as performance metric for validation purposes.
The rationale is that, with multiple mobile terminals, calibration errors are
translated into downlink inter-user interference (and loss of array gain), which
increases the EVM. Letting r be the downlink equalized received sample when
symbol s is transmitted, the EVM is defined as

EVM = E

{ |r − s|2
|s|2

}
, (25)

where the expectation is taken over all system noise sources (e.g., hardware
impairments and thermal noise). Our estimate of (25) was obtained by aver-
aging realizations of |r− s|2/|s|2 over all OFDM sub-carriers and over received
OFDM symbols.

We estimated the EVM for different energy values of the uplink pilots and
calibration signals. We do so in order to be able to extract insightful remarks for
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the analysis of the results. In particular, letting EPilot = E {pkp∗k} in (1) denote
the energy of the uplink pilot, which, for simplicity, is the same for all users,
and let ECal denote the energy of the sounding signal sm in (5), we estimated
the EVM for a 2-dimensional grid of EPilot and ECal. The results reported
next are given with respect to the relative energies ErPilot = EPilot/E

max
Pilot and

ErCal = ECal/E
max
Cal , where Emax

Pilot and Emax
Cal are the maximum energies of the

uplink pilot and calibration signal used in the experiments. Other systems
parameters (e.g., transmit power in the downlink) were empirically set and
kept constant throughout the experiment.

4.4 Validation Results

Fig. 6 shows the measured EVMs for the 3 user terminals in our experiment.
Before discussing the results, we remark that analyzing the EVM when ErCal

is reduced beyond −30 dB is not of fundamental interest, as it approaches the
uncalibrated case (where high EVMs are to be expected). Overall, a positive
trend is observed with increasing ErCal until −10 dB. This reflects the BS abil-
ity of spatially separating users which increases with increasing the calibration
quality. The fact that downlink EVMs down to −10 dB are achieved, which
are much smaller than the EVMs when ErCal = −30 dB, i.e. close to the
uncalibrated case, motivates our validation claim.

It is possible to observe a saturation of the EVMs at high enough ErCal

and ErPilot for all user cases. This is an expected effect in practical systems.
Explained briefly, system impairments other than the calibration or the up-
link channel estimation error, become the dominant error sources that bound
the EVM performance18. Remarkably, this saturation effect implies that the
calibration SNR - available in a practical array as ours - is sufficiently large
not to be the main impairment to constrain the system performance. Mutual
coupling channels are thus reliable (and reciprocal enough), so that they can
be used for signaling in order to calibrate the system.19

18 Mobile terminals error sources (e.g., in-phase and quadrature imbalance or thermal noise)
qualify for such impairments. For a given downlink transmit power, it is straightforward to
understand how such impairments bound the downlink EVMs regardless of the calibration
and uplink estimation quality. 19 We note there exists an interesting theoretical trade-off
between the calibration quality and the capacity of downlink channels with respect to the
strength of mutual coupling. In practice, the proposed calibration method can be used in
compact antenna arrays with very low coupling (say −30 dB between adjacent elements)
provided that the transmit power during calibration is sufficient to provide good enough
estimation SNR. In such a setup, the impact of coupling in the capacity is negligible.
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Figure 6: Measured EVM at each of the three user terminals during a
massive MIMO downlink transmission.

5 Aspects of Wideband Calibration and Error
Modeling

A short summary of this section follows. Using the measurements from the Sec.
4, we treat the estimated calibration coefficients across OFDM sub-carriers as
realizations of a discrete stochastic process. Using low rank approximation
theory, we propose a parametrized low dimensional basis that characterizes the
subspace spanned by this process accurately. Based on the reduced basis, we
propose a wideband estimator that averages out the calibration error across
frequency. Using the wideband estimator results, we validate the narrowband
calibration error model proposed in Sec. 3.5. We remark that our experiment
makes use of a bandwidth of FsNsub/NFFT = 4.5MHz.

5.1 Wideband Remarks for the Calibration Coefficients

Denote the calibration coefficient of BS antenna m at the kth OFDM sub-
carrier as Cm[k] = tkm/r

k
m. The variable Ĉm[k] is the estimate of Cm[k] at

sub-carrier k - obtained, e.g., with the EM algorithm - and is modeled as

Ĉm[k] =Cm[k] + Em[k]

=|Cm[k]| exp(j2πζm[k]) + Em[k] (26)
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where Em[k] is an i.i.d. random process representing the calibration error which
is assumed zero-mean and independent of Cm[k]. Let the random phasor pro-
cess exp(j2πζm[k]) in (26) absorb the phase shift stemming from the arbitrary
time that a local oscillator needs to lock to a reference signal. Such phase shift
is often modeled as uniformly distributed, and thus

E {exp(j2πζm[k])} = 0. (27)

Moreover, since local oscillators associated with different transceivers lock at
arbitrary times, it is safe to assume

E {exp(j2πζm[k1]) exp(−j2πζn[k2])} = 0, m 6= n. (28)

Not making further assumptions on the statistics of Ĉm[k], we now proceed
with a series expansion, but before doing so we make one last remark. The
series expansion conducted next is performed based on measurements from
the 100 testbed transceivers, and serves as an example approach to obtain a
suitable basis for Ĉm[k]. This can well apply to mass-production transceiver
manufactures that can reliably estimate the statistical properties of the hard-
ware produced. However, as our testbed operates with relatively high-end
transceivers - compared to the ones expected to integrate commercial massive
MIMO BSs - the dimensionality of the subspace verified in our analysis might
be underestimated. Intuitively, the higher transceiver quality, the less basis
functions are needed to accurately describe Ĉm[k]. Nevertheless, the upcom-
ing remarks apply for smaller bandwidths - than 4.5MHz - depending on the
properties of the transceivers.

5.2 Principal Component Analysis

From the assumption (27), it follows that the element at the v1th row and v2th
column of the covariance matrix Km of Ĉm[k] is defined as

[Km][v1,v2] = E
{
Ĉm[v1] Ĉ∗m[v2]

}
. (29)

From the assumption (28), it follows that the principal components of Ĉm[k]
are obtained by singular value decomposition (SVD) of Km only [34]. Let the
SVD of Km be written as

Km =

NSUB∑

i=1

umi λ
m
i (umi )H , (30)
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Figure 7: Principal component and coefficients of Ĉm[k]. Left) The 10
strongest normalized singular values for 20 transceivers; Middle) Magni-
tude of the principal component for 3 transceivers; Right) Phase of the
principal component for 3 transceivers.

where {umi }NSUB

i=1 are the principal components, and λmi is the power (variance)

of the coefficient obtained from projecting Ĉm[k] into umi . We use the conven-

tion λm1 ≥ λm2 · · · ≥ λmNSUB
, and umi =

[
[umi [1], · · · , umi [NSUB]

]T
. Fig. 7 shows

several coefficients and basis functions of the expansion, that were estimated
based on 100 realizations of Ĉm[k], each measured with ErCal = 5 dB (which
from Fig. 6 provides a relatively high calibration SNR). Noticeably, it ap-
pears that all processes (one per transceiver) live mostly in a one-dimensional
sub-space and thus can be well described by their first principal component
um1 . This fact also indicates that the contribution of the calibration error in
the expansion is small, and thus the first principal component of Ĉm[k] is also
representative for the true coefficients Cm[k].

Visual inspection indicates that both magnitude and phase of the first prin-
cipal component can be well approximated with a linear slope across frequency.
The inherent error of this approximation is very small compared to the mag-
nitude of the process itself. We note that this linear trend holds for any
transceiver of the array (not only for the ones shown in Fig. 7).

5.3 Wideband Modeling and Estimation

The previous analysis indicates that any first principal component can be well
described by a linear magnitude slope γm, and a linear phase ξm across fre-
quency. Such properties are well captured by the Laplace kernel exp((γm +
j2πξm)k), for small values of |γm| (since the range of k is finite). The final
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parameter to model a realization of the process is the complex offset Am. With
that, the general model (26) can thus be re-written as

Ĉm[k] = Am exp((γm + j2πξm)k) + wm[k], (31)

where wm[k] is a random process that absorbs: the calibration error Em[k], the
error due to the low rank approximation, and the error due to the linear mod-
eling of the first principal component um1 . Given an observation {Ĉm[k]}NSUB

k=1 ,

the ML estimator of Am, ξm and γm, namely, Âm, ξ̂m and γ̂m is straightforward
to derive [27]. Thus, we define the wideband estimator of Ĉm[k] as

Ĉm[k]WB = Âm exp((γ̂m + j2πξ̂m)k). (32)

For illustration purposes, a realization of the ML wideband estimator
Ĉm[k]WB is contrasted with that of the narrow-band estimator Ĉm[k] in Fig.
8. The obtained error reduction is evident.

5.4 A Model for the Calibration Error

Here, we use the wideband estimator results to verify the Gaussianity of the
narrow-band calibration error proposed in Sec. 3.5. This is done under the two
following main assumptions.

1) The residual process Em[k] = Ĉm[k] − Cm[k] is well described by

Êm[k] = Ĉm[k] − Ĉm[k]WB. This is reasonable if E
{
|Ĉm[k]WB − Cm[k]|2

}
�
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E
{
|Ĉm[k]− Cm[k]|2

}
. To justify, the estimation gains scale linearly in the

number of realizations [27], which is NSUB = 1200 in this case. Assuming
that: the estimation error is independent across realizations, the underlying
model (31) describes the first principal component well, and the low rank
approximation error is minuscule, there are gains of 10 log10NSUB ≈ 30 dB
which justify the first main assumption.

2) The residual process Em[k] is ergodic.20 This is met if Em[k] is stationary
and the ensemble of NSUB samples is representative for statistical modeling.
The former holds for small OFDM bandwidths (e.g., 4.5 MHz) as the hard-
ware impairments do not vary significantly across the band. The latter is also
met, as we have NSUB = 1200 narrow-band estimators whose estimated errors
{Êm[k]}NSUB

k=1 were found to be mutually uncorrelated.
Fig. 9 shows the empirical CDF of both real and imaginary parts of

{Êm[k]}NSUB

k=1 - which we found to the uncorrelated - for two transceiver cases.
Each of the empirical CDFs is contrasted with a zero-mean Gaussian distri-
bution of equal variance. Overall, the empirical CDFs for both transceivers
resemble a Gaussian CDF extremely well. The Gaussianity of the calibration
error was further verified by passing a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with 0.05 sig-
nificance level [35]. We note that these observations hold not only for the two
transceivers in Fig. 9, but for all transceivers of the array. Noticeably, the
empirical distribution of the calibration error is in line with the asymptotic
properties of ML estimators, i.e. the error can be modeled by an additive zero-
mean Gaussian multivariate. The final element for a full characterization is its
covariance matrix, relating the errors across antennas. A good approximation
(at high SNR) is the inverse of the transformed Fisher Information matrix in
(38). Noticeably, future calibration works can benefit from the convenience of
safely assuming a non-white Gaussian calibration error.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed and validated a convenient calibration method which rely on
mutual coupling to enable the reciprocity assumption in TDD massive MIMO
systems. We verified that in a practical antenna array, the channels due to
mutual coupling are reliable and reciprocal enough, so that they can be used
for signaling in order to calibrate the array.

20 Ergodicity is necessary since each (independent) measurement of Ĉm[k] takes about ten
minutes with our test system (due to the locking time of the local oscillator to the reference
signal). As potential system temperature drifts during the measurements can result in varying
statistical properties, it is safer to perform the analysis based on one solely realization of
Em[k].
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Figure 9: Empirical CDFs for the real and imaginary parts of the
calibration error, for a transceiver at the edge of the array, and for an
adjacent transceiver to the reference antenna. A Gaussian CDF of equal
variance is plotted for both cases for comparison.

The iterative ML algorithm is asymptotically efficient and outperforms cur-
rent state-of-the-art estimators in an MSE and sum-rate capacity sense. Fur-
ther improvements - in terms of MSE and convergence rate - can be harvested
by proper tuning of its regularization hyperparameter.

The calibration error can be further reduced by proper averaging over the
radio bandwidth. More importantly, it did not stand as the main impairment
to constraint the performance of the system, from our experiments. Our mea-
surements also verified that the narrow-band calibration error (at high SNR) is
Gaussian distributed, which is coherent with the theory of the estimator pro-
posed. The convenience of safely assuming a non-white Gaussian calibration
error can, hopefully, open the door for future analytical studies of calibrated
TDD massive MIMO systems.
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Appendix A: Equivalent Channel Matrices

Here we show the structure of the equivalent models. Define the column vector
Ψm = [ψ1,m . . . ψm−1,m ψm+1,m . . . ψM,m]

T
. The equivalent channel matrix in

(14) is written as

Ψeq(Ψ̃) = diag {Ψ1,Ψ2, . . . ,ΨM} . (33)

Now define
c̄n,m = [cn cm]T . (34)

Noting that ψm,n = ψn,m, the equivalent matrix and the parameter vector in
(15) are written as

Ceq(c) = diag {c̄1,2, · · · , c̄1,M , c̄2,3, · · · , c̄2,M , · · · } , (35)

and
Ψ̃ =

[
ψ2,1 . . . ψM,1 ψ3,2 . . . ψM,2 . . . ψM,M−1

]T
. (36)

Appendix B: The Cramér-Rao Lower Bound

Here we compute the CRLB for the calibration coefficients {cm} \ cref. The
exclusion of cref is justified in the end of the calculations. This is achieved by
assuming tref = rref = 1, and treating cref = tref/rref as known for estimation
purposes. Define the (4M − 4)× 1 vector

`=[Re{t1} Im{t1} Re{r1} Im{r1} Re{t2} . . . Im{rM}]T , (37)

where tref and rref do not enter. The CRLB for {cm} \ cref is given by the
diagonal entries of the transformed inverse Fisher information matrix [27]

var(ĉm) ≥
[
q(θ)

∂θ
I−1(θ)

q(θ)

∂θ

H
]

m,m

, m 6= ref, (38)

where I(θ) is the Fisher information matrix of θ. The transformation of θ into
the calibration coefficients is given by

q(θ) =

[
Re{t1}+ j Im{t1}
Re{r1}+ j Im{r1}

. . .
Re{tM}+ j Im{tM}
Re{rM}+ j Im{rM}

]T
.

We now compute I(θ). Assuming that h̄m,n, σ2 and N0 are at hand,21 the
mean µn,m and the covariance matrix Σn,m of yn,m = [yn,m ym,n]T are given

21 These assumptions are only used for the CRLB calculations, and were not used to derive
any of the estimators. A possible implication is that the CRLB can be underestimated, but
we will see that this is not the case from the simulations’ results.
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by
µn,m = E {yn,m} = h̄n,m [rntm rmtn]

T
, (39)

Σn,m = E
{

(yn,m − µn,m)(yn,m − µn,m)H
}

=

[
|rn|2|tm|2σ2 +N0 rntmr

∗
mt
∗
nσ

2

rmtnr
∗
nt
∗
mσ

2 |rm|2|tn|2σ2 +N0

]
. (40)

We can observe that the PDF of Y′′, where

Y′′ =
[
yT1,2 . . .y

T
1,M yT2,3 . . .y

T
2,M . . .yTM−1,M

]T
,

conditioned on `, follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution, i.e., p(Y′′|θ) ∼
C N (µ,Σ), with mean µ =

[
µT1,2 . . .µ

T
1,Mµ

T
2,3 . . .µ

T
2,M . . .µTM−1,M

]T
and block

diagonal covariance

Σ = diag {Σ1,2, · · · ,Σ1,M ,Σ2,3, · · · ,Σ2,M , · · · ,ΣM−1,M} . (41)

With that, we have

[I(θ)]i,j = Tr

{
Σ−1

∂Σ

∂θi
Σ−1

∂Σ

∂θj

}
+ 2 Re

{
∂µH

∂θi
Σ−1

∂µ

∂θj

}
, (42)

with 1 ≤ i ≤ (4M − 4) and 1 ≤ j ≤ (4M − 4). The remaining computations
of [I(θ)]i,j are straightforward and thus omitted. We note that without the
convention of tref = rref = 1 - and thus θ is a 4M × 1 vector instead - it can be
shown that the map θ 7→ µ is not injective which renders I(θ) not invertible.
Thus, the convention of reference antenna is needed to be able to compute the
CRLB.

Appendix C - Closed-form Unpenalized ML es-
timator for Linear Arrays

Here we derive the closed-form unpenalized (i.e. ε = 0) ML estimator for the
linear array setup described in Sec. 3.7. By leaving out the terms that do
not depend on c, it follows that, after a few manipulations, the optimization
problem of (17) can be written as

{ĉm} = arg max
c

Y′
H

Ceq(c)C†eq(c)Y′

= arg max
{cm}

M−1∑

`=1

fL(c`, c`+1,y`+1,`), (43)
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with
fL(c`, c`+1,y`+1,`) = yH`+1,`c̄`,`+1c̄

H
`,`+1y`+1,`/c̄

H
`,`+1c̄`,`+1.

See (34) for structure of c̄`,`+1, and (12) for structure of ym,n.
Our ability to solve (43) is due to the following property.
Property 1: For the function fL(c`, c`+1,y`+1,`), the maximum over c`+1

equals ||y`+1,`||2, and thus it does not depend on c`.
Hence, the ML estimate of c`+1, i.e. ĉ`+1, can be found for a given c`. With

that, the joint maximization problem (43) can be split into

ĉ`+1 = arg max
x

fL(ĉ`, x,y`+1,`).

This optimization is a particular case of the Rayleigh quotient problem, and
the solution is given in (24) when the reference element (i.e., the starting point)
is chosen to be c1.

We now provide a short proof for Corollary 1. For the case of linear arrays
with coupling solely between adjacent antennas, the optimization problem in
(4) can be written - ignoring any constraint for now - as

ĉGMM = arg min
c

M−1∑

`=1

fG(c`, c`+1,y`+1,`) (44)

where fG(c`, c`+1,y`+1,`) = |y`+1,`c`+1 − y`,`+1c`|2. We solve (44) using the
following property.

Property 2: Letting ĉ` be the ML estimator from (24), it follows that

fG(ĉ`, ĉ`+1,y`+1,`) = 0, ∀`. (45)

Thus, the GMM solution (under any of the 2 constraints) coincides with that
of the ML up to a common complex scalar. Uniqueness follows since the GMM
cost function is quadratic.
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A Receive/Transmit Calibration

Technique based on Mutual Coupling

for Massive MIMO Base Stations

This paper presents a calibration technique for massive MIMO base
stations, where the frequency responses of the transmit and/or receive
analog front-ends are individually estimated and compensated for. Cal-
ibration is achieved by a first-round of channel sounding between base
station antennas, followed by post-processing and a compensation stage.
The proposed technique is general in the sense that is does not use external
sources, nor internal dedicated circuits for calibration purposes. The only
requirement of the technique is that mutual coupling between all pairs of
sounded base station antennas exists and is known. Our analysis suggests
that mutual coupling can be conveniently used for calibration purposes,
and that multipath propagation during calibration is the most prominent
source for calibration inaccuracies.
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MIMO Base Stations,”
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1 Introduction

Massive multiple-input multiple output (MIMO) systems have attracted a lot of
attention in the wireless research community. In massive MIMO, base stations

(BSs) equipped with hundreds of antennas serve a relatively low number of terminals
in the same time/frequency resource. This approach holds great promises in terms
of energy efficiency, spectral efficiency, etc [1]. However, BSs operating with (very
large) antenna arrays usually require some type of calibration to compensate for
non-ideal characteristics in the system. These non-idealities are often related to
hardware aspects that in theory are assumed ideal for sake of simplicity, but need to
be compensated in real systems.

Research efforts to calibrate massive MIMO BSs in order to enable time division
duplex (TDD) operation were presented in [2, 3]. These efforts enabled downlink
precoding based on non-reciprocal uplink channel estimates. However uplink channel
estimates can also be useful for other purposes. For example, the estimates can be
used for real time positioning of terminals, for codebook based precoding, or other
applications where explicit transmit/receive beamforming are necessary. Indeed, this
can only be achieved if the transmit/receive radio-frequency (RF) chains and cables
of the BS, are calibrated to yield aligned responses with respect to both phase and
magnitude.

The problem setup addressed in this work is as follows. Consider a massive MIMO
BS facing an open area, as a typical BS in cellular systems. We envision a calibra-
tion procedure that can conveniently be performed on-the-fly, by exchanging signals
to-and-from all pairs of BS antennas without the need for external sources nor inter-
nal calibration circuits. The received signals are then processed in order to estimate
and compensate for the differences between the analog front-ends and cables asso-
ciated with different antennas. Channels between nearby BS antennas are strongly
dominated by mutual coupling effects but nearby reflections can also contribute. No
assumptions are made on the array structure nor on the propagation conditions, other
than knowing the complex channel gains between all pairs of antennas due to mutual
coupling. For a fixed array structure, these quantities can be measured once after
array manufacturing and can be considered constant for an arbitrarily long period of
time. Note that no user terminals are involved in the calibration process.

For the remainder of this paper, we address calibration as the process of estimat-
ing the transmitters/receivers frequency responses, since the compensation stage is
straightforward. The measurements in [4] suggest that, with high-end analog compo-
nents, these estimates are valid for time periods of at least one hour.

A method for transceiver calibration based on signals exchanged among antenna
elements of the own array was proposed in [5]. Array shape estimation is performed in
a first stage, followed by estimation of the transceiver responses. However, the method
proposed in [5] rely on the assumption of spherical wave propagation between antenna
elements, which is not suitable for our case due to the strong mutual coupling between
BS antennas.

A transceiver calibration method using bi-directional mutual coupling based mea-
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surements between adjacent antennas of a 2-dimensional array, was given in [6]. How-
ever, all circuitry was made of passive components, e.g. phase shifters and power di-
viders, yielding a reciprocal channel even including the hardware circuitry. This work
generated attention regarding mutual coupling based calibration and spurred many
publications, but none fitting the problem setup of this paper. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, no calibration work addressing our particular setup is available
in the literature.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 introduces the
signal models. Sec. 3 presents our proposed estimator and the Cramér-Rao lower
bound for the transceiver responses estimates. In Sec. 4 the estimator performance is
accessed by means of numerical simulations, and finally Sec. 5 concludes the paper.

2 System models

2.1 Inter-radio model

Consider an M antenna array where BS transceiver calibration is performed on a
flat bandwidth, e.g., a particular subcarrier in an OFDM system. Let for simplicity
xp = 1 be the transmitted signal for channel sounding purposes. All antennas are
sounded 1-by-1. The vector with the measured forward and reverse channels between
radio units n and m with 1 < n < M , 1 < m < M and m 6= n is modeled as

yn,m =

[
yn,m
ym,n

]
= hn,m

[
rn tm
rm tn

]
+

[
zn,m
zm,n

]
, (1)

where the reciprocal propagation channels between antenna elements n and m are
described by

hn,m = cn,m + h̃n,m. (2)

The term cn,m describes a deterministic and known component due to mutual cou-
pling, which often is stronger for closely spaced antennas. The sum of the remaining
multipath contributions are modeled by a zero-mean circularly-symmetric complex
Gaussian (ZMCSCG) random variable h̃n,m with variance σ2. The non-reciprocal re-
ceiver and transmitter frequency responses, that we want to estimate, are modeled by
rm and tm, respectively, which materially map to the cascade of antenna responses,
SMA cables, and all hardware circuitry in the analog front-end stage of the radios.
Finally, independent and identically distributed (IID) ZMCSCG noise contributions
zn,m, each with variance N0, are assumed.

A few remarks on the modeling assumptions of (1) follow: (i) The transceiver
responses are modeled linearly, although it is well known that front-ends exhibit
non-linear behavior in general. The non-linear effects occur mostly due to amplifiers
operating close to their saturation point and can be modeled by a sum of one linear
and other non-linear terms [7]. Two arguments can be pointed out to justify our
pure linearity assumption, the first being that with well behaved amplifiers operating
below the compression point, the linear term dominates over the other terms. Sec-
ondly, the main goal of the paper is to find a simple way to calibrate the transmitter
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and receiver responses, and linear modeling simplifies the approach. (ii) For a fixed
antenna array structure, both magnitude and phase of the coupling component cn,m
are known. They are can measured once after antenna array manufacturing, and
can be considered constant for an arbitrarily long period of time due to the time-
invariant properties of the dielectric materials of the array. (iii) If h̃n,m is seen as a
self-interference channel during calibration22, then averaging over several realizations
of (1) may not necessarily improve the quality of the observations. This is especially
true in static scenarios where h̃n,m has a time-invariant behavior, if σ2 � N0. (iv)
Uncorrelated scattering contributions between different antennas are assumed, i.e.,

E
{
h̃n,mh̃

∗
k,p

}
= σ2δ[n− k]δ[m− p]. This is a rule-of-thumb in wireless propagation

for rich scattering environments for antenna spacings of λ
2

that we use as an approxi-
mation. (v) For generality purposes, no probabilistic models are assumed for tm and
rm, i.e., they will be treated as deterministic but unknown parameters for estimation.

2.2 Modeling the coupling gains between antennas

To allow reproducibility of our simulation results later on, we now give a simple
measurement based model for the coupling magnitudes |cm,n|. The phases ∠cm,n are
drawn from an uniform distribution between −π and π. To model |cn,m| as a function
of antenna spacing, the channel magnitudes between several pairs of antennas were
measured in an anechoic chamber from a 2-dimensional 25x4 dual polarized patch
antenna array with λ

2
spaced elements [4]. The frequency response magnitude over

a 20 MHz bandwidth centered at 3.7 GHz - which the array is designed to operate
at - was averaged. Fig. 1 shows the measured channel magnitudes as a function of
antenna spacing. Different channel magnitudes for equidistant antennas occur due to
the relative orientation of the respective antenna pair with respect to the measured E-
field polarization. In general, antenna elements placed in the same orientation as the
measured E-field polarization couple stronger than others [8]. A linear least square
fit has been performed to model the coupling magnitude as a function of antenna
distance.

3 Transmitter/Receiver Calibration

3.1 The Generalized Method of Moments estimator

Introduced originally for statistical inference in econometrics, the Generalized Method
of Moments (GMM) is an estimation approach which exploits a particular structure
of the signal model, more specifically the moment conditions [9]. In our case, a vector
of moment conditions g (y, r, t) that satisfies

E {g (y, r, t)} = E {g (y,φ)} = 0 (3)

22 This will be seen later in the paper.
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Figure 1: Measured channel magnitudes (circles) and respective linear

regression (solid line). The horizontal axis variable D = 10 log10

(
d
λ/2

)

- with d denoting the physical distance between measured antenna pairs
- represents the normalized antenna distance in terms of λ/2 in deci-
bels. For example, the two measurements at D = 0 consist of channel
magnitudes between two different pairs of adjacent λ/2 spaced antennas.

is required. In (3), r = [r1 · · · rM ]T , t = [t1 · · · tM ]T , φ =
[
tT rT

]T
, 0 is an all zeros

column vector, and

y =
[
yT1,2 . . .y

T
1,M yT2,3 . . .y

T
2,M . . .yTM−1,M

]T
. (4)

Noting that all observations in (4) can also be paired as[
ym,`
yn,`

]
=

[
rmhm,`
rnhn,`

]
t` +

[
zm,`
zn,`

]
, (5)

with n 6= ` 6= m, inspection indicates a moment condition to be

E {fn,m,`} = E {ym,`rncn,` − yn,`rmcm,`} = 0 ∀ m, `, n. (6)

A similar formulation of (5), where instead r` is the common factor, provides the
moment condition

E {dn,m,`} = E {y`,mc`,ntn − y`,nc`,mtm} = 0 ∀ m, `, n. (7)

Stacking all useful23 terms fn,m,` in f (y, r) ∈ CM(M−1)/2×1, and dn,m,` in

d (y, t) ∈ CM(M−1)/2×1, and denoting g (y,φ) =
[
f (y, r)T d (y, t)T

]T
, the GMM

estimator is obtained by solving

φ̂ = arg min
φ

||t||2=M
||r||2=M

g (y,φ)H Ŵg (y,φ) , (8)

23 There are M(M − 1) moment conditions fn,m,`, however half of them are negative coun-
terparts of the other half and will not contribute for the final cost function.
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where Ŵ is a weighting matrix that generally needs to be optimized. Note the im-
posed constraint ||t||2 = ||r||2 = M which avoids the all-zero solution and normalizes
the average energy per entry of φ̂ to one. The solution to (4) can be found by stan-
dard numerical optimization methods. Newton’s algorithm, or any other suitable
method, is guaranteed to converge to the global optimum since the problem at hand
is quadratic with quadratic constraints. Note that neither h̃n,` nor h̃m,` are included
in any of the moment conditions, i.e. only the coupling components are included.
Multipath propagation will thus show up as self-interference, as it will be seen later
in Sec. 4.2.

We address now the choice of Ŵ . Most of the work within the GMM framework
has been done under asymptotic assumptions, i.e., when an infinitely large record
of finite signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) observations y, or a finite record of infinite SNR
observations is at hand. Under such conditions the optimal weighing matrixWopt has
a known form [9]. In our case, only one finite SNR observation is at hand. Depending
on the SNR of such observation, the asymptotic regime under whichWopt was derived
may not hold. Also, no estimators for W claiming any optimality criteria at the
low SNR regime are available in the literature (at least to the best of the authors’
knowledge). Claiming no optimality properties on our estimator, we set Ŵ = I for
simplicity, and leave this optimization problem as future work. With Ŵ = I, (4)
can be seen as an instance of the Rayleigh quotient problem [10]. Also note that
in a calibration setup resembling ours24, the authors in [3] empirically defined an
LS cost function based on their model’s inherent structure, not being aware that it
corresponds to the particular case of the GMM estimator with Ŵ = I.

3.2 Cramér-Rao lower bound for the transmitters/receivers

In this section we compute the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [11], a lower bound

on the variance of any unbiased estimator, for φ̂ =
[
t̂T r̂T

]T
. Assuming25 r1 = t1 = 1,

we denote the vector of real parameters

θ=[Re{t2} Im{t2} Re{r2} Im{r2} Re{t3} . . . Im{rM}]T , (9)

where Re {} and Im {} return real and imaginary part of their arguments, respectively.
The CRLB is given by [11]

CRLB(tm) =
[
φ0
∂θ

I−1(θ)
φH

0
∂θ

]
2m−1,2m−1

CRLB(rm) =
[
φ0
∂θ

I−1(θ)
φH

0
∂θ

]
2m,2m

(10)

where I(θ) ∈ C(2M−2)×(2M−2) is the Fisher Information matrix of θ, and φ0 =
[t2 r2 t3 r3 · · · tM rM ]T . Before computing I(θ), note that the mean of (1) is given

24 In their work, calibration between access points of a distributed MIMO system was per-
formed. The estimated parameters were the ratios rm

tm
, and no coupling between antennas

was explored. Their moment conditions were also different. 25 See Sec. 3.3 for justification.
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by
µn,m = E {yn,m} = cn,m [rntm rmtn]T , (11)

and the covariance matrix of (1) is given by

Σn,m = Var
{
yn,my

H
n,m

}
=

[
|rn|2|tm|2σ2 +N0 rntmr

∗
mt
∗
nσ

2

rmtnr
∗
nt
∗
mσ

2 |rm|2|tn|2σ2 +N0

]
. (12)

We can observe that the likelihood function for (4) is a multivariate Gaussian

PDF, i.e., p(y|θ) ∼ C N (µ,Σ), with mean µ =
[
µT1,2 . . .µ

T
1,Mµ

T
2,3 . . .µ

T
2,M . . .µTM−1,M

]T
and block diagonal covariance

Σ = diag {Σ1,2, · · · ,Σ1,M ,Σ2,3, · · · ,Σ2,M , · · · ,ΣM−1,M} . (13)

For such likelihood form, the Fisher Information matrix entry at the ith row and jth
column is given by

[I(θ)]i,j = Tr

{
Σ−1 ∂Σ

∂θi
Σ−1 ∂Σ

∂θj

}
+ 2 Re

{
∂µH

∂θi
Σ−1 ∂µ

∂θj

}
. (14)

Note that i and j can also be expressed as i = 4(m− 1) +Km and j = 4(n− 1) +Kn,
with 1 < Km < 4 and 1 < Kn < 4.

Due to the symmetric property of I(θ) and thus assuming j ≥ i, (14) can be
written as

[I(θ)]i,j =

{
A1 +A2, m 6= n

B1 +B2, m = n
(15)
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with

A1 = Tr

{
Σ−1
m,n

∂Σm,n

∂θi
Σ−1
m,n

∂Σm,n

∂θj

}
,

B1 =

M∑
`>m

Tr

{
Σ−1
m,`

∂Σm,`

∂θi
Σ−1
m,`

∂Σm,`

∂θj

}

+

n∑
`=1

Tr

{
Σ−1
`,m

∂Σ`,m

∂θi
Σ−1
`,m

∂Σ`,m

∂θj

}
,

A2 = 2 Re

{
∂µHm,n
∂θi

Σ−1
m,n

∂µm,n
∂θj

}
,

B2 = 2 Re

{
M∑
`>m

∂µHm,`
∂θi

Σ−1
m,`

∂µm,`
∂θj

}

+ 2 Re

{
m∑
`=1

∂µH`,m
∂θi

Σ−1
`,m

∂µ`,m
∂θj

}
.

An example of a derivative of (12) with respect to an entry of θ is given in the
appendix.

Note the general block diagonal structure of ∂Σ
∂θi

, e.g., for ∂Σ
∂θ7

(where m = 2 and

Km = 3) we have

∂Σ

∂θ7
= diag

{
∂Σ1,2

∂θ7
,Ø, · · · ,Ø,

∂Σ2,3

∂θ7
, · · · , ∂Σ2,M

∂θ7
,Ø, · · ·

}
(16)

where Ø is an all zero matrix. If m 6= n, there is only one matrix entry where the
two block diagonal matrices ∂Σ

∂θi
and ∂Σ

∂θi
are non-zero. If m = n, then M of such

matrix entries are shared which explains the summations in A2 and B2. To finalize,
note that both N0 and σ2 were assumed to be known in the CRLB computation.

3.3 A Reference Element for Calibration

The CRLB computations for t̂m and r̂m made use of the concept of a reference antenna
element for calibration purposes, see [2]. That is, since calibration can be performed
up to a common complex factor among the transceivers, a convenient approach is to
assume r1 = t1 = 1 where such transceiver is considered a reference26. The CRLB
for the remaining elements are calculated accordingly. This ensures invertibility for
the Fisher Information matrix. However, note that setting r1 = t1 = 1 needs not to
be strictly met to derive an estimator, as done in Sec. 3.1.

26 More generally, one can assume rm = q1 and tm = q2 with 0 6= [q1 q2]T ∈ C2×1.
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4 Performance Assessment

4.1 Simulation Setup

The main focus of our analysis contrasts the GMM estimator mean square error
(MSE) against the CRLB. We define the following MSE metric for the GMM estimator
performance:

MSE(rm) =
[

E
{
|r − r̂/r̂1|2

} ]
m

MSE(tm) =
[

E
{
|t− t̂/t̂1|2

} ]
m
. (17)

This MSE definition is coherent with the reference element concept used in the CRLB
calculations. Moreover, our numerical simulations for the GMM estimator and CRLB
computations were all performed with rm = tm = 1 ∀ m. The constraint in (4),
namely ||t||2 = ||r||2 = M , ensures that

φ̂0
p→ φ0 as

{
N0 → 0

σ2 → 0
(18)

due to the asymptotically unbiasedness property of the GMM estimator [9]. The

notation
p→ denotes convergence in probability. The unbiasedness property in (18),

and the MSE definition in (17), allow a coherent comparison between the estimator
MSE and the CRLB. Also, having rm = tm = 1 makes MSE = 0 dB a reference point
in the analysis.

Naturally, we select the reference element as one of the most central antenna
elements of the 2-dimensional array. In average, this choice yields the strongest
coupling channels to all other antenna elements of the array.

We limit our analysis to two extreme cases, namely, calibration of a transceiver
which is associated to an adjacent (or neighbor) antenna element to the reference
element, and the case of calibration of a transceiver that is associated with one of the
antennas at the four corners (edges) of the 2D array.

Note that all upcoming results, and evaluated range of N0 and σ2, should be
considered together with the derived coupling model in Fig. 1 where the strongest
coupling channel, i.e. neighbor channel, yields a −16.5 dB gain.

4.2 Results and Analysis

The symmetry of the model in (1) for rm and tm together with the simulations settings
adopted, makes the statistical performance of r̂m similar to t̂m. Thus, our analysis
holds for both cases.

Fig. 2 shows the CRLB for the transceiver associated with a neighbor antenna
with respect to the reference. Overall, this lower bound of the variance decreases as
M increases due to the increasing number of signal alternatives available to estimate
the same parameter. At low enough N0, the CRLB flattens out which happens due
to the self-interference term h̃m,n.
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The CRLB for the edge antenna transceivers is shown in Fig. 3. An increase
of M also decreases the CRLB as in the neighbor case. An interesting fact, since,
although a larger signal set is available for estimation purposes, the distance (and
hence the path loss) with respect to the reference element also increases. Compared
to the neighbor case, a performance degradation of up to 4 dB is to be expected, as
can be seen in Fig. 6 in Appendix B.

Fig. 4 and 5 show the MSE performance of the GMM estimator, and contrast
this with the CRLB for M = 100 antenna elements. For the neighbor antenna case,
performance very close to the theoretical optimum is achieved for some parameter
regions, e.g. N0 ≈ −35 dB and σ2 = −50 dB for M = 36 and M = 100.

Since we set tm = rm = 1 ∀m in our simulations, increasing N0 or σ2 by the
same amount is equally degrading for the performance of our estimator. For example
when M = 400 in Fig. 4, an MSE of −27 dB is obtained for σ2 = N0 = −50 dB, and
increasing σ2 or N0 by 10 dB results in an MSE of −15 dB. It is worthwhile mention-
ing that in a practical scenario, increasing the transmit power beyond a certain level
is not beneficial to improve the quality of the observations, since h̃n,m multiplies the
transmit signal. This aspect together with a possible time-invariant behavior of h̃n,m,
which results in no quality improvements by averaging, makes multipath propagation
a prominent source for calibration inaccuracies.

Overall, GMM calibration for neighboring antennas is more accurate than for
edge antennas, as one would expect. However some calibration cases indicate that
performance degradation seems to always increase with M . This is particularly true
for the edge antenna element, contrarily with one would expect simple by analyzing
their CRLBs for different M . The sub-optimality of our estimator may justify this
behavior.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a transceiver calibration technique using mutual coupling between
antenna elements of a massive MIMO base station was proposed. For a 2-dimensional
antenna array of a given size, transceivers associated with antennas at the edge of the
array are the hardest to calibrate. Moreover, the results from our proposed estimator
indicate that the calibration error associated with these transceivers grows for arrays
with increasing number of antennas. This implies that in practice, stricter calibration
requirements are needed to calibrate bigger arrays, while still maintaining the same
error criterion. This is however contrary to what the CRLB indicates.

Overall, the proposed calibration method does not suffer from convergence prob-
lems, and it is of practical use, given that the mutual coupling gains between BS
antennas are known, and multipath contributions during calibration are small com-
pared to mutual coupling effects.
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channel σ.
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6 Appendix A

Fig. 6 shows the difference between the CRLB of a transceiver estimate associated
with edge antennas, and transceiver estimate associated with neighbor antennas to
the reference antenna.

7 Appendix B

An example of a derivative of (12) with respect to an entry of θ, namely θ4(k−1)+Km

with Km = 2 given by
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∂Σi,j
∂ Im {tk}

=



[
0 −jritjr∗jσ2

jr∗i t
∗
j rjσ

2 2 Im {ti} |rj |2σ2

]
, k = i

[
2 Im {tj} |ri|2σ2 jrir

∗
j t
∗
i σ

2

−jrjtir∗i σ2 0

]
, k = j

Ø, otherwise.
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A Generalized Method of Moments

Detector for Block Fading SIMO

Channels

In this letter we apply the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM),
widely used in econometrics, to receivers operating with imperfect chan-
nel state information (CSI) of single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) block-
fading channels where a single pilot symbol is used. The GMM results in
the standard maximum ratio combining (MRC) receiver, but with an im-
proved channel estimate. Although not our goal at the outset, this result
reveals an inherent capability of the GMM to improve any channel esti-
mate through filtering of the initial channel estimate with a matrix that
is constructed from the received signals. The filtering involves a matrix
inverse of size min {T,M}, where M is the number of receive antennas, and
T + 1 is the coherence interval of the channel. The gain over an MRC
receiver, using a scaled version of the pilot observation as channel esti-
mate, lies in the range 0.1-3 dB depending on the system configuration.
A coherence interval of about 5 symbol intervals is sufficient to reach these
gains.

c©2016 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from
Joao Vieira, Fredrik Rusek, Fredrik Tufvesson,
“A Generalized Method of Moments Detector for Block Fading SIMO Channels,”
in IEEE Communications Letters, 2016, Vol 20, Issue 7 pp. 1477-1480
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1 Introduction

We study receiver design for Single-input Multiple-output (SIMO) transmissions in
block fading channels in the face of additive Gaussian noise where the channel is
a-priori unknown. Such systems have been widely studied and the interplay between
the amount of training and payload data is today well understood [1,2]. In this paper
we allocate one time slot of the coherence interval to training data. The literature
on possible receiver designs is vast. The Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test optimal
detector has been studied in [3] and has cubic complexity in the block length T + 1.
If the statistics of the channel are known, then the true Maximum-Likelihood (ML)
detector operates on the basis of the conditional probability but has exponential
complexity in T + 1 [4]. Another method is iterative joint channel estimation and
data detection [5] which can approach the performance of the ML detector but with
much less computational complexity.

In this paper we investigate to what extent the Generalized Method of Moments
(GMM) can be utilized for SIMO receiver design with imperfect channel state in-
formation (CSI). The GMM is a relatively new method that has been widely and
successfully applied within econometrics [6]. However, applications of the GMM to
the field of communications are scarce. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, it was
first applied, with great success, in [7] for reciprocity calibration of base stations in a
large-scale multiuser Multiple-input Multiple-output (MIMO) setup. Noteworthy, [7]
rediscovered the GMM as it did not identify the method as an instance of the GMM.

The contributions of this letter are as follows.

• We apply the GMM to SIMO systems with imperfect CSI and investigate its
potential for receiver design.

• We find that the GMM improves the quality of any channel estimate by filtering
it with a matrix that is constructed explicitly from the received signals.

• We show that the GMM receiver performs maximum ratio combining (MRC)
using the improved channel estimate.

• We show that the complexity overhead compared with an MRC receiver that
forms a channel estimate based on the pilot observation is small.

Altogether, the GMM detector has low complexity, yields signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
gains, and can be expressed in an easily understandable manner. Our current GMM
detector cannot easily be extended to MIMO systems; we mention where the problem
for MIMO occurs later. For a single-input single-output systems GMM detection does
not offer any gain.

2 System Model

We consider a block fading SIMO system with coherence time T + 1 symbol times in
additive Gaussian noise. The received signal vector at time k can be expressed as

yk = hxk + nk, 0 ≤ k ≤ T (1)
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where x0 = 1 is a known inserted training symbol, {xk}Tk=1 are multi-level QAM
data symbols with unit average energy, h is a random M × 1 vector representing the
communication channel, and nk is complex Gaussian noise with covariance matrix
N0I. The vector h is unknown to the receiver, and we also assume that the receiver
does not know the joint density of the entries of h. For later use, we assemble the
vectors yk into a matrix Ỹ = [y0 Y ] where Y = [y1 . . . yT ] CM×T is containing the
data observations. Similarly, x denotes the vector of data symbols x = [x1 . . . xT ]
and x̃ = [1 x]. With that, we have Y = hx+N where N = [n1 . . . nT ].

We analyze two corner cases: (i) detection with known SNR γ = E[‖h‖2]/MN0

(measured per receive antenna)27, and (ii) detection with unknown SNR. The former
case corresponds to a scenario where the statistics of the channel do not change among
the transmitted blocks, such that the SNR can be estimated with zero asymptotic
error. The latter corresponds to a case where the transmitted blocks are sparse so that
the SNR changes abruptly between two blocks. This occurs, e.g., often in machine-
to-machine communications, where single antenna nodes transmit a small packet of
control data at a very low periodicity [8]. Indeed, if the SNR is not known to the
receiver, it can be estimated from the received data block. This is, however, out
of scope for this letter, and we assume the SNR to be either unknown or perfectly
known, which represents the two corner cases.

2.1 Benchmark Detectors

A standard way to implement a detector for signals of the form (1) is to estimate
the channel as ĥ = βy0. In the case that the SNR is known, then β = γ(γ + 1)−1

so that minimum mean square error (MMSE) channel estimation is obtained. If the
SNR is not known, a least squares (LS) estimation is performed which implies that
β = 1. Once the channel has been estimated, the detector proceeds as if the estimate
is correct and performs MRC, i.e.

x̂ =
1

‖ĥ‖2
ĥHY . (2)

3 The Generalized Method of Moment Detec-
tor

The GMM explores a particular structure of the system model, more specifically the
moment conditions [6]. Inspection of (1) indicates the moment condition

E[fk,`] , E[ykx` − y`xk] = 0, (3)

where 0 ≤ k < ` ≤ T , and 0 has zeros in all of its entries. For MIMO, a condition
similar to (3) is not available which limits the application of the GMM to SIMO.

27 Here, E[·] is the expectation operator, and ‖ · ‖ is the Frobenius norm.
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With g ,
[
fT
0,1 · · ·fT

T−1,T

]T
, the GMM detector is given by

x̂ = arg min
x
gHWg. (4)

Since the optimal form of the weighting matrix W depends on the unknown second-
order statistics of h [6], we proceed with W = I. The cost function can thus be
rewritten as

gHg =

T∑
k=0

T∑
`=k+1

‖ykx` − y`xk‖2

= xΨxH − 2R {bxH}+ ‖Y ‖2, (5)

where Ψ = ‖Ỹ ‖2I − Y HY and b = yH
0 Y . The minimizer to the quadratic form

(5) is

x̂ = bΨ−1

=
1

‖Ỹ ‖2
yH
0 Y

[
I − Y

HY

‖Ỹ ‖2

]−1

. (6)

As can be seen from (6), the GMM detector operates over the entire block Y .
It is preferable to reach an expression where the GMM detector operates over one
received vector per time. To get such a form, we rewrite (6) into

x̂ =
1

‖Ỹ ‖2
yH
0

[
I − Y Y

H

‖Ỹ ‖2

]−1

Y

= yH
0 EY , (7)

where

E =
1

‖Ỹ ‖2

[
I − Y Y

H

‖Ỹ ‖2

]−1

.

The particular form of the GMM detector (7) can, however, be computationally
overwhelming if M > T , since the inversion required to establish E is of size M ×M .
As a remedy we use the matrix inversion lemma and rewrite (7) as

x̂ =
1

‖Ỹ ‖2
yH
0

[
I +

Y

‖Ỹ ‖

[
I − Y

HY

‖Ỹ ‖2

]−1
Y H

‖Ỹ ‖

]
Y

= yH
0 EY , (8)

where in this case we have

E =
1

‖Ỹ ‖2

[
I +

Y

‖Ỹ ‖

[
I − Y

HY

‖Ỹ ‖2

]−1
Y H

‖Ỹ ‖

]
,

so that only a T × T inversion is needed.
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Let us now discuss the interpretation of the GMM detector x̂ = yH
0 EY . The

benchmark (2) applies MRC based on ĥ. With unknown SNR, ĥ coincides with y0 so
that the benchmark detector reads, omitting the scaling term in (2) for now, yH

0 Y .
In view of this, we can see that the GMM detector x̂ = yH

0 EY takes the LS estimate
y0, purifies it through the matrix E, and then applies MRC, i.e.

x̂ = ĥH
GMMY = (Eĥ)HY .

Thus, the GMM provides a simple method for improving the LS channel estimate. In
the next section we will draw on this and show that the matrix E in fact improves any
channel estimate, not only the LS one, especially as T grows large. The purification
of the channel estimate is done once per received block. The additional complexity
compared to the benchmark detector lies in computing the matrix E and the vector
(Eĥ)H once per coherence time. Thus the complexity is dominated by a matrix
inversion of size min {T,M} ×min {T,M}. The GMM detector x̂ = yH

0 EY is linear
in Y once E has been computed. An important remark is that for T = 1, the GMM
detector coincides with MRC based on ĥLS and thus provides no additional benefit.

Finally, note that the matrix Y Y H/‖Ỹ ‖2 is not the sample covariance matrix
of Y as it is normalized with its own energy, rather than with the block length. A
problem with the GMM detector is that as the block length T + 1 grows large, the
matrix E converges to the all zero matrix. In other words, it is a biased estimator.
For constant modulus constellations this is not an issue, but it quickly renders the
GMM detector unsuitable for multi-level QAM constellations. Before discussing the
bias, we turn to an SNR analysis for which the bias effect is irrelevant.

4 SNR Asymptotic Analysis

In this section we analyze the asymptotic SNR of the GMM detector as the block
length grow large. As scalings are irrelevant for SNR computations, we ignore the
scaling of the matrix E, so that we let the GMM detector for xk be x̂k = yH

0 (I −
Y Y H/‖Ỹ ‖2)−1yk. However, recalling that y0 is the LS channel estimate of h, we
here replace y0 with any estimate ĥ that has the form ĥ = αh + w where w is
complex Gaussian noise with covariance matrix NwI. We will now show that the
matrix E will improve any channel estimate regardless of Nw and α. The LS and
MMSE channel estimates are then the special cases Nw = α2N0, with α = 1 and
α = γ(γ + 1)−1, respectively.

The post-processing SNR of the GMM detector is denoted by γGMM and is defined
as follows. Define the random variable zk = x̂k|(xk=1). The SNR is then defined as
γGMM = 2|E[zk]|2/Var[zk], where Var[·] denotes the variance of its input. We sum-
marize our findings for the asymptotic post processing SNR γ∞GMM = limT→∞ γGMM

in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1 As T → ∞, the post-processing SNR of the GMM detector x̂ =
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(Eĥ)HY , is

γ∞GMM =
α2λ2

αλ(N0 +Nw) +N0Nw +
N3

0Nw(M−1)3

(λ+(M−1)N0)2

.

Furthermore, the post-processing SNR of the benchmark detector x̂ = ĥHY , γBM,
satisfies γBM < γ∞GMM.

Proof. Let Q[
√
λ 0 . . . 0]T denote the singular value decompostion of the channel

vector h. As T →∞, we have that (I − Y Y H/‖Ỹ ‖2)−1 → QDQH where

D=diag

([
λ+MN0

(M−1)N0

λ+MN0

λ+(M−1)N0
· · · λ+MN0

λ+(M−1)N0

])
.

We now have,

x̂k = ([α
√
λ 0]QH +wH)QDQH(Q[α

√
λ 0]Txk + nk)

= λ
λ+MN0

(M − 1)N0
xk + η, (9)

where η is a noise variable and 0 is a 1 × (M − 1) vector with all elements equal to
zero. Based on (9) it is straightforward to derive the variance of η. By doing so, the
SNR equals

γ∞GMM =
α2λ2

αλ(N0 +Nw) +N0Nw +
N3

0Nw(M−1)3

(λ+(M−1)N0)2

.

For the benchmark detector x̂k = ĥHyk we obtain the SNR by replacing D with
the identity matrix. This gives,

γBM =
α2λ2

αλ(N0 +Nw) +MN0Nw
.

The relation γ∞GMM > γBM is shown as follows,

γ∞GMM >
α2λ2

αλ(N0 +Nw) +N0Nw +
N3

0Nw(M−1)3

(0+(M−1)N0)2

= γBM.

From the proof of Proposition 1 we can observe that as N0 → 0, we have asymp-
totically no SNR gain28, i.e., γ∞GMM/γBM → 1. We can also deduce the following
corollary.

Corollary 1 As T → ∞, the phase of the GMM channel estimate ĥGMM = Eĥ is
closer to the phase of the true channel than the phase of the initial estimate, that is,∥∥∥∥∥ ĥGMM

‖ĥGMM‖
− h

‖h‖

∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
∥∥∥∥∥ ĥ

‖ĥ‖
− h

‖h‖

∥∥∥∥∥ .
28 This does not imply that error rates converge.
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Proof. Since relative magnitudes between ĥGMM and ĥ are irrelevant for SNR
computations, the increased SNR implies that |ĥH

GMMh|/‖ĥGMM‖ ≥ |ĥHh|/‖ĥ‖.
Thus, the phase of ĥGMM is better aligned with the phase of h than the phase of
ĥ, which yields the inequality.

5 Bias Considerations of the GMM Detector

From Corollary 1 we know that the phase of ĥGMM is better aligned to the phase of h
than the phase of ĥ is. However, the magnitude ‖ĥGMM‖ needs not to be closer to ‖h‖
than the magnitude ‖ĥ‖ is. In fact, the magnitude ‖ĥGMM‖ is typically very small.
The reason is that as T grows, the GMM detector converges to the all-zero solution.
To resolve this, we constrain ‖ĥGMM‖ to be equal to ‖ĥ‖. Thus, we construct ĥGMM

as

ĥGMM =
‖ĥ‖
‖Eĥ‖

Eĥ.

The GMM detector performs MRC scaling similar to (2) and is given by

x̂ =
1

‖ĥGMM‖2
ĥH

GMMY

=
1

‖ĥ‖‖Eĥ‖
ĥHEY (10)

where ĥ = βy0. The GMM detector (10) can be reached without knowing the SNR,
in which case β = 1.

The vector x̂ can be modeled as x̂ = ρx+ ñ where ρ is a bias which depends on
the system parameters and on the unknown channel distribution. This bias is given
by the expectation ρ = E[zk], where zk is defined shortly before Proposition 1. Notice
that the expectation is not dependent on k, since all zk are statistically equivalent.
Since the phase of ĥGMM is better aligned with the phase of h than the phase of ĥ is,
the bias ρ is closer to unity than the corresponding bias for the benchmark detector
is. Thus, we expect superior performance with the GMM detector also for QAM
constellations.

Up to this point, we have not made use of any knowledge of the SNR. If the
SNR is at hand, we can seek to compensate for the bias. However, the expectation
ρ = E[zk] is not feasible to find in closed form, and we resort to approximations. We
point out that if the receiver has access to multiple received blocks, then the bias ρ
can be estimated over time. For Gaussian channels, we empirically found that a good
approximation of ρ is given by

ρ =
1

2

(
1 + tanh

(
k1 + 10 log10(γ)

k2

))
. (11)

The two parameters k1 and k2 depends on M and T , but can be tabulated off-line.
Thus, for the case where the SNR is known to the receiver, the GMM detector becomes

x̂ =
1

ρ

1

‖y0‖‖Ey0‖
yH
0 EY . (12)
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The reason for using y0 in (12) and not the more general notation of ĥ is that (11) has
been computed for initial LS estimation so that ĥ = y0. As MMSE estimation and
LS estimation only differs with a constant, this is irrelevant for performance provided
that ρ is computed for LS estimation.

6 Numerical Evaluations

We next provide numerical examples for the performance improvement attained by
the GMM detectors over their linear counterparts, i.e., the benchmark detectors of
Sec. 2.1. In all presented cases, the entries of h are chosen as zero mean independent
and identically distributed complex Gaussian entries with unit variance. We set
min {T,M} = 4 for most simulations, and hence low additional complexity is required
to perform GMM detection. Relaxing this complexity constraint trades off with better
performance.

Fig. 1 shows the symbol error rate (SER) performance of different detectors.
GMM detection provides SNR gains that increase with higher values of M . This
dependency is shown explicitly in Fig. 2 for a given SER. Higher gains are harvested
when the SNR is unknown. These gains seem linear in M which renders the method
especially interesting for massive SIMO systems. A few dBs are harvested for rather
small block length values. Fig. 3 shows the convergence of the post processing SNR of
the GMM detector γGMM to its asymptotic bound found in Proposition 1. Estimating
γGMM is done by means of Monte Carlo computations of E[zk] and Var[zk]. Most gains
seem to be reached at moderate values of T , e.g. say T + 1 = 10 for the cases of Fig.
3, but this varies depending on the parameters setting chosen. Gains close to 2 dB
are reached compared to the standard LS scheme, i.e. T = 1.

7 Conclusions

The GMM receiver explores the structure of block fading channels to improve the
channel estimate quality, i.e. it filters the raw channel estimate with a matrix con-
structed from the received pilots and data. The computation overhead of the GMM
receiver is relatively small compared to benchmark schemes as LS and MMSE. This
overhead trades off with SNR gains, that can be harvested with small block lengths.
For example, gains of 1.5 dB compared to benchmark schemes are attained with a
block length of five and eight receive antennas. For a fixed system setup, these gains
converge asymptotically with the block length, and appear linear with the number of
receive antennas which renders the method especially interesting for massive SIMO
systems.
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Deep Convolutional Neural Networks

for Massive MIMO Fingerprint-Based

Positioning

This paper provides an initial investigation on the application of con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs) for fingerprint-based positioning using
measured massive MIMO channels. When represented in appropriate do-
mains, massive MIMO channels have a sparse structure which can be
efficiently learned by CNNs for positioning purposes. We evaluate the po-
sitioning accuracy of state-of-the-art CNNs with channel fingerprints gen-
erated from a channel model with a rich clustered structure: the COST
2100 channel model. We find that moderately deep CNNs can achieve
fractional-wavelength positioning accuracies, provided that an enough rep-
resentative data set is available for training.
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1 Introduction

Massive MIMO is a candidate technology to integrate next generation cellular sys-
tems, such as 5G systems, and deliver manifold enhancements in the communications
link [1]. In its conceived form [2], massive MIMO uses a large number of base station
(BS) antennas together with measured channel state information (CSI) to multiplex
user terminals spatially. Measured CSI is essential to yield spectrally efficient com-
munications, but it can also be a key enabler to achieve highly-accurate terminal
positioning, where down to centimeter order accuracy may be required in some 5G
applications, e.g., autonomous driving [3]. Explained briefly, since positioning is a
spatial inference problem, it makes sense to use large antenna arrays that oversam-
ple the spatial dimension of a wireless channel (thus benefiting from, e.g., increased
angular resolution, resilience to small-scale fading, and array gain effects) to aid the
positioning task.

Several approaches that make use of measured massive MIMO channels for posi-
tioning exist. For example, the approach proposed in [4] detects a terminal’s position
(from a grid of candidate positions) using line-of-sight (LOS) based triangulation from
a terminal to several distributed massive MIMO BSs. In [5], positioning is performed
using the phases of multipath components estimated from massive MIMO channels.
Another positioning approach was proposed in [6], where received signal strength
(RSS) based fingerprinting from one single-antenna terminal to NBS M -antenna BSs
is employed. Here, the challenge was to learn the inverse map

f−1
RSS : {|Yi|2} → {xi} (1)

from a set of training observations, i.e. the training set {Yi,xi}NTrain
i=1 . Here the

label xi ∈ R2x1 is the 2-dimensional terminal coordinate of training observation i,
and Yi ∈ CMxNBS is its associated channel fingerprint. Gaussian Process-based
Regression was used to learn f−1

RSS(·).
What the previous two mentioned positioning proposals and other proposals have

in common (e.g., [7] and [8]), is that the structure of their solutions is typically com-
posed by 2 distinct steps. In the first step, empirical feature extraction (from the
measured channel snapshots) is performed (e.g., RSS), and in the second step, posi-
tioning of the terminal is done using the extracted features and a suitable algorithm-
the algorithm typically being is the main contribution of the work. Although such
2 step solutions simplify the entire positioning task, they are inherently sub-optimal
since they are constrained to use only partial–and typically not statistically suffi-
cient [9]–channel statistics to solve the problem at hand. Thus, is it of interest to
explore positioning frameworks that jointly extract and process channel features from
measurements–under some joint optimality criterion.

In this work, fingerprinting-based positioning is performed using a framework that
jointly extracts and processes channel features for positioning. More specifically, we
are interested to learn

f−1 : {s (Yi)} → {xi}, (2)

i.e., the inverse of the underlying function f(·) that maps a set of single-antenna
terminal coordinate vectors {xi} to their respective measured but transformed channel
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snapshots s (Yi) ∈ Cd1x...xdD ∀i, where D is the dimensionality of the transformed
snapshot. We note that the main point of the transformation s(·) is to obtain a sparse
representation for s (Yi). This is motivated in detail in Sec. 2.2. For now, we remark
that the sparse transformations considered in this work are bijective, and thus yield
no information loss.29

Our proposal to learn (2) is by means of deep convolutional neural networks
(CNNs). Deep neural networks provide state-of-the-art learning machines that yield
the most learning capacity from all machine learning approaches [10], and lately have
been very successful in image classification tasks. Just like most relevant information
for an image classification task is sparsely distributed at some locations of the image
[10], measured channel snapshots Yi have, when represented in appropriate domains,
a sparse structure which–from a learning perspective–resemble that of images. This
sparse channel structure can be learned by CNNs and therefore used for positioning
purposes. To the best of the authors’ knowledge there is no prior work on this matter.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized below.

• We investigate the feasibility of deep CNNs for fingerprint-based positioning
with massive MIMO channels, and provide insights on how to design such
networks based on machine learning and wireless propagation theory.

• As a proof-of-concept, we demonstrate the accuracy of our approach by per-
forming fractional-wavelength positioning using channel realizations generated
from a widely accepted cellular channel model: the COST 2100 MIMO channel
model [11].

2 Channel Fingerprinting and Pre-Processing

In this section, we explain the fingerprinting scenario addressed in this work, and
motivate why CNNs are learning machines suitable to perform positioning under
such scenarios. To maximize insights, we focus most motivational remarks on the
current case-study, but also provide several generalization remarks at the end of the
section.

2.1 Channel Fingerprinting

In this work, we assume a BS equipped with a linear M -antenna array made of
omnidirectional λ/2-spaced elements, and that narrowband channels sampled at NF
equidistant frequency points are used for positioning. With that, the dimensionality
of each channel fingerprint Yi (and, as it will be seen later, of each transformed
fingerprint s(Yi)) is D = 3 and

d1 = M, d2 = NF , and d3 = 2.

29 We remark that this positioning approach is inherently designed for the single-user case.
This fits well within a massive MIMO context since mutually orthogonal pilot sequences,
which are seen as sounding sequences in the context of this work, are typically used by
different users during uplink training [2]. The extention of this approach to a multi-user case
is thus straightforward.
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Given a terminal position, its associated fingerprint is generated through f(·),
i.e. the inverse of the function we wish to learn. We implement f(·) using the
COST 2100 channel model, the structure of which is illustrated by Fig. 1, under the
parametrization proposed in [12]. This parametrization was performed for outdoor
environments and is further detailed in Sec. 4. However, we note that our method is
not restricted to work only in outdoor channels–we remark on the required channel
properties in Sec. 2.2. It is important to note that, in this work, f(·) is implemented as
a bijective deterministic map, i.e., there is only one unique fingerprint per position.30

2.2 Motivation for CNNs and Sparse Input Structures

Applying standard feed-forward neural networks to learn the structure of {Yi} may
be computationally intractable, specially when M grows very large. However, the
structure of neural networks can be enhanced, both from a computational complexity
and a learning point-of-view, if designed with sparse interaction and parameter shar-
ing properties [10]. This is a widely used architecture for CNNs, suitable to process
inputs with grid-like structures (e.g., an image can be thought as a two-dimensional
grid of pixels) with minimal amounts of pre-processing.

CNNs are efficient learning machines given that their inputs meet the following
two structural assumptions:

1. most relevant information features are sparsely distributed in the input space;

2. the shape of most relevant information features is invariant to their location in
the input space, and are well captured by a finite number of kernels.

From a wireless channel point-of-view, these assumptions apply well when channels
snapshots (i.e., the CNN inputs) are represented in domains that yield a sparse struc-
ture [13]. For example, in the current case study, sparsity is achieved by representing
Yi in its, so-called, angular-delay domains, see Fig. 1. Trivially, s(·) can take the
form of a two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform, i.e.,

s(Yi) = F Yi F
H . (3)

If specular components of the channel, which are typically modeled by Dirac delta
functions [13], are seen as the information basis for positioning, then the two structural
assumptions of the CNNs inputs listed above are met. The same applies, if instead,
clusters of multipath components are seen as the information features for positioning.

30 Bijectiveness of f(·) applies in most practical propagation scenarios with high probability
(the probability typically approaches one as M increases). This is an important aspect to
consider as it addresses the conditions needed to be able to use CNNs (or more generally,
to solve the inverse problem). On a different note, regarding the deterministic structure for
f(·), this is done by generating both training and test sets from the same given realization
of the COST 2100 channel model stochastic parameters. This makes each fingerprint to be
completely determined solely by the geometry of the propagation channel itself. Stochastic
effects in the fingerprinting process, such as measurement and labeling noise, or even time–
variant channel fading are interesting impairments to be considered in the design of CNN in
future work. For now, we focus on the case of having unique fingerprints per position, due
to simplicity.
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Figure 1: Left–Link setup considered in this work: an M -linear BS
array positioning one single-antenna terminal in a confined square area.
Channel realizations are generated through the COST 2100 MIMO chan-
nel model. This geometry-based stochastic channel model is composed
by different types of clusters of multipath components (MPCs) that il-
luminate certain visibility regions (VRs) of an area. Right–Example of
the magnitude of a channel snapshot represented in a sparse domain.
Such channel has a rich structure that can be learned by a CNN for
positioning purposes.

2.3 Generalizing the Current Case Study

The current case study can be extended to more generic/higher-dimensionality
fingerprints. For example, if {Yi} is comprised by snapshots measured from a
multi-antenna terminal to a BS array, both with arbitrary array structures and
non-omnidirectional antenna elements, the effective aperture distribution function
(EADF) [14] may be accounted in s(·) in order to obtain a sparse fingerprint repre-
sentation. However, we emphasize that, in contrast to most propagation studies, one
does not need to necessarily de-embed the measurement system from the propagation
channel in order to obtain valid fingerprints for positioning. Also, multi-antenna
channels yielding phenomena such as violation of the plane wave assumption, or even
the existence of cluster visibility regions [15], can be made sparse by means of proper
transformations, e.g., generalized Fourier transforms. In any case, the key is the
ability to obtain a sparse representation for s (Yi).

3 Deep CNN Architecture

In this section, we describe the network architecture used for learning f−1(·), and
discuss some design aspects.

For notation convenience, we drop the dependence of the training sample index
i, and write Y , Yi and x , xi until explicitly stated otherwise.
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3.1 Convolutional-Activation-Pooling Layers

After the input layer, which takes the transformed snapshots, a typical structure of
CNNs employs a cascade of L convolutional-activation-pooling (CAP) layers. Each
CAP layer is composed by: i) a convolutional operation of its input with K convo-
lutional Kernels, ii) a non-linear transformation, i.e., activation function, and iii) a
pooling layer, respectively. A detailed description of the CAP layer structure used in
this work follows below.

Let the tensor H`−1 ∈ RMxNF xS3 be the input of the `th CAP layer, with 1 ≤
` ≤ L. Also, let the jth convolutional Kernel of the `th layer be denoted by w`

j ∈
RS1xS2xS3 , with 1 ≤ j ≤ K, and S1 and S2 denoting the sizes of the Kernels (which are
CNN hyper-parameters). With h`−1

r,c ∈ RS1xS2xS3 being a sub-tensor of a zero-padded
version31 of H`−1, an output entry of the `th convolutional layer can be written as

c`r,c,j = b`j + 1T
(
w`
j ◦ h`−1

r,c

)
1. (4)

Here ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, b`j is a bias term, 1 denotes the all-ones column
vector, and r and c are indices in the convolution output volume which are implicitly
defined.

In the first CAP layer, the input H0 is a tensor made out of the complex-valued
entries of (3), and thus we have S3 = 2 (real dimensions). This is because, although
channel snapshots are inherently complex-valued, we pursue an implementation of a
real-valued CNN with real-value inputs (thus we have S3 = 2 in the first CAP layer).
We motivate why we do so in Sec. 3.4. In the remaining CAP layers, we have S3 = K.

Each convolutional output entry (4) is fed to an activation function. We use the
current default choice for activation functions in CNNs, namely, the rectified linear
unit (RELU) [10], where the output can be written as

g`r,c,j = max
(
c`r,c,j , 0

)
. (5)

Finally, after each activation function follows a pooling operation which down samples
the outputs of the activation functions. A standard option, also used here, is to
forward propagate the maximum value within group of N1 ×N2 activation functions
outputs. The pooling result can be written as

h`r,c,j =
N1

max
m=1

N2
max
n=1

(
g`(r−1)N1+m, (c−1)N2+n, j

)
. (6)

3.2 Fully-Connected Layer

A fully-connected layer, following the L CAP layers, finalizes the CNN. With that,
the position estimate of the network, t ∈ R2x1, is given by

t = Wvec
{

HL
}

+ bL, (7)

31 The zero-padded version of H`−1 is obtained by padding the borders of the volume of
H`−1 with zeros, such that, when convolved with any Kernel w`

j , the input and output

volumes are the same [10].
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where vec {·} vectorizes its argument, bL = [bL1 bL2 ]T is a vector of biases, and W is
a weight matrix whose structure is implicitly defined.

3.3 Network Optimization

The CNN network learns the weights W and
{
w`
j

}
, and biases

{
b`j
}

, in order
to make t the best approximation of x. Since we address positioning as a re-
gression problem, we use the squared residuals averaged over the training set
as the optimizing metric. Re-introducing the dependence on the sample in-
dex i, and defining the column vector θ by stacking all network parameters as

θ =
[
vec
{

[w1
1 . . .w

K
L ]
}T

vec {W}T [b11 . . . b
L
2 ]
]T

, the optimum parameters are given

by
θ̂ = argmin

θ
J(θ), (8)

with

J(θ) =
β

2
θTθ +

1

Ntrain

Ntrain∑
i=1

(xi − ti(θ))2. (9)

A Tikhonov penalty term is added to harvest the benefits of regularization in CNNs–β
is its associate hyper-parameter. On a practical note, we minimize (9) using stochastic
gradient-descent and back propagation [10].

3.4 Network Design Considerations

We now motivate our choice for the implementation of real-valued CNNs. From
our experience, the main challenge of generalizing CNNs to the complex-valued case
appears to be in finding a suitable generalization of (5), the RELU, in order to ”ac-
tivate” complex inputs. For example, the complex-valued CNN generalizations pre-
sented in [16] apply (5) to both real and imaginary parts separately, which from our
experience appears not to perform well from a network optimization point-of-view.
Explained briefly, such RELUs are non-continuous functions in C, as opposed to only
being non-differentiable in R as in real-valued network. This makes the network’s
optimization unstable with the current optimization method (i.e. gradient descent).
Therefore, as real-valued CNNs have been very successful in image classification tasks,
we conservatively choose to pursue this design option, and let the extension to the
complex-valued case to be a matter of future work.

A practical remark regarding the choice of the number of CAP Kernels, K, follows.
In practice, information features, addressed in Sec. 2.2, are subject to a number of
variability factors. For example, the shape of a ”measured Dirac delta function” can
vary with its location due to discretization. Also, it is clear that, there is a higher
variability in the informational features if they are seen as clusters of MPCs, rather
than single MPCs themselves. In both cases, a practical approach to deal with such
variability factors is to set a high number for K, and let the CNNs learn a set of
kernels that span most possible variations.
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To finalize, if the information features are seen as the clusters of MPCs, the
sizes of the Kernels, S1 and S2, should cover their range in the angular and delay
channel representations. This is because MPCs within a cluster may be statistically
dependent, but different clusters are typically not.

3.5 Complexity Aspects

The most computationally challenging aspect of the entire approach is the optimiza-
tion stage of the network. This is due to the large size of the training sets, network
dimensionality, non-convexity of J(θ), etc. However, once the optimization stage is fi-
nalized, real-time positioning can easily be achieved due to the feed-forward structure
of the network. This can be easily observed (in the current case-study) by looking
at the overall complexity order of a CNN point-estimate: O (K2MLNFS1S2). The
fact that the complexity does not depend on the training set size Ntrain is one main
advantage of using CNNs for positioning.

4 Positioning Results

Next, we address the positioning capabilities of CNNs by means of numerical re-
sults. We omit showing optimization aspects of the network (e.g., convergence across
epochs) as the main point of the paper is to analyse the positioning capabilities of an
optimized CNN.

4.1 Simulation Setup

The setup used in our experiments is illustrated by Fig. 1: the terminal is constrained
to be in a square area A of 25× 25 wavelengths. Channel fingerprints are obtained in
this area through the COST 2100 channel model under the 300 MHz parameterization
(e.g., for path-loss and cluster-based parameters) established in [12]. The remaining
parameters are shown in Table 1, and the other CNNs hyper-parameters, i.e. L and
K, are varied during the simulations.

The closest and furthest coordinate points of A with respect to the first BS
antenna are:

uc = [−12.5λ − 12.5λ]T and uf = [12.5λ 12.5λ]T ,

respectively (i.e., the user is at least ||uc −B1||/λ wavelengths away from the
first BS antenna). The coordinates of these two spatial points implicitly define
the relative orientation of the linear array with the area A . Similarly, the
upcoming performance analysis is done by means of the normalized root mean-
squared error (NRMSE) where the mean is calculated as the average over the
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Table 1: Channel and CNNs parameters

Parameter Variable Value

Carrier frequency fc 300 MHz
Bandwidth W 20 MHz
# Frequency points NF 128
# BS antennas M 128
First BS antenna coordinate B1 [−200λ − 200λ]T

Last BS antenna coordinate BM [−200λ − 200λ+ (M−1)λ
2 ]T

Tikhonov hyper-parameter β 10−3

Kernel angular length [ ◦] S1 9.8
Kernel delay length [µs] S2 0.175
Pooling windows length N1 andN2 2

test sets samples. Thus, we have

NRMSE =
1

λ

√√√√ 1

Ntest

Ntest∑

i=1

(xi − ti(θ))2.

This error metric has an understandable physical intuition as it shows how the
error distance relates to the wavelength.

The CNN training and testing is described as follow:

1. First, the training set is obtained by fingerprinting a 2-dimensional
uniformly-spaced (thus, deterministic) grid of positions spanning the
totality of A . The impact of the sampling density is discussed in Sec.
4.3.

2. For the test set, each fingerprint’s position is obtained by sampling a
random variable with a uniform distribution with support A .

Note that, if the CNN cannot use the available fingerprints for training,
then the position estimator is E{x} = 0, see (9). Its NRMSE, for the current
case study, is given by

NRMSEref(A ) =
1

λ

√
1∫

A ∂d

∫

A
(d− E{x})2 ∂d ≈ 10.2. (10)

Obviously, this reference value increases when A is larger. Since an optimized
CNN with a non-zero number of fingerprints should be able to do better or
equal than (10), we use (10) as a reference level in the analysis.
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Figure 2: Left–NRMSE obtained by CNNs under different parameter-
izations. The upper horizontal line corresponds to the reference level
(10). Here we only report the test error, since a similar error value was
obtained during training (i.e., no overfitting exists). Right–An illustra-
tive example of the point-estimates from a pre-defined set of positions
by the optimized CNN (from the left figure) with K = 20 and L = 4.

For benchmarking purposes, we also contrast our CNN results against a
standard non-parametric fingerprinting approach [17]. Seeing a training fin-
gerprint as a function of its position, i.e. Yi(xi), this approach computes the
position from a new fingerprint Ynew through a grid-search over normalized
correlations as

x̂i = argmax
xi∈{xi}Ntrain

i=1

|Tr{Yi(xi)
HYnew}|√

|Tr{Yi(xi)HYi(xi)}Tr{YH
newYnew}|

. (11)

The following remarks can be made about this non-parametric approach:

1. Compared to the use of CNNs, a main drawback is its computational
complexity order, O (MN2

FNtrain), as it depends on the size of the training
set;

2. it has no inherent interpolation abilities, and thus its error can be lower
bounded given the spatial density of the training set;

4.2 Proof-of-Concept and Accuracy for Different CNN
Parametrizations

Here, we report the positioning results when the spacing between neighbor
training fingerprints is λ/4. We consider this extreme case for now, in order to
mitigate the impact of spatial undersampling from the results-here the focus is
solely on the positioning capabilities of the network. The impact of the training
fingerprints spacing is addressed later in Sec. 4.3.
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Fig. 2 (left) illustrates the positioning accuracy for different cases of CNN
parameterizations. First, and as a sanity check, we see that for the same
parameterizations, a network fed with untransformed inputs (i.e., s (Yi) =
Yi) cannot effectively learn the channel structure for positioning purposes–
the order of magnitude of the positioning error is similar to (10). However,
with transformed inputs, fractional-wavelength positioning can be achieved in
both network settings, with the lowest achieved test NRMSE being of about
−6dB ≈ 1/2 of a wavelength. This showcases the capabilities of CNNs to learn
the structure of the channel for positioning purposes. We remind that such
positioning accuracies are attained with only 20 MHz of signaling bandwidth,
see Table 1, which suggests that CNNs can efficiently trade-off signal bandwidth
by BS antennas and still achieve very good practical performance. Decreasing
the error further than fractional-wavelength ranges becomes increasingly harder
due to the increased similarities of nearby fingerprints–such range approaches
the coherence distance of the channel. Also, as an illustrative example of the
positioning accuracy, Fig. 2 (right) shows the point-estimates of the CNN
under the parameterization that attained the lowest test NRMSE.

4.3 Accuracy for Different Training Grids

To finalize, we analyze the impact of spatial sampling during training. For
benchmarking, we contrast the CNN performance with the performance of the
correlation-based classifier (11). We use the CNN hyper-parameters that at-
tained the lowest MSE in Fig. 2, namely, the model with L = 4 and K = 20.32

Fig. 3 contrasts the NRMSEs obtained from a CNN and the correlation-based
classifier (11), against spatial sampling in the training set. Overall, both ap-
proaches are able to attain fractional-wavelength accuracies at smaller training
densities. Noticeably, the CNN tend to behave better than (11) for less dense
training sampling. Given that (11) does not have interpolation abilities, this
result is closely connected with the inherent interpolation abilities of the CNNs.
The fact that the CNNs achieve similar, or even superior performance compared
to standard non-parametric approaches while having attractive implementation
complexity further corroborates their use in fingerprint-based localization sys-
tems.

32 Ideally, the CNN hyper-parameters should be tuned according to the current training set.
However, we keep the same hyper-parameterization throughout this analysis, for simplicity.
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Figure 3: NRMSE obtained by different positioning approaches for
different spacings between samples of the uniform training grid.

5 Takeaways and Further Work

We have investigated a novel approach for massive MIMO fingerprint-based
positioning by means of CNNs and measured channel snapshots. CNNs have a
feedforward structure that is able to compactly summarize relevant positioning
information in large channel data sets. The positioning capabilities of CNNs
tend to generalize well, e.g. in highly-clustered propagation scenarios with
or without LOS, thanks to their inherent feature learning abilities. Proper
design allows fractional-wavelength positioning to be obtained under real-time
requirements, and with low signal bandwidths.

The current investigation showcased some of the potentials of CNNs for
positioning using channels with a complex structure. However, the design of
CNNs in this contexts should be a matter of further investigation, in order to
be able to deal with real-world impairments during the fingerprinting process.
In this vein, some questions raised during this study are, for example, i) how
to achieve a robust CNN design that is able to deal with impairments such as
measurement and labeling noise, or channel variations that are not represented
in the training set, or ii) how to design complex-valued CNNs that perform
well and are robust during optimization.
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